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The Hogan Song
By

GEORGE HOOD,

Here I dwell,
A happy dwelling.
Beneath the east,
A ha}}py dwelling.
From tlte east,
My father greets me,
A happy dwellIng.
!

II

~,

t

J

Here I dwell, ,
A 'happy dwelli:qg.
, Beneath the North,
A happy dwelling.
From the north
My guide leads me;
A happy dwelling. '

,;

"

[

'-I,
.
;

i

~J

I
i

Here I dwell,
A happy dwelling.
.Beneath the South
A
ha.ppy dwelling.,!I
,
From the South
,I
My venison doth come,l.
, A happy dwelling.j
',!,i

'

!

.'

!

,

Here I dwell,
A happy dwelling.
Beneath the West
A happy dwelling:
. From the West,
My rest doth come;
A happy dwelling.

"

!

i
~

[ 75]
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THE MAKING OF THE SUN AND MOON
Drawn by Nils Hogner for Hogan Tales

.
\

'\ .'
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Hogan Tales
By DOROTHY CHILDS HOGNER
Note by the Editor:
,
The following tales are drawn from the vast store of Navajo
myths and' folk narratives which have inter¢sted ethnologist aad,
Writer alike. As part of a book~of tales collecte~ by Dorothy Hogner,
they represent three large spheres of folk-lore fi.mong the N~jos
the ethnic myths, the chieftain hero tales, and tlte animal fables~ The
three stories printed here appear under general headings corr-espond'ing to these divisions, the '~Tales of Very, Very, Long Ago," the "Big
Long Man Stories," and the "Coyote Stories." .The editor is pleased
to present material of such interest to .Southw~stern readers and to
lovers
of folk literature, young and old.
Th~I frontispiece of this
...
•
magazine reproduces one of the illustrations aone for th~ book by
Nils Hogner, the author's artist husband, a~d advisor about the,
Navajos.

.

'

THE MAKING OF THE SPN

I

~ND

'M,OON

I

'

long, ago when the Jle?ple :first caljDe from the Under
L World, there was no sun In. the sky by day and no moon
in the sky by night. At dawn the Whit4 Light rose in the
East and the Yellow Light in the West ~nd whim ,the two
lights met in the sky it was day. It w:as quite dark and
gloomy.' The Navajos wanted more light.
"I will make more light,"~ said the First Man. From "
his hogan he brought a great piece of thrquoise. which he
had carried with him from the Unde.r World.
,
"From this stone I will make the Sllln
and hang it in
l
the sky by day to make more light," he Isaid.' The people
turquoise stone
gathered around and he chipped'· the bite
I
until it was flat and round like a coin. fhen he painted a
face on the surface;
.~
,"This," he said, "is the Sun. It will kive light by. day."
"While -the First Man admired his handjwork,' the First
Woman went to her hogan and brQught· out a white shell
which she had carried -from the Under Wprld.•She handed
it to First ~an. '
"This," she said, "will be the'Moon. I We shall hang it
[77]
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in ~he sky by night and it will give a light when th Sun is
gone."
.. "First Man chipped it round and' flat like the un and
painted a face on its surface, too.
The next day he called a council of' all of the h ad.men
and the medicine men. When they 'fere' seated, Fi st Man
asked:
"Can anyone here"make .the discs shine 1"
"I can," said the Spider Medicine' Man. "I ill put
light into the Sun and the"'Moon." So saying, he ove five
threads, all of different colors around the discs. ~ twelve
nights he sang, making good mepicine over them'. On the
twelfth night the Sun and the Moon shone.
-' The First Man called another council and ask d, ~'WilJ
anyone carry the Sun across the sky?"
"I will," said Coyote. But no one would vote fo, Coyote.
He was already known as a scamp.
"The Sun would never rise on thne if Coyot carried
..it,'-' said First J\1:an and he asked, "Will anyone h re carry
the Moon across the sky?"
"".
"I :wili," said Coyote, but the people refused is offer.
Just then two handsome young people were s en comling over the horizon. They rode on the backs of eautfful
animals that the .Navajos had never seen before. One of
them was a young man and he was seate<;l on the lack of a
Turquoise Blue Stallion. The other, f! young wo an, was
seated on a beautiful White Mare. The people
d neveli"
seen a horse before in their lives, neither did t ey kno~
what to mak~ of the handsome young man and wo an.
i
"Why .do yo':! come" here? Who are you?
here d~
you come, from?" asked the people.
I
Neither of the strangers gave a name, but e handr
some boy said, "I come to carry the Sun for. you ea~h dar
over the sky." '
. .'
.
r
The beautiful woman sa\d, "I come to carry he Moo~
. each night over the sky."
1
.
~

III

I

r
i
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The people were amazed but pleased. : These hanasome
young people o~ their strange handsome a;nimals s~med to
be just the ones to carry the newly made Sun and Moon.
,
"Come to my house and start your journey there," said
the East Wind, who was also entr~nced with the strangers.
, "Yes," 'cried the people. "Go with' tne East Whid and
climb up the sky from his home." .
Thus it happened that the handsome ~an and the beau":"
~ tiful woman on their strange animals rode into the East
-'"With th~ East Wind. On the next day tq.e people watched
anxiously for the Sun to rise. The white light of dawn
came as usual. Then a glorious aurora pf color filled the
East.. Sun rays shot up over the horizon. ~
"Here comes the Sun," shouted the neople and'for the
.first tim~ in the history of the world the great dazzling Sun
rode up over the rim of ,the world. A ~right warm light
spread over the earth. The people dancediand sang for joy.
"The Sun is ·bt:tautiful and warm," they cried. They
watched it climb up, up to the very top of the sky. There,
to their dismay, the Sun stopped.
"What is the matter ?~,~rfed the people.- "Ride on with
your Turquoise Blue animal, oh Carrier pf the Sun," they
shouted up toward the ,sky. , Bu~ the disc ?f the Sun di~\not
move. At'last a voice called dowp H,I wfll stay here until
you give mea human life." It was the voice of the Sun
Carrier.
.
"He' is a witch," cried First Man. "What shall we do 1"
"The people shouted again 'at the SUD but itt did not mov~ an
inch. It stayed glaring down at them from the roof of the
sky. That very, hour the runner came to say that the wife
of a chief was dying. As she drew her l~st breath the Sun
began to move once more and slowly it travelled' on -down
into the west, le~ying a trail of color behind it on the horizon. Dusk' came and then darkness.
~
That night the people waited anxiously for the Moon to
I

'

)

.

I

..

I

-

'
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rise in the dark night sky. Soon a glow spre d over ~he
East.
.'
i
, "Here comes the Moon," crieg the people a d, for ~he
first time in all history, the' copper-colored ,M n, rose fup
over the rim of the earth. A weird, soft light owed oter.
all the land. The people
danced and sang for jo .
'II
•
"The Moon is st~ange and beautiful," they c jed. Tl/ley
watched it climb higher and higher until it, too, eached the
roof of the sky. There, to the dismay of thI peopleJ it
stopped as the Sun had 'stopped.
.
.
'i
"What is the matter?" cried the people. "Ride' ~n,
Moon Carrier, on your beautiful white animal" But fhe
disc of the M?on did not move. Finally a voice ~ aIled d01V11,
"I will stay here until you give me a human lifo ."
!
"She is. a witch, too," cried the people.
.
j .
It happened that an old warrior lay !ll' an that v~ry
hou~ he died. When he drew his"llast.breath ~he foon statited
mOVIng slowly across the sky, down, down Into the westI
From that day to this, people die day a~~~ight to t.atisfy the Sun and the Moon and ever since, the ¥un and ,fhe
Moon have travelled faithfully.?ver the sky lthout s~pping in their paths.
"
~

'I

I

~

&

•

I

·,1

•

BIG LONG MAN GOES HUNTIN~

,

Big Long Man liked to go hunting every dar- His tife
scolded him and said, "Why don't you stay horne and ~oe
the corn? Look at the garden. It is full of wteds." This'
was true. The corn needed hoeing and the land ne~ed L
water from the irrigation ditch. But Big Lon~ Man 1ent
hunting just the same.
"
. I
"
"You had ,better be careful;" warned his wife. "If~ou
keep on chasing animals you will trir~ into on1 some d"Y."
Big Long Man just laughed a,nd rode "ff'on Gre1 Horse WI,:·th
his bow and quiver slung over his shoulder. .
.That day the ground was covered with new fallen s~ow,
and. soon the hunter came upon the tracks of
Cat, He, .
I_

LTX I
:
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tracked the foot prints to Big Tall Pine Tree, and there the
tracks stopped. .Big Long Man peered up into "the thick branches of the tree. The branches were so thick that he
could not see Lynx Cat, but there he sat, hiding high up
among the thick pine needles.
Big Long Mali got off his horse and threw the reins of
the bridle on the ground so that the animal would stand under the tr~e. Then Big Long Man began circling arou~d and
around the tre'e trunk, peering up into· the branches.
, "Lynx Cat must be up there hiding," said he to himself.
"Here are his tracks to the foot of the tree. There'are no
tracks leading aw~y." He ~eld his bow ready to shoot, a
sharp pointed arrow fitted to the string. ' Round and round
the tree trunk he circled., All this time Lynx Cat was sitting
in the tree following every move of Big Long
-. Man with his
eyes.
~
.( '.
Round a~d round walked Big LQng Man, and round'
and round went Lynx Cat's head" twisting this way and ,that
to keep his eye on the hunter. ~fter awhile· Lynx Ca~ got
dizzy. He could scarcely see. Big Long Man kept right ,on
walking around in circles on the ground below. 'Finally
Lynx Cat got so dizzy that h~ could not keep his balance.
He toppled over backwards. He tried to catch hold of a
branch but he was too dizzy. As 'luck would have it he
landed plunk on the top of Old Grey Horse, who was nodding
and h'anging his head, sleepily; under the tree. 'WPeii- Grey
Horse felt the sharp claws of Lynx Cat dig into hi~ back he
d-id not know what washappeninlt., He gave one squeal and'
one buck and started in a fast gallop toward the hogan of,
Big Long Man, with Lynx. Cat riding on his back. Try ~s
he would, Lynx Cat could not jump off Grey Horse's
back. HIs, feet were tangled in the stirrup straps.
When Grey Horse came in sight of the hogan, the children of Big Long Man were playing in front of the door.
The moment they ~aw Grey Horse. coming at ,sucn a fast
gallop they ran i\doors calling to their mother.
p

,
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"Here comes Father. -He must have killed an ani:rp41
already. He is riding very fast."
.'
"'I.,
"I do won~er what brings himhopte so early," 8ai~
Mrs. Big Long Man. She ran to th~ door" as G~ey H~r~Et
came plunging along with the strange rider clin ng to.: h~s
back. When'Mrs. Big Long Man saw Lynx Cat, e gave ~
scream. Then she began to scold.
.;
-~ ,
"What 'did- I tell you, Big 'Long Man," she sat to LY$
Cat. "I warned you that you would- change into an anim~l
if you went hunting eve~y day and neglected tour corln
patch. Now I have a fine husband. Get along i with yoju
and don't come back ag:ain~until you have your ow~ skin ont
So saying, shega-ve Lynx Cat a cut with a switcbj. With ~
yowl Lynx Cat disentangled his feet and lepf froni the bac~
of Grey Horse. Away he ram, glad enough that the ride
" fin'ISh ed .
,l1Il
!
J
was
:
I
i
Along about sundown, Big Long Man cam~ limping
across the valley. His feet were. blister.ed. He-ras'~i~~
and cross.
:
"Where is my supper 1" he shouted as he· cam~ in 'sigHt
of his hogan.
'
. ,
Mrs. Big Long Man was inside the hogan eooking. ~
mutton stew.
"If Big Long Man is st!ll ~ Lynx Cat," said •Mrs: Big
Long Man to her children, he will get another cut: with thirs
switch for qis supper." She picked up a long switch and
went to the door of the, hogan. ' There was Big tlOng Man
limping home wearily;.
'-'
, "So, you have turned .back into a 'man," said Mrs. Big
Long Man. "Now will you be sensible and hoe your corn?
I won't be keeping any Lynx Cats lor husbands."
Big Long M~n was too tired to heed his wife's scoldings.
- , "I will hoe my corn tomqrrow," he said. "Now please
,
.
,
give me my supper."
"See that you do hoe the corn," replied Mrs. Big Long
.,
Man. "I don't wan~ Lynx Cats around my hogan."

I

1-' '

I

!

<
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-"What on earth is she talking about?" "said Big Long
Man
too.tired
with-liis wife
. to himself. But he was
..
. .to
.argue
,
and he said no more out loud. ,
COYOTE AND ROCK LIZARDS
On the way home, Coyote saw a group of RPck Lizards
playing a game. Their scaly bodi~s shone beautifully in the
sunlight. Coyote was as curious as ever. He trotted over to
the rocks to :find 'out what the Lizards were doing~ They
were playing on 'a wide flat rock which dipped steeply ,into
Red Rock Cany~n~ At the top of the Roc~ was a 'pile of
round smooth' stones. The Lizards took turns riding downhill on these stones'. A Lizard would balance on' top of a
stone ready to ride. He would blowout his cheeks, and hiss;'
and the other Lizards would give 'him a shove. Tne Lizards
, were clever. They moved their small feet as fast as the '.
stones, letting them spin beneath them. Away they scooted
,with thetr tails and heads held high. Not a, single Lizard
,
made a misstep. Not one lost his ~alance and fell off.
-fi
It was a thrilling game and Coyote admired it Il!o!e
than any other game he had ever seen. For
a time
he sat
1
,
patiently watching;. At last he could not sit idle any· longer
and he begged the Lizards to let him join them in their play.
•
"No," said the Lizard who was just ready to. ride. "Go
away." He puffed out his che'eldl and hissed and off he went'
whizzing down the wide flat rock surface.,',
Coyote asked'the next rock. slider.
, "No," rePlied~e second Lizard just as his cousin had
done. "This, is a d ngerous game. You would get hurt."
"I am the fa" test of all the animals," boasted Coyote.
" "Besides, I can jump farther, too. Do let me play."
"No," replied Liza·rd. But- when Coyote asked "the
fourth time they placed a stone' at the top of the slide and
told C6,rote to balance himself upon it. Coyote carefully
placed his four feet "on the small stone. He wrapped his
tail close, to his bqdy to keep it out of his way. - !
F

~
~

\
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"Let gO. Let me go," he shouted Jo the Liz~rds"'whcl>
were balancing him. The other Lizards' gave hi~ a gentl~
shove and away he went with his fur blowing in th~ breeze~~ ,
He shifted his feet quickly as the stone oovolved arid he' slid
all the way to the bottom witho~t falling. He h~r~ied baci'
up the slide .and as soon as he reached the top of;he wide
rock he said, "That is fun. Let me ride again, Liz rds." :
"No, no," hissed the Lizards. "Enough.' Lave us.,r .
But Coyote was not thinking of leaving. He botlllered th~'
Lizards until they gave him two more rides. Etch time he
roiled the stone to the bottom without a mishap.: Now it
Coyote had only been satisfied with three tides, $,11 would
hav.e been welL But he was not satisfied. Not a ibit of itl
He c~me, up th~ fourth time and s a i d : .
:
"Let me have just one more turn, cousins." The LizardS
were now thoroughly Qut of patience. .They gathered tot
gether and whispered in council. In th~ mean titrle Coyot~
was carefully placing his feet on a round stone ~s before~
Two Lizards left the council and came up behind him. Int
stead of giving him a gentl~ shove, they pushed '~ith all thei~
strength. He started down the steep slide so fast that h~
could hardly see. Faster and faster and fast~~ Dolled th~
stone. It spun b~neath-Coyote'sfeet until he could no longet
keep up with it. Out flew his feet from· under his body, anq
he landed with a skid and a plop at -!be bottom of :Red RocK
Canyon. The sliding stone rolled over hiin, and when the
Lizards got to the bottom or'the" canyon there' was nothi~g.
left of Coyote but pie~es. He was scattered to. bits over the'
Canyon bottom. Here apd there were pieces of his armS
and legs, of his fur and of his skin. 'When the 'Lizards saw
what they had done they were frighten~d.
"We will get in trouble for killing Coyote," said First
Lizard. "When Coyote's friends find out 'about our tric~
they will come and kill us."
•
j
"True," said all' of the Lizards, "but' what can we do1"
"Well," said First Lizard.. "Coyote does not carry his
~

"

,
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vital parts where we do. He carries his vital parts in the
. ~ip of his nos~ and the tip of his taiL If we can find the tip
. of his nose and the tip of his tail we can put him all together
again and he :will be as good as ever."
"Good," said the other Lizards. They-scurried aroundand commenced to pick up the pieces of Coyote's body and
stick them together ag~in.
"Here is his, heaN;" cried one Lizard. "Here is atooth,"
cried a~otl.ter Lizard. "Here isa nail. Here is his right
eye.· Here is a bi.t of fur." As each Lizard found a new bit
of Coyote's body' he fitted it into· the right place. At last
~ Coyote was all joined together again,pbut pe lay still on the
ground as dead ,as a srone.·
\
"Why does he n6t come to life?"'cried the Lizards.
.
"We have not yet found the tip of his nose and the tip ,
'; of his tail," replied ~irst ~izard. "They huntep again and.
after a wHile. two of the Lizards came scurryhlg up with
the tip of Coyote's tail and the tip of his nose.. Carefully.
they stuck-these bits on the ends of Coyote's body. Coyote's
body began to heave up and down. , He breathed. The Lizards all shouted for joy. But doyote did not get up from
the ground. He just lay there breathing, but not moving
another bit.
"We must _make a dance around him," directed First .
'Lizard. He gathered sand and began to' scatter it over the
body of Coyote. The other Lizards joined hands making a
circle around the body and they danced while First Lizard
made magic medicine with, the sand.
Suddenly ~oyote's legs beg~n to twiteh~ . He. yawned
and stretched and stood up. In' ~ moment he was alive and
as strong as ever. The first words that he spoke were:
"Let u& go to the top of the slide again and play the
game of rock ,sliding. Now that you ,know how to put me
together,· you need nGt' be afraid."
The Lizards hissed angrily'. ,"No," they cried. Withf

.
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out more talk they scurried to their home's in the Rkd Rock
and did not play the rock sliding game for many da~. Ever since that day the N:avajos have used t~e sand
that has touched a Lizard's body to make good medi ine for
sick people.
•

•

.•

'.
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SHADOWS ON THE SANDIAS
By HARVENA CONRAD RICHTER
•

Eons into starless nights
the gods wrestled
with this rock,
casting," shaping, smoothing
the' molten mass:
c~ving the giant figureheads,
turrets of ancient fortresses,
and Pharaoh's pyramids.
Now the cliffs are weathered
'and the faces gaze with dimmed eyes
across-the sand hills,
like...aged· chiefs at sunset.

ari~ so~

..

J\'

The
has yielded
.\
piiions and cedars,
"
"
staunch on conical red hills,
ovens of a race of gi'ants that is gone.
..
!'
Where once was spilled
a profl,lsion of rich ores,
now fir and spruce silver- the dark hiIlswalking among the clouds. holding company with
~
the blaring sunflowers that follows the arroyosshadowing the scarlet tongues
of Penstamen ",oreii ana asters,. cplored
like distant mesas against the reef of sunset.
High on the wind-swept ridges,
paved w:ithnatural flag-stones,
fox-pines battle the storm
.
above chrome aspen trunks that stOGPto tell
the story of'the winds.
I'
.Indian pa'intbrush,
~
purple monkshood,
[87i
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a profusion of spectrum colored flora
sprinkle the grassy slopes ,above timber line.
Under the rim
aspens bloom in shaded clefts,
swarming down the canyons
until they meet the yellow pines,
lifting their yigorous cinnamon boles
into the heady air..
Here Indians came from Acoma
to fish the waters of this rock,
to track for deer this virginal, high-pointing fa est,
these Titan, rotting trunks made soft by moss.
Now white men have scratched
, ant trails
where the moccasin left no scar.
Sawmills have despoiled these plumed slopes
where now only scrub oaks .
paint their ochres and sepias
when frosts ride down from Colorado.
'.

,

Civilization has reached these solitudes.
The spawn of man
haunts the rugged :·canyons to play cards;
destroying the echoes
with in!lne laughter.
God cannot build barb-wire fences
to keep them out.

<lo

.
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New England and Robert F : st
f

.

t'

By SIDNEY HAYES Cox
~

i '
j

PR~G comes hard in New England. Sn~f consolidates

S ini shady corners and .in thick

"

wo~ds

to ~resist the sun

and mellowing, atmosphere, sometimes unti! June. And
north or Boston frosts pertinaciously rene~ resistance to '
the buds and shoots;
some years there are ~I lizzards long
,
after scillas and :mayflowers, the white and i ink arbutus,
have dared expose their petals. 'rhat tenacity'~ the rigorous
, old'winter points up the pink and gold of s i; ring, renders
the commonplace resplendence of even dan a eliohs heroic
whenlthe first late April clump 'flashes on our' eyes.
All New England loyeliness is peculiarly' triumph. It
wears the glory, proves the in:he~ent-s~rength ~ f ~odd that
almost couldn't, be. The PersIan 'rlotousnes:
autumn .'
purple, crimso~, scarlet, burnt orange, Ie ~~, lustrous
brown and burnished russet along our wood$ts, hillsides,
. and orchards,', woodbine on barnsides and w~dering over
low stonewalls',' marp the sangqinary climaxlpf fierce -and
passiolJ:ate resistance., Even in ~efeat it is. ,ffaradoxically
'defiant, and we who live here know the old;'l~aves will in
seeming to settle and relent be raising frmit ~heir h~aped
ruin near the roots the young pink and gol~ of another
indissuadable r e n e w a I . ! '
Even in winter the beauty of our sombreJaandscape is
i
incized by a sturdy fortitqde too, laconic for a~'smile. The
sculptured whiteness of' our deepening, deeJjJ:ening snow
would be cadaverous
and intolerable if it werJI not ' for .the,
,
stark elms making ,their black lace against Wiay and cold
blue skies. The sinewy though delicate maples we know will
not die even though they shed gallon after gallon) of their sap'
in March before; the snow has let 'up' and ret~flCted. , Our
virginal white birches insist on their Qwn sup~rior whiteness from whose black twigs the daintiest greeh will flaunt
once mure. And our hemlocks,' spruces, firs, c~ars, pines,
~

,

,

I

f..

l

?f/

..

~

.
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-
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though they give up here and there a browned row Qr tuft
of needle-leaves always hold out green beneath their Ul)dredweights of snow. Green squads" platoons and egiments, though hostage in appearance, guarantee to dw llers
in weathered, rambling farmhouses and ,white villages the
return in force of all the leaves and 'flowers-all at an rate.
except here and there a to~ soft-natured exotic in a we> aJlmade garden.
"
The New England summer, all green and in the ide
valleys luxuriant, is perhaps most of ~ll a reserved and
unromanticized record of the coming through in spi e of
resistance that might be thought too powerful to be orth
encountering. That which won't give up holds every lade
of grass, all the potato stalks, and every, head of ca bage
where ledge, rock, hard clay, or, along the sea coast, s erile
sand has done its utmost to check and daunt, to gna 1, to
beat into abandoning the" effort. A sp,ecial pathos bl.lt 'ever
an inkling of self pity'attends the summers.far.north here
at best the triumph cannot be for long; early frosts that
end it all only make the audacious summer the more q ietly
poignant.
.
The wildness of New England, I ~am saying, i not
subdued. It is merely shrewd, and tempered and res rved
to carryon the inexorable natural and internal co flict.
'Through that conflict geographical N,ew England un stentatiously achieves a synthesis so simple that hasty tra elers
never pen~trate to its deep surge arid counterthrust. The
forces are not less tremendous because they give an . take·
with a reciprocal potential that ~proaches equiPoiseJ'. Life
still comes through. What lives at all in New Engl~ d has
met- and momently dominated the full power of anti-Ii e. It
is vulnerable still, and doomed, 'but it is life at its mo 't concentrated. It is full essence.
New England people are like their dwelling plac
The
ingrained New Englander is tough, sineWy, d~fficult, exacting, full of sap. He and she seem coo,, or in their sence
~
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of easy flowing sentiment and quick, crackling emotions,
,col~; they have heat enough tosur~ive t?e wfte~s of,many
, a dIscontent. The measure of theIr anImatIRn IS the con'stancy and the intensity of what they have sto~d 'off without
whine~or appeal; or let it be the composure ~any of them
have effected in their lives out 'of deep contra~ictory desires
that slowly coalesced and ceased "
to.balk and wind each other
.
in futile throes..
~
New Englanders ,are often ,quiet and sob~r when other
people would be violently'excited. The stirnuI+s that rouses
exclamations of, deIig~t, ejaculations of dis~st, peals of' .
laughter or groans of sorrow from a simpl~ :!:~ture, in
them arouses at the same time recollections of ~ain involved
with the delight, of joy felt in the action that'bl1ought on the
disgusting consequence, of grief incident to th* folly which
by
provokes the laughs, or relief . from misery v~iichsafed
,I
the very disaster that elicits grqans.,
il.·
. , To understand th~m you must assess not I}hequantity
of overt emotion but the r.atio of the emotion rrxpressed to
the internal resistance from other emotions fel~ at the- time
or pr~vibusly ingrained in the<ir ch~racter. Y u must also
realize that th,ey seem, contemPlat,ive and retat ed in decision and action because secretlY' they are pre ~ ring to a~t
with excepti-onal commitment and awareness ~ the fatal
~finality of deeds.
"
~
r
And beware of ,disposing of New England rs as traditional. They inherit unashamedly more than 8i little or' the
tradition of old England, but in the three"'eentu,l .es of being
New they have put new curvatures' on all the ol~ traditions.
And the traditional recurved to living is origin~. '
Yet.~h:n !oukn?w the New ,Englander. w,~h his sco~n
"
,for exhIbItionIsm, hIS understatement, hIS' ·eserve, hIS
refusal to explain, his seeming simple words tb8i: have three
edges, you are but getting to know man. Just:s wb'en- you
w England
get to know the tense conflict or nature in
you are getting concentrated knowledge of:tbe' e rtb.
j,
II!
~

'
t
I

N:

>

!
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The m8\erial ()f RObert.· ;;ost·s

-poe~s is th~ ~o

kinds of kno~ledge; knowledge of man and knowledg~ of
earth. But he is a New Englander, and doesn't tell alJI he
knows. He uses it. Instead o.fgeneralizing he tells a s~ry.
or makes an unemphatic com.ment on mowing hay, a/pile
of neglected cord wood, or a dried up brook. You can er,sily
miss what he means if you ,ren't alert for the' eqUiVrlent
,
for a cocked head or a screwed up left eye.
~
He has both the Yankee tendency to turn things lover
in his mind and see if he can't extract some hint for ~ater
exigencies and the Yankee imcl£nation not to say mucllt but
wait until he sees. What he does, say sounds more ten~ative
and casual, often" at first. hearing, than the 19Q9 ti~e h~
has whittled over it would seem to warrant.
I,
His stories and meditative monologues ~r~ ,*ithin
limits, have a time and place. He lets 'the reB4er suppose
him h~mpered to slight significance within those limitjs, the
way' aNew England farmer sometimes lets a visito~" supp~se him tethered to his pasture. General truths apar~ from
.cases have a way of ceasing to be true. And so inst+ad of
extracting meanings he leaves the,m where they are,', and
attempts, with sly cas. uc.~lness to' inveigle us into takipg the
second, deeper look. If we look we find every poem o~ his is
a specimen, a sample. Like a generali~ation it sta~~ for
many experiences; but ,it has not lost, in the prodess of
abstraction, r e a l i t y . , :
.
One of the errors .seekers of the universal so etimes
make with this hard-headed YanlFee if\. SUPPOSing~!hat in
New England he is in retirement, that he has esca ed the
harsh conditions of industrialized and cosmopoli n' life.
They don't know that he has had a San Franc-isco b~Ybood,
a factory ci~ youth, a perio~' of ~'turnin~ to fresh
a~,
he wand,ered In ,the south, a time of working on a ne:wr,paper,
and plenty of samples of London and New Yorki. They
don'tknow bow intimately he bas been Uacqu~nted rith the
night." He ~nows the special ~nditions of ~~r ~res. all

J

tarks"

• i
J
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right. But, more im~orta+, he a~ceptll hart and resistant
conditions, as characteristi
of life in all 1ti "~i es. .
.
,
' . '
As his poems give sha e, not to the ahs fraCtion of ideas
from conditio:Q.al exp~rien' e,· but to the d ~onstration of
significance within li~itin' condition~,- so, .!he suggests, in
living the way is not to e I cape c6nditions, Ibuttto look for
the possibilities ,within thm and to see wliiat can be made
. I. '
\
of the possibilities. I i :
He likes conditions. , he fun' of life 'is tin proving that
you can make something . ·thin conditions and even with
limitations inside yoq;. P try is the m()r worthy of the
efforts of a grown man w en he accepts i addition to all
the limitations ar~unq and ithin him the' s ~iallimitations
0," traditional rUne and me ere If within ar ificial and arbi-tr~u!y constraints a PQet c contrive to be atural, free, in
full command; if he can c 'rce the external,' orm to coalesce
with the form of his thou hi' and particip~~ in setting, UP'
in readers an experience c rresponding to ~sown, then the
poem itself is, as a techni ,al performance, ~ small illustraIt,
.
tion <,>f man'~ground !forf ith."·
Just as a' profici~nt ;a robat keeps incJbasing the difficulties and: hazards ofJ his It, so R<,>bert Frclt imposes extra
conditions on himselfi~nd, ike the acrobat, ;onv~rts them to
elements of beauty. The ~ of the sfnds ~f New England
speech in his, n'ew villriant n blank verse .a'peared to early
readers of his poetry, adv rse to the very ~ture
of poetry.
.
But it has.enabled hiim to arrest and rendEI.!" the emotional
complex and contour pf sp i cimen human be: gs in a variety
of specimen crises ju~t as t reluctantly, shy;! y reveals itself,
unsimplifi'ed, unideali~ed, n actual every ~y living. And
the use of the runs, ~aus. s, clu,tches, und+-tones and rare
escaping shrillnesses,
I and
he in.direct
and clbliqu~
idioms
of
.
.
J
. .
speech has also enaqled
to . avert th~ reading of his
poems with a ready-made oetry-reading atJ.justntent, to set
up a reference in the!read r which,. in so f* as he succeeds
afterwards in winning co' fidence and joyfjIl participation', .
i

i

.
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necessitates the reader's seeing, feeling, sharing, andl ~ a
measure understanding desires, struggles, relationships of
hi~
actual New ~ngland lives ne~er clearly kno~n'
before.
.
In lyrics as truly as in narrative poems' of obert
Frost's, there is always for the reader as well as with n the
poem a maximum of the resistance, the almost frust ating
conditioning, the dramatic eonflict~that constitutes "Ii g in
New England and on earth. For that reason many r aders
long begrudged him recognition as a lyric poet. Yo have
to exert yourself, and make something against resis nce,
in really reading any of his" poems. .But if yoll resp nd to'
his calmly assured and unostentatiously humorous indvi ation
which is also a challenge, you often experience, as yo leave
the poem, a sin~lar sense of something ~ accomplish d, an
energizing sense of renewed freedom within the multi lying
"
limits of your own l i f e . '
For life in New England is hard, and yet enjoy hie if
you can stand, withstand, and pend nature and YOU own
nature to a gradually clarifying, concentrating yet cmplex
desire. And is not New England just~a good syn'e doche
for earth?
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TilbUry!,own

.E. 'A. Robinso and
~

By

GE

.

E ST. CLAIR

oi

Note: The setting
man of Robinson's poe" i. Tilbury Town,
, the-name he.. gl
. . .• ·Vo
.•:e~ to h,iS. n,ative ·llage, Gar.dner, Mrine. In ,this study,
whos~ purpos~ 'i~to determine the truth or falsity of his portraits of
th~ villager~i'jthese.·po~ms
;ve peen used: thi sonnets-Reuben
BrIght, Aaron" Stark, ~nnan, Ie, S~adrach O'Lep.ry, A Man From
Our Tow~, ~nd the lyric i.and n ,rrative poems-Riqllard. Cory, Miniver
Cheevy, Mr:Flood, Isaac! and il"chibald, and Captdin Craig.
r

1

'I..

The time is some year far in the futur~.
\
, Edwin Arlington Robinson, by many authorities. regarded as t~e" mo~t distinjuishedpoet our ~ou~try has pro- ,
duced, has Just dIed. He has naused on h;IS flIght to some.
other star, detained for examination by the Recording'
Spirit.;
.
',' ~
, .
Tlie Court Room, situated somewher~ out in space, is
brilliantly star-lighted, but very plainly fUrnished.
Behind a ~evere~looking desk sits the Recording Spirit.
He is white-bearded, ;~erene, and benignant: At the right (}f
the desk is aeated the Prosecuting Spirit, astern and"melallcholy individuaL" All the weight of aU thewQes df the little
planet swinging so' far below him seems graven on his face
though at tjmes a ctirious twinkle in his eyes belies his ap, parent severity.
"
The"pootsits at the left of the desk. The usual preliminary questions of a court room have already.'been asked,
and the Magistrate has just requested the sterp Spirit at his
right to give hi~ rea,.sons for detaining Mr. Robinson. Rising
from his place, the Prosecuting Spirit reads his indictment
slowly and graJvelY'.
ROSECUTOR-I accuse Mr. Robinson ofltavingpainted a
false ~nd unsympathetic pJcture of, the village in which'
he pass~dr'his, childhood. I char¥e him with havirig
drawn Qnly harsh, crabbed i and bitter failur.es, often
inconlpre~eri~ible, but just ,as cold -andh~rd as are the
rocks::o~.~~s nati~e ~aine. 1 as.sez:t that h: has failed to
see the Iiijdden kindlIness and neIghbourlIness of th~se
no doubt dour souls, and that, in his PlI!"eoccupation with '

P
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wasted and futile lives, he has betrayed his hig
as an Apostle of Beauty and Truth. r'
RECORDING SPIRIT-(Rising. There is a look of <\0 bt and
pain on his kind face. His tones are sweet and entle.)
Is this indictment tnue, Mr. Robinson? I
not.
What defense have you?
MR. ROBINsoN-Your HonQr, I am no lawyer, no
customed to speak in public. I should like to
favor of the Court, however.
REC.SPIRIT-Whatisit?
M&.RoB.-I should like to call'in certain 'townsmen
and have you question them. If their testimon proves
these charges true, then I shall be willing and glad to
suffer whatever punishment you may impose u on me.
REC. S?iRIT-Certainly. Who is, it you wish to ,call- n?
,-J
MR. ROBINsoN-May I make a list of" these pepp e, Your
Honor?
REC. SPIRIT-By all means. Make your list.
, (The poet sits down and mak~s his@list, and th n hands
it to the Spirit.)
,
REC. SPIRIT~Will you, Prosecuting Spirit, see t
souls are called in?
P R9S. SPIRIT-Yes, Your Hono~.· (He goes out.)
REC~ SPIRIT-Whjle we are waiting, Mr. 'RobInso
do you
f
mind telling me what your aims and purposes were in
~
writing your poetry?
_'
~R. a,OB.-Your Honor, I felt something burning.. ithin me
-_.: that would not let. me be quiet, something hat was
,
~:(;i:tlways saying, "You must write. You mu
record
';oJ what you see, but you must see and record tr y. You
',must not romanticize as your immediate pre ecessors
.
did; you must -look with cLear e.yes upon life n all its
,\. complexities, observe its tangles, its welter of c oss put.: .poses, -its beauty but also its ugliness, its good but ~1so
its evil." I had no theories to prove, Your Ho
If 1
'\-.'

-

or.

/
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have presented sadne'ss' and sorrow and futility frequently, it is because I saw so much of them-in life.
(At this moment, the Prosecu~ing Spirit' returned. lie
is followed by a group of souls,most of them rather
dejected in appearance.)
PROS..SPIRIT-Here they are, Your Honor. ,
,
REC~ SPIRIT-'Kindly read' their names! . Souls,' answer to'
your names!
'
,.
'.
'PRQS. SPIRIT-,Reuben Bright! (~ach soul steps forward as
his nam~ is' called and answers, ~'Her,e!") Aaron Stark!
Richard 'Cory !,Miniver Cheevy! Mr.' Flood!" Shadrach
O'Leary ! Annandale! The Man From Tilbury Town!
Isaac! Archibald! Captain Craig!
REC. SPIRIT-',Now that these souls, h~vecome here, Mr.
Robinson, what do you wish to do with them? Some ofthem seem' to have come from a distant a~d warmer
place. :po you desire to question them? . '
MR. ROB.-Your Honor, may each one be allowed to present
himself as I have painted' him? ,{ ask nothing more,'
nor shall I' offer' any other defense.
'
REC. SPIRIT-It shall be as you wish. Shall they be called in
. the orde~ you have here? ~
,
.
MR. ROB.-If f you please, Your Honor.
REC. SPIRIT-t-Then, call the first, soul, Prosecuting Spirit.
But wait! I shall first give them all an idea .of what is
expected\of
tHem. You must know that. Mr. Robinson
:
. here, whp calle~ you into being, has been charged with
presenti:qg a false picture of you and your village. To
combat t~is accusation, he s,ummons you here. You are
to speak! truthfully-though it scarcely, seems, neces- . -.J.,~
sary to ttll you that, since none can speak a lie in this ,", II
star an~ llive-of yourselves and your lives.. Now we , ' j::
are reaQf, Ptbsecuting Spirit.
PROS., SpmIT-LReuben. Bright! ' Tell your story!
1
i
i
. REUB. BRIGHl:-(A big: full-bI9oded, shal'lll!blingman, lwith a.
trace of tears on his uglylface.) I was a, butcher, Judge.
~
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I didn't know very much an'. I didn't' have uch education, but I had a pI;etty gOOd little business, an' I had
a good wife, too, Jude-e. An' I loved her. W' was getting along fine an' then she dies. Well, I ..crie ~ll night.,
J-udge, I couldn't help it, and then when tltef' had put
her away I tore down my slaughter house. That's An
~

.

remember, Judge.
~ .' .
REe. SPIRIT-That is all you. remember, Reub~,,~ because
here you have only the ~emory of good th ngs done.
Stand back, Reuben, .and wait!
PROS, SPIRIT-Aaron Stark!
"
REC. SPIRIT- (Shrinking back, he covers his fa with his
hands at the sight of Aaron, who is a mea, wizened,
and nakedsoul, o{repulsive aspect.) Surely hi~ shrivelled soul does not belong in this star, P osec~ting
Spirit?
.
PROS. SPIRIT-No, Your .Honor, :he was summ ned especially for this investigation from ~he worl of utter
darkness.
.
REC. SPIRIT-Well, let's get through with him as quickly as
possible and thrust him out where he belo gs. What
did you do, A~ron Stark, on your miserable', rt:tt ?
AARON-(Whining an~ crin~ng) I :didn't do not i~', pl~ase
Your Honor. I loaned people money and
k a good
interest for it but I had a right to it an-l .
REC. SPIRIT-Hurry up! Did you ever give anrbodY anything?
.
AARO.N-N~ Your Honor, that would have bee bad busif i ,
ness.
REe. SPIRIT-Did you ever say a kind word to anyone or
smile at a little child.
.
'. ,.
AARON-No, Your Honor, but I laughed once.
REe. SPIRIT-SO, you laughed once, did you ! .An wha,t was
;the oc<;asion of that laug~? '..
AARON-When I heard poor f~pitYing me,
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SPffiIT-Take hinia~ay at once,! (He is obeyed.) He.
" doesn't help your case, I'm afraid, M;T. Robinson.,
.
MR. ROB.--,I'm not trying to stack fhe Cards" in my favor,
Your Honor.
' ,
'REC. SPIRIT-T,hat'is in' your' favor, at least. Who.is the
next witnes~, Prosecuting Spirit?
PROS. SPtRIT-":"'Ricnard CorY, come forward!
REC. SPIRIT-What: did you do in life,'Mr. Cory?
MR. CORY-. (He, is a slim, clean:.favored, handsomely':;dre~~
gentleman, very graCeful andself-assured,.jn spite of
his face, which. is baked ]Jke' fireclay!) .As ,I was a gen-,:
tleman and wealthy, Your' HOnor, 1 did not need to do
anything. I did, it is ttue, brighten' the ljves, of my:'
fellow-townsmen, by·t'st~oUing among; them and;~occa
~donally giving them a smile.
...'
REC. 'SPIRIT-Do Ybubefong inlhis Star?
MR. CORY-No, Your Honor..
REC. SPIRIT-Why?
"'-,
MR. CORy-1 killed myself, Your Honor. .
REC. SPIRIT-Killed yourself! You were rich, admired by
everybody, with every reason for' living, and yet you
killed yourself! Why did you do it?'
. MR. CORY-I don't know; YOl;1r Honor. 1 never understood
it myself. I just put a bullet through my head.
REC. SPIRIT-Can you explain his aC#Ql,l, Mr. Robinson?
MR. ROBINSON-I'm afraid not, Your Honor.. It jnst seemed
the right way for him to go.
,
REC. SPIRIT-He is another count against you, then?
MR. Roa.-I must admit it, Your Honor.
"
REC. SPIRJT-Do you hold any resentment against him, Mr.
Cory?
MR. CORY-No, Your Honor. 1 felt that was as good a way
to go as any other.
REC. SPIRIT-YOU are a cynic, Mr. Cory. We do not like
cynics here. Take"him away! He and that miser make
a good pair. Call the next witness, Prosecuting Spirit."
REC.
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PROS. SPIRIT-Miniver Gheevy! (Miniver Che vy steps forward. He is lean and lank, but shining yed. He is
dressed in a splendid suit hf Milan armo .) ,
, REC. SPIRIT-That is a beautift1l suit you are earing, Mr.
Cheevy.
~
~
" MIN; OHEEVY-Yes, Your Honor. It is what I like about
this Star. For the first time in my life, am"wearing
what I want to-:-I mean, what I dreamed II my life of
wearing, and nowREC. SPIRIT-That is all very good, Mr. Cheev but, did you
do anything worth while there on your ea ,~h ?
MIN. CHEEVY-Nothin' much, Your Honor, but I did keep a
, sort of vision of beautiful things alive in . 'f heart.
REC. SPIRIT-But your dream or vision never. ame t~?
MIN. CHEEVY-No, Your Honor, ~t never did . now.
REC. SPIRIT-Then, w~llt did you do?
MIN.. CHEEVY-I just"sScratched my head an thought and
thought and then~s I couldn't find any nswer, I took
to drinking.
.,,'
REC. SPIRIT-Um! Not such a bad solution of our problem.
Do you hold anything against Mr. Robi . on?
MIN. C~EEVY-Not at all, Your Honor. He made me different, anyway, from anybody else in,. ilbury Town.
REC. SPIRIT-SO life did not seem gloomy an futile to you?
MIN. CHEEVY-I should say not! As long a a fellow has
somethin'REC. SPIRIT-Yes, that is all, Mr. Cheevy. ~. nd over there
with Mr. Bright. Call the next one, Pros cuting.Spirit!
PROS. SPIRIT-Mr. Flood! (A po~ly, jolly-f ed man, with
a rubicund nose comes forward. In his nd he carries
a fat and jolly-looking jug.)
REC. SPIRIT-You seem happy, Mr. Flood.
earth, too?
MR. FLOOn--No, Your Honor. I was pretty u~h of a failure generally. I outlived my friends a
came to live
l

v
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1
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alone in a, lonely house. No, I wasn't happy, except
"
when this jug of mine was full.
REC. SPIRIT-But you found some pleasure in life" then ! You
had your share; no doubt. Do you place any blame
upon your creator, this poet h e r e ? ' .
~MR. FLOOD-Blame, Your Honor! Why no! He just wrote
me down as he found me. And he did giv~ me my one
moment of glory. I tpank him for that.
REC. SPIRIT-Join those other two over there, Mr. Flood.
Another witness, Prosecuting Spirit ! ~
.
PROS. SPIRIT-Shadrach O'Leary, step forth! , (Shadrach
O'Leary, a small, gross-faced man, whose face, how~,
ever, bears marks of long t.hought, takes his place in
front of the desk.),
• REC. SPIRIT-What was your occupation on earth, Mr.
O'Leary?
SHAD. O'LEARY-Your Honor, I started out as a poet, andREC. SPIRIT---A poet! That is interesting. We get sin~
gularly few poets up here, considering how many there
are down on your planet who call themselves that. What
.kind of poetry did you write?
,
SHAD O'LEARY-I started with love poetry, Your ·Honor.$'
REC. SPIRIT-Love poetry! You, don't look like ,a poet of
love. ' Did you manage to sell it?
·
SHAD. O'LEARY-SOmetimes I did, but I got tired of it, and
so I tried to write something grand and sublime to in~
spire men. r found I couldn't do that. Then, I began
writing verses in the Eddie Guest manner andREC. SPIRIT-Sto~ there! That condemns you. Take hiln.
away! (He ~s taken out.) You haven't done yourself
any good with this witness, :Mr. Robinson.' We have
neither time Ilor inclination for such versifiers.
MR. ROB.-But heis a liar, Your Honor. What I meant for
him to write iras idealistic, mystic verse, freighted with
man's constant; though thwarted, aspirations. I wanted
I
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him to sing'of our c~nstant striving after th. Light, the
Gleam.
REC. SPIRIT-What Light,. What Gleam?
MR. ROB.-I don't exactly know myself, Your ~ nor~ but it
was a mystic sort of symbol. It stood for· hat I felt
man needed, something higher" than himself
REC. SPIRIT-A symbol of God; perhaps?
MR. ROB.-Perhaps, Your Honor.
REC. SPIRIT-Well, I shall forget the evidence 0 that witness, since you say he is not trustworthy. W 0 is ne?ct;?
PROS. SPIRIT-Mr. Annandale, Your Honor.
I
REC. SPIRIT-Come forwar.d, Mr. Annandale. (A large man, .
with very loose clothing, steps' to ~the desk. His face
bears a very puzzled expression, as, of one aliays about
to ask a question.) Tell us about yourself. '" .
MR. ANNANDAL~I'm ~, Your Honor, I ca 't do that.
REC. SPIRIT-Can't do it! What do you mean ?
MR. ANNANDALE-I mean, Your Honor, r can't t 11 you anything about myself because I've never unde stood myself. I am an enigma to mysel~..
REC. SPIRIT-Perhaps you were to your creator, too. How
about it, Mr. Robinson? Can you help us h re?
MR. ROB.-Tm afraid not, Your Honor. I have often puzzled myself over this man and have neve found an
answer.
REC. SPIRIT-At least, he doesn't hurt you, then. Where is
your station, Mr. Annandale?
MR. ANNANDALE-I don't rIghtly know, YOU);
I
. Honor.
.
wander everywhere trying to find myself an my home
but I don't seem to get anywhere. Perhap. you could
help me, Your Honor?
REC. SPIRIT.-(Shaking his head regretfully)' T(J)() baM· ~.~
You will have to continue your wanderings. Some diy,
you may met up again with Mr. Robinson He may
have you figured out by that time. Good luc and good
bye. (Mr. A. g~ out.) Send the next ~one here.
l'
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Prosecuting S})irit. We are taking a long time to !!
examine aIr these witnesses, aren't we?
PROS. SPIRIT-Yes, Your Honor, they are all lilte theit
maker in ONe respect, at least. They are all lengthy
talKers, b~ut: good ones, too, I'll admit. Next '\Vitness!
The Man from Tilbury Town!' (The Man .takes his
place~ He seems at first glance a most unimpressive ,I.
person, on~ that would be passed over in any crowd,. . ~
At least, at first. As one looks closely at him, ho\Vever, :i
some sortof strange 'power seems to flow.from him, :1
a kWd of spirit.ual emanation.)
,.
REC. SPIItiT-So you're the Man from Tilbury TO'Yn ! What
is your name?
MAN-I don't have any name, Your Honor.
I
REC. SPIRIT-No name, eh? That's strange! What was
your business?
~AN-Your Honor, I didn't have any kind of regular busjness. I just went around, doing odd jobs here and
there and pl~king up a few dollars as I needed them.
REC. SPIRIT-'Was that all you did? Was that enough to
justify your creation and exisfence? How about it, Mr.
Robinson?
MR. ROB.~Your Honor, this man always had a strange fa ~
cination for me. He seemed so negligible and uni~
portant, and yet everybody in Tilbury Town knew him,
trusted him, and ~sked his advice on everything. The
neighborhood seemed different after he was gone, and
men m6urned him sincerely. There' was 'an increat'e ill'
a man like him.
REC. SPffilT-There is a peculiar spiritual flow from him.
He will be one of your best witnesses,' ¥r. Robinson.
Take your place with those ove:f.> there, Man! ,(The .Man
doos s~)
I
:1
PROS: SPIRIT- (Calling to the group still remaini~) What
IS the matter there?
(There is no reply, but a little,
bald-headed old man detaches himself from the group
I
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and shuffles up to the desk. He wears' faded and" worn
overalls, which are glo~ified by a' pair of shi ng wings.
From these--a radiant silver light proceeds.) '~
REC. SPIRIT-Who are you? Why do you push yo rseif forward before you are called? (As the little an starts
to answer, he is interrupted by another man, who looks
much like his twin brother.)
OLD MAN-Don't hold it against Isaac, Your lIo or. Him
and me got to disputin; back there because' made up
, my ,mind he wasn't goin' to speak without me. YOlt
see, we was always together down home, ~eastway~
when we wasn't workin' on our own farm nd-' (He
pausesJor breath.)
~
't
REC. SPIRIT-Good! I'll get acpance to talk now Who',ar~....
r,1 . .
you.7
OLD MAN-Why, I'm Archibald, Your Honor, a' d this ola
rascal' here is Isaac. We was neighbors b t l had abetter farmREC. SPIRIT-'I see. And you were frienq,s on ear h?
ARCHIBALD-Yes} Your Honor, but I was alway stronger
than him'
ISAAe-(lndignantly breaks in on him) That~sn so, YOfr
Honor!
_
ARCHIBALD-It was, too, Your Honor. And then e used to.
have words sometimes when I beat him lat even-Up.
REC. SPIRIT-Seven-Up, eh! That's curious. I \sed to be
pretty good at that game myseif. We'll- h ve to' get
together some time, Archibald. '
ARCHIBALD--Any time you like, Your' Honor. You and
.
'i
'
me and Isaac. I couldn't play without old Is ac.
REC. SPIRIT-Do you think this charge against 1\ r. :Robinson'is true?
ARCHIBALD-.No, Your Honor. He created for Itl a frie'nd,
and that's about the best thing a man can ha . An' he
made me and Isaac work hard and be happ with our
farms and our apple cider and our game o~ even-Up.
:'

J'

/

I
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An' he made me see the Light behind the Stars. Ain't /
. I right" Isaac?
I
ISAAC-Your Honor, this old friend of mine is general~y
wrong and generally a fool, especially when he thin¥
he can beat me at Seven-Up, but this time he's rightt, ap.'
?e's a tellin' t~e tru.th... If there was any happier peo~e
.
In our townshIp I dIdn't know them.
'"
REC. SPIRIT-So you don't think you we~e harsh and crabbed
'"
and bitter failures,
eh?
.
ISAAc-Not u's, Yoqr Hon9r. We was just co,nmon, ordin~ry old dirt and roc~ farmers, and we had a pr.ettYr
hard time on those s·tony farms of ourSj but that wasn'
Mr. Robinson's fault, and we 'praised the Lord at, time,
and found the days glorious, f:lnd enjoyed the waysi
flash of leaves, and the warmth and !the wond,er of it al ,
ed
and the ~old, too, an' lik~d our hard cider, an'
livin' an' - REC. SPIRIT-I'm sorry, Isaac, but we can't Ii
n to you
forever. You and Archibald join the gr: p over there.
,
I think you deserve your wings, an~ou -have helped
Mr. Robbison.., I see, we have b9Yone more witness,
Prosecuting Spirit. Who is he? '
PROS. SPIRIT-Captain Craig, Your Honor. Come up to the
desk, Captain! (Captain Craig s~eps forward. A tall,
spare and stooped man, who y~ retains' something of
his military' carriage. His face J"g heavily lined, his .
. clothes are threadbare, but a glory shines from. him.)
REC. SPIRIT--Captain Graig, have you f~und your station
up here?
. CAPTAIN CRAIG-Yes, Your"Honor. I am in the Star of the.
Musicians.
REC. SPIRIT-The Musicians' Star! What instrument do you
play?
CAPT. CRAIG-The trombone.
REC. SPIRIT-The tr~mbone! I had forgotten that~as ~on-

J

I

,
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sidered a musical instrument. But; tell me about y6ur- .
self!
CAPT. CRAIG-I was a failure in Tilbury Town, Your Honor.
Men laughed at me. I was alone·; my body.old and
broken, my nerves shaken; I suffered wan~ and was
very near to starvation often.. I was no gO<i>d to anybody.
·
REC. CORY-Why didn't you end it then, as Ricl!tard Cory
did?
CAPT. CRAIG-What, kill myself! No! There ~as some- '.
thing in me that forbade. that, som~thing I;I could
not ~:
•
define. To die! That is easy. But to live on,
to .suf- ,
:
fer, to hope, to hope that something in the ~tream of
I
words that always. pours from broken me~ like me
might be of service to somebody! To keep steadily
before you the Light-·
.
: .
REC. SPIRIT-So you followed this elusive Ltght-:
CAPT.. CRAI~Yes, Your Honor. And it comforte~ me. ~e
SIdes, dId I <not have the flowers and the grass, my
brothers the trees; and aU summer and wint~r to keep
me joyous! I failed, yes. But in ruin as lin failure
there lives and 'has always lived the supreme fulfillment
unexpressed, the rhythm of God that Qeat~ unheard
through the songs .of shattered men who 4ream but
cannot sound it. Always the ideal was -m~
comfort;
f
:
always in my failure I knew that far above nie, for me,
and within me, "there shined and burned anq lived the
unwavering truth. Thrpugh the clouded warfare of
Life I discerned the Light. Was that not enough?·
REC. SPIRIT-Yes, I think that was enough, Captain. And
you, do you find any fault '. with your creator, Mr.
Robinson?
CAPT. CRAIG-Far from it, Your Honor. Rather, I thank'
him, that out of my apparent failure he mape for me
such a magnificent victory..
REC. SPIRIT-! think you 'are right. Step, forward now,

.
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the rest of you! Do, you think Mr. Robinson treated
. you unfairly?
ALL-(Together) No, ~o!
,
REC. SPIRIT-And you, Prosecuting Spirit, w.hat do you say?
PROS. SPIRIT-:-I understand him a little better now, Your
.
Honor. I withdraw my charges. .
REC. SPIRIT-That is well, Mr. Robinson, you stand
acquitted of the charges made against you. It al?,Pears
to me that these creatures of yours are much like people
everywhere else. Good, bad, and indifferent, and you
drew them, I am sure, as you found them. There is 'one
thing, thougn, that strikes me as strange. You sum-'
Ii
. moned:no women..
MR. ROB.-No, Your Honor. I didn't know women as well as
I did men. You see, I am a bachelor.
REC. SPIRIT-Oh, is that it? Welt, we must remedy that.
And that Light of yours! It interests me. Do you
think any of your people have found thip mystic Light?
;\'lJ
MR. ROB.-I do, Your Honor.
·tr
REC. SPIRIT-l think so, too. The rest of you! Go now wit}t .
your maker and keep him company,.but--do you like to
listen to the-trombone, Mr. Robinson? No, of course
you don't. Else you had never been the great poet you
are. God go with you all! Go to your Star with your
well-earned Light!
_,
ARCHIBALD-(As they turn to go)6How about that 'game, \ \ j
-Your Honor?
REC. SPffiIT-Yes, I' shall not forget,- Archibald. But not
now. Goodbye. Call in the next· soul, Pro§ecuting
Spirit. . •
(A1Ild sq they all go out into the Light.)
.

.\-.'
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Regionalism in the South
By JOHNCROW.E RANSOME

is just as difficult in the' South as it is elsewhel'e to tell
precisely in what the regionalism consists.. We hear it
said here that the South has some characteristic arts, or a
characteristic culture, or an economy; or a philosophy, or a
"way of life," that sets the ,region apart from other regions,
and we bear it asserted that pains must be taken tp' make·
this differentiation persist. But how ~shall it be defined?

I

T

f

I am sure I could scarcely define it. There would be a
great many features' of Southern life needing to be eited as
peculiar, and it would be" hard to make .them fall logically
under a few leading principles. What shall the Southern
apologist name as the sacred essence? Is it the magnolias;
the banjoes, and the pickaninnies? I cannot but ;sympathize with the gentlemen of the New Republic in d~testing
these pretty properties as the way of salvation. Is it the
drawl of the Southern speech, and the ritardato of labor? Or
is it fundamentalism, agrarianism, classicism, the ~ Deniocratic party, or some other \Tariety of abstraCt doctrine? It
is probably a great many things at,opc;-...
,

I suppose it is theoretically possible
. to define a negional
.
culture as a unit organism of relate~parts; in evidJeqce of
that we ~ave, for example, the bold ~nd, brill!ant --»~on
structions of the historic cultures by'Spengler. But. that is
too heroic for me; and it is probably unnecessary. Furthermore, I should think that any regionalist feels a' certain
repu~ance again~t undertaking the display of the charms,
of his region, .th~ things that make it loved; they do not
have to find puJjli'cation' at his hands, they are for private
appreciation, andl for perpetuation through unreflective
natural piety. Now it was not long ago that Mr. T. S. Eliot,
an observer highly regarded for the acuteness of his percep'

¥
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tions/testified that upon crossinfI the Potomac and entering .,
Virginia he sensed a· human difference greater thah if he
had ctossed the border from England into Wales, and nearly
as great as if h~ had crossed the Channel from England into
France. Let that testimony stand for the whole' fact, of
which most people are well enough aware. The Soutll is
different, and Southerners like tto think so. If debate arises,
I think they would be inclined to maintain that the difference'
is greater rather than less; that it depends upon a great multitude of old developments and customs. At the same time I
hope they would be very glad if the natives of another region
should assert their own difference, and glory in it; because
there cannot be. a regionalism at one place without there
being a general philosophy of regionalism, and a number of ~,
distinct examples; and the country will scarcely admit to a
Southern region unless regions bulk large and natural in "",'
('
. their consciousnesses.

,'

,

,

.

,

.
I assume then th~t the SoutJtern x, the spiritual differentia of '8, geographical area, is visible enough. It is less
visible, as a matter of fact, than the differentia of the region'
....o f the Southwest. But that is true only if we define the,
Southwest
in terms of its Spanish or Amerindian culture.
o
lam always in doubt as to whether the "Anglo" civilization
there is .as yet a distinct thing, and has reached the state of
being unconsciously, and by pure nativity; its own self. The
point I am after is this: thafthe Southern variety' of ,regionalism is old, time-honored, and natural: It is not our problem in the South to achieve a regionalism; that 'is your problem, in the Southwest country'; or at least conceivably
. it is.
The Southern problem is more like what must be today
a common European problem-: how to defend and preserve
a regional character that alre.ady is~ or how to' adapt it
without losing it. THE NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY is, I think, r l
a frankly regional publication, an.d its habitual read-ers may .
not be inclined therefore to remember that a very great per- .'
,

.
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eentage of the American population thinks that regjonal
differences ought to p~rish from. this continent. IThis
opinion exists powerfully>- in the South, as it does eyerywhere else. Southern regdonali~m has to fight for its
but unanimfalusly
life. The city press of the region is
opposed to any Southernism that sounds the least bit ilitant; it is echoing the sentiment of the press of the Eas and
the Middle West. Even among the University Revier's it
must be noted that, while the Southwest, Review, publlshed/
by the Universities of Texas and Louisiana, is a re~onal'
organ, the Sewanee Review and the Virginia Quarterl~ Review are perfectly eclectic, and might well bear the slog n of
the long-dyin$ and now defunct' D'ouble Dealer, of New
Orleans: "A National Magazine published in thetso th."
Squthern regionalists are constantly, being. challeng d to
say whether their attachment is to the South first, an the
Union second, or vice versa; and pepple are not ~ways convinced when we reply that out regionalism is not tre son,
but patriotism in a peculiarly American sense, for it is
Federalism.
The fact is this: South~rn people within the last fi teen
years have experienced that flaming intoxication pro uced
.
upon our otherwise modest human nature when it fir oecomes aware of the terrific power conferred upon it b the
possession of machines. The machine civilization has orne
to the South. And the South is not on:ly'a remarkably.."a 00able spot of the earth's surface to live on, with some ()j the
enjoyment that Adam and Eve found ~n their petty
plateau, having climate, landscape, vegetati~n and soil suitable to the purpose; th~
South is also' rich in that h. dden
.,..
power which can be used to make and drive machines. The
Southern population in the past has loved its physica . setting, and probably it is not too much to ·say that it' 3lde
itself comfortable on' a simple and old-fashioned eco ontic
basis. Now it occurs to everybody" that Southerners may ~~.
exchange their slow and countrified existeJ;lce for an' rban
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sort of affluence. Many declare without hesitation for the
exchange. Others, who are the .regionalists, are skeptical;
~
saying that there. is more to this decision than the question
~
of whether the standard of living, measured in somE!' M' . •.1!
abstract manner by the horsepower, or the bank clearances,
I
or the mechanical equipment, shall be "higher" or "lower." f

'.

~

There.· are many instances' to show that the' Southern
temperament, or perhaps I should say the Southern tempo,
is not too hospitable to the civilization of the machine.
Many who accept it in prospect do so because they say
simplY that' "it is coming;" that is, becaus~ they are economic determinists, and they thirik they can read destiny;
not because !hey like it. Northern owners move their fac. tories to the South on the ground that they want to'get the
benefit of that inexhaustible suppl~f intelligent and dqcile~
labor at half what labor costs them in New York { but
whether or not it serves them right, they discover tHAt their
flew employees furnish about half the output of their old
ones, and cannot be speeded up. Southern collegians, 'ifery
.often under my observation,' come out of the hills to participate in the wonderful age of hustle, and ,within three years
become quite disillusioned about its advantages. There are
a great many people in the South who are devoted to their
leisure and make of tqeir leisure a cr~ed. It is not a creed
that philosophers have difficulty in defending. ,. Leisure is .
not necessarily the same as laziness though it may revert to
that. A-nd leisure is' the condition of aesthetic experiences.
Complete addiction to machines, on the other hand, is the
enemy to aesthetic life and also to regionalism; to the slow
.'\.,
and innocent and to the local and ·unstandardized.

t
.\

I
\

l

There is a gi-eat deal of physical and e~onomic recon-~struction needed in the shabby old South, and perhaps a
:period of strenuousness. RegionalIsts want to see it pndertaken. , But they also are determfned that it shall be under":
,
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taken by Southerners who know and love the region, and
who do not want the regional folkways' damaged i the
process. On the whole, I· have the idea that it is quite ossible that regionalism, which is at the heart of all the Elpropean cultures, will make its ~est stand against the ma~hine,
and all it means, nowhere else but; in these sQ.ut~ern
States; net in Europe itself; where th.e regionansts are . ired
and dispirited. It is here that we may find an agrarian pop- .
ulation which does not think it must' be citified, and 0 ners
and workmen who still attach dignity to their for s of
labor. This means that, if -the Southern regionalis are
successful, there will oJ;lly be a partial acceptance. o· the
machine in the South; and r am inclined
.
. to think tha this
fact if it comes about will make the South a more and' ore
unusual place, though I hope that" we may have compa i9Ds
in this crime.
~
,

i
i

,

.J

i
!

,

,.\
•.

"

The latest thing in Southern regionalism may e of
interest as a news element in this brief note. "'Ther jlre
strong signs of a rapprochement between Chapel Hill, 10rth
Carolina, and Nashville, Tennessee, as to p~licy and •ims.
And what does this l.Dean? The University of North •aro!ina has long been the seat of those forces which woul rebuild the South and in doing so modernize and, inevi bly,'
standardize or de-regionalize it. The spokesmen have een
able, :' frequent, technical in the 'sociQlogical sense, and
aggressive. Vanderbilt· University, on the other han i so'
far las represented by' the group w~ich published in 1929
"I'll Take My Stan~: the South and. the. Agrarian
adition," has been the seat of the forces which called emselves conservative and were called reactionary.
hese
Agrarians have recited the fact that the South, by pr. ponderance of population, is rural, and have gloried in it. hey
consider that the recovery of the good life on the Sou hern
farm, big and little, is the S.outhern problem. And the . find
no other formula of recovery than tJie one which pres pibes

fi

\

r.
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the old-fashioned subsistence farming - at.' the . base; the ~.
money farmfngonly on the side; and, to form the cultural ~ ,
. cllpital of .this structure; such arts as a 'domestic architecture-preferably the traditional ~ne for this re~on-and a
.proper rural community life.
~

.

11

Iff>

•

The new. development consists in. the fact that the
North (jarolina group,· perhaps emboldened by the example
of the Tennessee group, has gone regional. . They propose
now to study th~t historic if evasive entity, ~he Southern
r.egion, and to trf not to repair it beyoncl recognition. At
the same time it is not unfair to say' that the Tennessee
group has made some motions towards approaching the _
Carolinians. . In their earlier appearances they. ate so~
fire, and they are still capable of it; a noli me tangere effect.
But it. was largely :forstrat§gical purposes; they were sectional and unreconstructed and unreconstructible, or .
appeared to be, for the same reason that Aristotle, in commeliding the golden mean, advised the man iwhose boat is
drifting dangerously close to the bank to steer not for the
middle of the stream bqt for the opposite bank. The danger
, is past, so far as the tale of regionalists would. ~'ndicate,
that the Southern reconstruqtion will be but ano~her elanlo
choly instance of blind industrial "progress.'l' 'And s the
two. schools. of opinion come closer t(jgethe~ the prospect
brIghtens. It is very possible that the South
, will yet be
saved.

I

..
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The Curve of a Continent
By FRANCES GILLMOR"~

URIOUSLY persistent in American literature is an e pha~ sis on th¢ great spaces of the continent sfretching~lest.
Bryant sang of the Prairies "for which the speech of ngland has no name." Thoreau, walking in the morning oods
around Walden Pond felt that he "must walk toward O~egon
and not toward Europe." Whitman absorbed the n[tion
into the periphery
of himself, and became. _
4.
"A Southerner soon as a No'rtherner . ; .
At home on the hills' of Vermont or in the woods of
Maine, ,or the Texan ranch,
. I "
Comrade of Californians, comrade of free North: esterners, (loving their big proportions)" ...

G

And in a more recent time, while Vachel Li~dsay tsi "by
the Santa Fe trail and sees the cars from Memphis, At anta,
Savannah,
"The United States
Goes by."
Sometimes this sense of space becomes merely a phase ,f an
imperialistic nationalism. But imperialistic' or not, it· ings
the distance.
.
That spatial concept becomes definitely a shaping actor
in the work of Archibald MacLeish. It is so integral. 0 his
thinking, that it seems to be for him a way not. only of ntering into a national emotional heritage and-.1f findih the
identification with his own hind which over ahd over gain
he proclaims necessary, but also to be a symbql for ni of
the way out of negation-a half-formed answ"er to the halfformed question which" he asks of the univer&e in "The
'.;:
Hamlet of A. MacLeish."~·
L Out from himself his thought flings itself ove the .
cUll"ve of a continent, the curve of a turning eart
In
"American Letter""

[ 114]
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~'We first inHabit the world~

We dweIl (
,
, . On the half earth, dn the open curve of a 40ntinent.
Sea is divided fromi sea by the day-f~l1. Ihe dawn
Rides the low east with us' many hours;, '
First are the capes~ then are the shorelanJ s, now
Th~ blue Appalach~ans faint at the day ri'se;
The willows shudde,r with light on the lon," Ohio;
The Lakes scatter the low sun: the prai ies ,
Slide out of dark: in the eddy of clean ai
The smoke goes up ~rom the high plains Of Wyomingl :
The steep Sierras a~ise: the struck foam!
.
.
Flames at the windrs heel on the far PaGi c..
Already the -noon leans to the eastern cli· :
The elms darken th~ door and the dust-he vy lilacs."
I

'1Y

.

As day comes over thec',ontinent, so night in
ou, Andrew
Marvell" comes around ithe world: "
.
"To feel creep up the, curving east "
.'
The earthy chill of dusk and slow
'
Upon those underl~ds the-vast
I
And ever climbing :shadow grow~"
;

"

I

In the..brazen trumpet lines of "Salute'" it is dflY again:
"0 Sun! Instigator of cocks!
,.. Thou...
Qpickener! Maker of sound in the leaves,
' .
, and of running
Stir over the curve of, the earth like the ipple of
..
Scarlet under the skin of. the lizard
Hunter!
Starter of westwaro birds!"
,Sometimes, off the curve of the planet, this 'spatial sense
,
becomes even more astronomical. ;He surve1ys,
"the ancient
,
Westward greying face of the wandering lanet."
He calls on the "Seafarer" to gauge his spirit" to this wider'
. sweep: '
,~
'~And learn 0 voyager to walk
The roll of earth, the pitch and fall ,

i'

I
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That swings across these trees those stars:
That swings the sunlight up the walL"
Or he writes from a dying earth:
,
"It is colder now
;
there are many stars
we are drifting
North by the Great Bear."
''0
it
But always the space of a world, or a universe, is in th lines.
This is more than a device. It is a way of t inking
which does for him what the view of a reg~onal patte ,n does
for so many writers today. It~gives him toots in A I erica.
The longing for rootedn~ss is frequeptly expre sed in
his work. A merican Letter speaks the °nostalgia' or old
lands
"with the air
Tasting of hung herbs and the sun returning .
. Year after year to the same dQ9r and the churn
Making the same sound in the cool of the kitche "
But he knows that
,".
,
"This, this is our land, this is our people. . . "
Here we must eat our salt or our bones starve.'
A deeply felt childhood moment is recorded in " leven"
when he sits in the sheds with the garden tools"Shapes
.~
Older than men were, the wise tools, the iron
Friendly with earth. . .
.~

"

I

and is
"Happy as though he had no nall}e, as though
He had been no 'one: like a leaf, a stem,
Like a root growing-"
This integration with hi~ land he finds not in the detailed regional view but in the continent's sweep-a d in the
westward march which has given the continent's seep to
our htstory and our consciousness.
.
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marchin~· b~t

.. It is strange
those
feet·
througb his
lines., In the "Hamlet of A. MacLeish'" we s~
them-races
I
marching westward, pressing
on-' ' !·1 ,
,
"Westward they mdve with the sun. Their smoke hangs
Under the unknown skies at evening.' The stars .
Go down before them into the new land~l
'
Behind them the dust falls, the"streams Ihow clear
again."!
In the "Frescoes for Mr. Rockefeller's City"fthere is again
the westwa.r~ mar~h-;a bitter satire here 0f,!I,t the fact that
"EverYth~ng ~tIcks to the grease of a gol~\noteEven a contInent--even a new sky."
Ii' .
But 'behind the satiri¢al view of the Empi~e Builders to
· whom the new land was a price and'a bid fnd ink on the
books is the continent~till. We see
....1
.

\

'~How

it w~nt out from you wide and cI~an in the sunlight.",
I
and we ~ee
, I
"how full and clear and deep .
The Yellowstone moved on the gravel farid the grass
grew".
' i
When the land lay waiting for her we~ward people."
~

.1

r "
I"

It is of course in Conquistador most of a:~,that the hard
beat of that westwar~ 'march rings in M$cLeish's lines.
There this man who has never identified hidlself with regional expression, draws upon Spanish sourc~ ari'd puts into
the "iron of English"lPthe space andmounuiin hardness of
· the Southwest. Much quoted as the prefaceilhas been, even
Cotftez,,·gave to his
greater lines are in the stinging reproof'
,1
· men at the time of thei m u •t i n y : ' !
!

.

1~

"Why should you :\vaste your souls' in fte west! You
are young::
-f'
. Tell them that. you left us here by the la~t water
Going up tqrough'the pass of the hills wlth the sun."
l'

/

,

!

J

,

f
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And in the record of their march, through the st~ llge and
beautiful compression of every phrase, one 100 s "for a
great space under heaven."
"Ever before us lay vast "earth' secret With
~
Sun with the green sound with the ,singing of grass'.
..
. hoppers...·
Ah but the mark of a man's heel is atone in t e
Dust under the whistling of 'hawks!' ':.
CompaniOlLof.
Cons~llations the tra¢e of his track lies!
Endless is unknown earth before a man..."
Space and the curv~ of a ~o~tinent-::-abstract as usic this
struggles for words ~nd finds them.
.
Something is li~e!y to happen to the individu l,viewed
against this backdrop of continent 'and interstell , r Spaces.
He is likely to shrink. Sometimes he does-to a pint. And
we look with satirical pity on Jacob Schmidt, wn man' and
bones has been his hundred times around the sun
"His chronicle is endless-the great curve'
Inscribed in nothing by a point upon
The spinning surface of a circling sphere."
We see whole races pressing always -gallantly fr m known .
and lovecllands into the unknown-disappearing a last, ~nd '
"The same moon
..'
Still over the earth!"
We see the exultant march, of Cortez end with a Ie ser breed
'covering the land like 'lice"And the west is gone now:.the west is the oce n sky..."
i

•

;

'.

I

11

Cosmically perceived, or continentally perceived. men and
races become small.
.
But the poet confronts infinity with painful onsciousness of himself, nevertheless. And this encoun er of the
individual with a universe silent to his half-for ed questionin$ of its meaning, provides the tragic motif of Archibald MacLeish's work.
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He tries to find an answer in "The !pot of 'Earth" 'by
putting the individual into the pattern
the .,generations:
-~ "the generations
~ I
Of man are a r~pple of' thin fire burniJ!Ig
Over a meadow, breeding out of itself
Itself. ~ ."
".,!.

0t

.

I

As the woman gives birth and dies, we ~ee the pattern of life out of death, symbolized in one of the fertility rites
which, through Frllzer's The Golden Boubh, have,provided
images for so many poets:
"I will show you the body of the dead
bringing forth
The.g corn. I will show you the reaped ear
Sprouting.
I
Are you contented? Are you anfswered?71
I
He is not answered. The agony of his continued questioning
is recorded in "The Hamlet of- A. MacLeish.".,h Neither from
the silent dead, nor from religion,.nor from love, from playing the -strong boy and spitting in the worid's face, rior from
telling his agony to the stars, is there answer. "Have pity
upon us."
In "Einstein" he once more tries to cope with-infinity.
W~at is the- individual in a world of r~lativitY', where he
can exist only in relationship? He tries to absorb the infinite universe into himself, but his subjective world disin'tegrates,

r

400

"For suddenly he feels
The planet plunge beneath him." _
He tries to enter in mystically to the universe 'which is bigger.,.than he:
.

II "put out leaves
And let the old remembering wind think tqrough
A green intelligence. .."
But
"He cannot think the smell of after rain
Nor close his thought around the long smooth lag
I

I:
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And falter of a wind, nor br~ng to mind
Dusk and the whippoorwill."
,
'Music also".fails him.. He turns to·cool analysi he counts
the ocean in atoms"But still the dark denies him. Still withsta ds
The dust· his penetration and flings back
- Himself to answer him.
Whi~h seems to keep
..
Something inviolate.. A living something.'
The 'i~dividual' is still there again~t 'his ~ackd1foP of time
and space-still questioning,-:-and still finding !tJ.o answer.
But such answer as he finds once more cQmes
to him
I
in this wider spaciousness wher.e. he loses, as, tnpch as may
be, his personal' identity, and where he finds as ~ poet a stature far above those who look only inward. f6r the frail
~
.
.
/
moods of a. moment.
He is quite conscious of this turn away frOm the individual, and states it in one of\ the few expressions of his
writing credo:
I •
"It is no longer A MAN -'.ainst the

s~s'.

It is
MankInd: That wpich has happened always t@. all men,
not the particular in.cidents of particular liv~s. The
common, simple, -earthriding ways of hands: and feet
a,nd flesh against ~he enormous mysteries of &un and
moon, of time, of disappearance-and-their-place-knowing-them-no-more. .. Not myself,.·my soul, my glycerine-dropping eyes, but these Q,known and: nameless
men, anonymous under this sky,"small in th~~e valleys
and far-off and f.orever there."
He wrote this in Poetry in July,. 1931.
1933, and in
the poem .so entitled, with the ~es~ern horizolti ~ill in his
lines and If.is imagery, and with the ma~ch of e P loration a
symbol now for social progress; he seems, alo g with this
loss of individual emphasis, to finer a buoyant lope for hIS
time.. Elp~nor points Odysseus away from the srores of the

In

1
I
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present Hell, content to stay there himself as long -as his
oar might stand as warning of shipwreck to other seafarers;
but for Odysseus- .
' .
"You have only to push on
To whatever it is that's beyond us...
You have only to cross this place
And launch ship and get way on her
Working her out with the oars to the
Full wind and go fo1ward and
"
Bring yourselves to a home:
To a new land: to an ocean
Never sailed: not to Ithaca:
Not to your beds-but the witherin .
Seaweed under the thorn and
Gulls and another morning...."
,
...
What that other morning will be, he does not say, ny more
than the Hamlet of A. MacLeish hears the ghos speak,
. hears the anwer to his questiop, or knows evert t~e question
completely. But at the edge of his dark nigh~ where the
, individual stand~ appalled before the universe, "the dawn
.rides the low east."
. '
By 1934, MacLeish seems to come still further away
from negation, away from despair, urging hope,' and hope
for Ame~ican democracy, and hope even for the individualism of American democracy. In the F:orum for April, 1934,
he sees man standing erect and strong, not submerge.d by
either a capitalistic or a communistic society, not weakened
by dependence upon the group as the re.volutionary writers
would have him, but able to direct his own destiny.
Again he gives no chart for this new morning. BiIt he
8ee~ it there. He pushes on, as those men of the past who so
stir his imagination have pushed on with courage,' even into
G

.

;

0
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the unknown, to new horizons. His question still una~swered, he nevertheless declares his faith in the possibility of free creation and act[on, for the individ a,l, for the
nation. Again he digs roots down into America, taking his
place without bombast, without eagle screaming, in the long
line of American writers ~ho have felt a conti ent under
~
them, and a people marching.
,
c"America is West-and the. wind bl«;>wing.'

"

l

t
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Strange

Vict~Onewoma~'s
By IRENE"FISHER
'..

S

Life

..

~A TEASDALE is one of the. definite lyric voices in A~er,:,'_

Ican poetry." Her place IS secure, based on the eIght
slim volumes slle issued during her life, for although her
field is restricted to the introspective and personal lyric,' yet
within that compass, narrow as i.~ is, she conveys a timelessness and universality that few American poets have accom- ~
plished.
Middle western in origin and steeped in the imagery
of the middle west, yet her treatment of love and death
catches into unforgettable lyrics emotions true of all time,
. ancient and modern.
honestly, and with dignity, she tells
Simply, sincerely,
..
in verse the emotional life of one. woman, and in so doing
crystallizes the emotions of all women. Articulate and sensitive, she expresses with outspoken clarity and flexible
cadences the texture of the human spirit as it faces existence, and its hard-won. peace after conflict.
There. was a time when Sara Teasdale's poetry was
.considered saccharine by the intellectuals, but never by
those who read it carefully., Even in tHe joyous spontaneity
of her earlier songs, her Strephon-and-Colin period, there
were foreshadowingg of her songs of pain, sorrow, wisdom
and stern self knowledge and strength. Her simplicity of
expression and seeming effortless quality kept this strength
from being completely realized by'the critics.
When with ~he appearance of her second volume,
:'Helen of Troy and Other Poems," she suddenly became
popular with the reading public, the in!ference was drawn
,that her lyrics were saccharine. A small but steady public,
however, year after year bought her volumes which sang
th~ story of every woman in her s~rch tor st:t~ength, in her
journey toward an unnameable arid unseen, and indeed,
often undesired goal.
. l123 ]
t

;1,"
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The inevitable and inescapable loneliness hf' he human
~pirit wasfores adowed in the tfo volumes whi .h followed
"Helen of Troy" "Love Songs". and. "Flame an Shadow,"
. published in 19 7 apd 1920. ThrQugh. all and ver all is
always, fro~ th beginning, her absorption in na ,ure, in the
stars, the moon, the night, the .trees and the warm landscape.
In "Wood long,,, this early knowledge of b tterness is
shown.
.
•

I hear a wood thrush In the dusk
Twirl three notes and make a star
My heart that walked with bitterness
Came back from very far.

I

~

, And in "Lessons,'" she says what she was
repeat in her'more mature poems,
'

0

often to

Unless I learn to"ask nQ help
From any other soul but mine.
. '. .
This understanding of the spirit's essenti aloneness
"Dark of he Moon,"
came to fruit in her maturer volumes,
•
published in 1928, and "Strange Victory," her osthumous
volume published last year.
The somber reflection and· new ,dignity of ese poems
show more plainly the philosophical qualities hich were
lightly touched in her earlier poems. "The olitary" in
"Dark of the Moon," intensifi~s
the mood of "Le sons."
...
d

My heart has g,r~wn rich with the.passin years,
I have less need now thanl!,}when' I was y, ung
To share myself with every comer
\ '
Or shape myself into words with my ton e.
It is one to me h t they come or go

If I have myself an the drive of my wi
on a summer nig
, And strength to eli
And watch the stars imb over the hill.
Let them think I love hem more than I 0
Let them think I care, though I go alone: .
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If it lifts their pride, what is it to me
Who am self complete as a flowef or a stone.
t '

~

>

And again in "Day's Ending;" which she Wrote in Tucson, fighthig disease, the more' mature!expression of "Les,sons" again
is seen:
,
Only yourself can heal you
i
Only yourself can lead you
The road is heavy going
And ends where no man knows..
.
;
In '~Strange Victory," is included 'fThere will be rest:'
. showing~a great desire for peace and su~eease from the fi~ht.

I
I"

I

*'

1

'

'glere will be, r,est and sure stars] shining"
9/Ver. the~roof tops crowned wi~hlsnow .
.Ai reIgn of rest, serene fprgettIn«,
The music of s~illness holy and lo~.
"

I

i

•

ii'

I will make a ~Orld of my d~visi~g."
.
O,ut of a dJ;"ea :in my lonely min~
I shall find the crystal of peace+.;,,aboye m,~
Stars shall I fi d.
l'
.
I

.

,'~:
I
i

,

Wis~o~, o~row. ~iSillU~ion

P~,t,h~,

..

streii~,h,

.
s,
'
ent,
ps, but
-'
sImple dIgnIty and a ry prIde are shown In these rellectIve
poems in her later vol meso Out of de~~at she won victory. '
Born and reared th the slow movin~ old river town of
St. Louis, she knew tre countryside, a+d made it 'so mUCh'
a part of her that eve after year&, in 1i'~w York and in the
Southwest, her m;ost licitous imag~s 'tere of the Missouri
countryside. Delicat and almost -inevltable some of them
seem, vivid and char teristic of the middle west:
.

"

i'
!

My SOUl, isa dark, plough~d fieldl"
In the col ain.

,

'I

*

* *!
Daffodils Qlowi g in the cold wi~d of morning

And golden tull s, goblets holding the rain. '
*.

.'
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A delicate fabric of bird song ~- .
Floats in the air
The smell of wet wild earth :
Is everywhere.

~

.
...

* * *

i'

I'

I,

Nothing is new, I have seen t~e spring too ften·;.There have been other plum-trees white as t IS one...
Nothing is lost, it is all as it used to be,
Unopened lilacs are still as deep a purple,
The boughs of the elm are dancing still i . a veil of
tiny leaves.

$

A victory from life is what Sara Teasdale de anded, a
victory of the~pirit over sorrow, over joy, over l)appiness,
over pain, the victory. of a strong self-complde entity,
worshipper only of beauty and humble before t e gift of
song.
I

I shOUld be glad of loneliness
And hours that go on broken wings
A thirsty body, a tired heart
And the unchanging ache of things,
If I could make a single. song
As lovely and as full of light
As hushed and brief as a falling star
On a winter night.
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Exp~essi ,n of N orth~es}
~ '1 . I
By H. G. MERRIAM I.

Life

..

'

to re~e~tl wha quality or value~ out· of the r~gion
the Paci]fi~, ;North
est, have entered
into'the body and
,
•
r:
spirit of its p~ople, I s oulm be!'obliged ~9 beg the privilege
of silence. Y~t !that th s country and climate, these natural
Northwest oc¢~pations and these soci11 associations had
developed in til people something to be Jar-marked "North':'
west" I woul4eel. an~ inwardlyasse~i It was my h~pe
when I began p 'bhcatIpn of The Frontt~r (now The. Frontier and Mid~ ), in i927, and when E: published the anthology "Nor~h est V~r~,'" in 1931, aqta when,_ iiI 1933, I
issued the repb t of th~1Inla.nd E.mpire q,.',.ouncil of. Teachers
of English on ort~ .st writers and ilwritings,' com~iled
under my cha rmans Ip by fifty w01kers and entItled
"Northwest Bo ks,", th~t our effort~ toll:make re~ders' anrl
writers of this regionqonscious of its li~rary'achievement
would join wit ~ffortsl of other worker$ toward articulate
expression of
rthwe~t life, ultimately ~o an unmistakable
regional movein nt. 'A~·this moment there are signs of some'
consciousness
the region but no sign~ clear tome of a
concerted move e~t. What the signs ~te that, my limited
vision sees I sh I state presently.
Ideas of a egional movement'have lilardly dawned upon
the. consciousne s of the Northwest. PoJttland and Seattle,
the two city ee ters, have been unwilli:iig' and as far as I
know still ar~ 0 think, much less act, ~~'. terms .of common
regional life.
he spirit of separatism,~lwhich is doubtless
characteristico
communities only just t~moved
from iron"
!
tier conditions. , ·s i.llustrated in letters I ireceived about The
Frontier. Frio' both Spokane and P0il1tland came letters
stating, "Your I agazine is fine. We sho~~d have a magazine
like it," from sister qniversity, "I shattl see what we can
do about issuin a similar magazine." [I~lics mine.] Never
the idea, until ec~ntly, "How .can we ~.'. ~ behind your reg•
[ 127]"
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ional magazine and support and develop it 7" T
course, an important and as yet unanswer
question
whether the four states' of Oregon, WashingtQJl, I aho, Montana do constitute a region with life charaet ristics in
,common. Po~sibly the regional planning confer nces that
are a feature of the Federal Government's new_ olic~ will
both help to reveal 'whatever the cultural fact is and to
arouse and nourish regional consciousness. The n xt decade
may see in, the place of provincial rivalries region I co-oper- '
ation. We can await developments and as we wa t work to
prepare for their healthy growth. MeanwJ;lile it 's obvious
that the Northwest does not yet feel its life, p esent and
'past, as the South or the Southwest or the Midclle West..feel
theirs.
Also, there is a feeling among our writers a ainst the
regional idea in favor of "cosmic" and' ~'univers "sources
for expression, especially among the poets. Write s vaguely'
feel, as readers too feel, that life today and here i confining
to the imagination, is provincial, and therefore s not the
stuff of art. Somehow they have enthroned the idea that
art is placeless an:d timeless; but the idea is akhll to that of
better grass being in the next pasture; and they f rget that
even timelessness and spacelessness when mortals de;;tl with
them must root.in the now and here. Even "Para iseLost,'"
Milton rooted in ,his knowledge of his own time an country,
nowever much he may have added to and embell shed that
knowledge.
.
Current discussions of regionalism that ha-,v given it,
labels - "back-to-the-soil," "backwardA.looking,:' "back-tofolk lore," "provincial"-have raised many pre udices in
writers. I should like to have writers understan ;regionalism not as an ultimate in literature but as a fir t step, as
the coming to close knowledge about the life 'of th regIon in
which one lives as a first necessity for sound wri ing, eVEm
as knowledge of oneself-"know thyself"-is al 0 a first
necessity. The "universal," when he~lthy, 'alive, pregnant

..
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with values, s
conception, of
,the idea of cos
from abstract
To such exte
minded.
l' am givi

rings inevitably from thellspecific 'fact. This
he ipterpretatio~ of lifeiJl I would oppose to
ie-minded people that un~erstandingsprings
ideas and images in the l~ind'--in the ~oul.
t regionalism' in my j ,dgment, is 'earth'
. II c
~ "little space to this idea1~nd therefore omit
developme~t:o it and the steps in the logic of its support; I
do so in o'rder- 0 enumerate, which was ~ be the prime pur,..
pose of this n te,signs that I see in N4rthwest writing of
regional consc ousness. Order. of refer~nce to these signs
bears no ~relat on .~o my judgment of t~¢ir relative values.
Mr. G; Fr nk Goodpasture of SouthlBend, Washington,
js a poet with spiritual ear. He sens~ the peculiar mys, teries in the cean. These mysteries njaay pertain to any
and all oceans, but as this writer feels tofpard and expresses
them they are ou~d to our north pacifiCi~,'lcoa,s t. Few of ,our
Ipoets equal hi suggestion of the univer tal, of the,mysteri
in all life an here... Mr. Howard ,'c~inley Corning,
Nebraskan, I believe, by birth and llI~rttire, has found
spiritual re&PO se to Northwest country ~nd .climate. In his
poetry, which requentIy generalizes itse1t, as all fine poetry
should, into ap lication to life anywhere,lhe writes of mountain men and vaney men, historical. figures and contemporary figure, hills and sea-coast an~ plains,' and the
majority of th. m all are ~nm~stakable ~egonian, however
much Nebras a -may be In hIS blood. iI am told that he
. spent only a few days in the Sixes ~puntry in, Oregon
dialect which
he !
Ii has
the . men of
and that int .- 'the
.:'
'
j!"
that region u . Southern words have c~pt, and yet I am
. convinced tha he has seized with stron~' im~gination and
with spiritual nsight the essential natur~i()f that region and
its,life. In his short stories of the Sixes c~untry is, howev"er,
more than the nature of that region: th~re is portrayal of
life in its.esse ce theworIi over.
~I
Verne Br ghtwrites with deepest s~rety and broades~

.

-

'1

.
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, I
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understanding when he writ~s of Win,gren, a cou tryside
that he knows. Laurence Pratt has come to his mo t virile
and most mature poetic expression in 08, series of. onnets
about a paper-mill town whose life he has lived in a tuality.
Mary J. ~lmendorf's ballads, among the finest pei g written, root in the life 6f Alaska or the outlying lands of. Seattle.
Ada Hedges finds her inspiration in desert countr·. Mrs.
Fuller's best poems concern mountains or garden. r rural
life, and Eleanor Allen is full of the vigor of outdoor beauty.
What would the novels of Nard Jones - .'Wheat
Women," for instance-be if stripped -of their und rstanding of life gained through years of living in the alouse
country of eastern Washington? James Steven's b t writing is in "Brawnyman" and "Homer in the Sagebrus ," both
of which are thoroughly regional. H. L. Davis ca hardly
write creatively exc~pt of the Northwest life he as observed and lived~
In drama little has been done, in the Northwest. Possibly the most prolific writers 'areBabette and Glenn ughes,
neither of whom, in his plays, gives sign of know edge of
Northwest life; they are cosmopolitan and sophi~ cate in
interest. Alice Henson Ernst 'and Talbot Jennings on the
other hand, are deeply conscious of ~he regipn.
The Northwest has not yet prOduced fine novel. Ann
Shannon Monroe began with portrayal of Easte;riI regon.
Writers like Ernest Haycox stick largely to thE}'tr ditional
western type of novel and' often describe the cohnt y beautifully. Grace Stone Coates remains true to her me r~
gion, Kansas, although she lives in.~ontana. Fra k Bird:
Linderman in his novels returns to the early I days of the
West when the buffalo roamed, and in other books inierprets
the life of Plains Indians; an~ hi~ understan~i~ of life
grows out of those two sound, thIck, deep-strIkin roots.
Theodore Harper,. however, whose writing is widel recognized, often works with a Russian or Siberian seen, somewhat in the manner, one feels, of the local color riters.
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Myron Brinig, hose. novels have reached as hig a level of
attainment as hose of any Northwest ~iter,. h s speci~
"fically interpret the life of Jews in Butte. S ba Hargreaves, Sabra onner and Marah Ellis n¥a
, ik~ Frank '
l
Linderman, tur to the past life' of the N thwest region~
Albert Ricliard Wetjen has spiritual affi~··W only with the
sea, and when h writes of that ,he' write wbll--:...as his popul~rity attests.
ill J~mes is saddl.e~,~p rm~ne~tlY it wo?ld
seem, to a saddl 9n a .(usually buckIng) hqrse In "the wIde
open spaces" of ontana. Vardis Fishe , wH,o at the moment
seems to have t e finest achievement in Olrthwestern novel
writing, holds 0 no regionalistic' ,doct inbtheoretically;
but if "Dark Bidwell" and "In Tragic i~e" ;;1re not interpretations of Ii e rooted in a square mile lot' upper Snake
~iv~r co~ntr~ i Ida~o ~hey are nothing ja~ all; every dee~
InsIght Into lIfe that IS In them ha~ tlowere~ out of the soIl
of th~t strikin y beautiful and ind.ividual~stic country.
Doubtless, with the blindness of a pleader, I have
omitted mentio of writers ~ho do not S}iO'.' signs of "going
native," as I ha e also omitted, many name~ that should be
mentioned in srport of my thoug!It; but ,. have not done
so consciously. There is, for e?Cample, the ~.'eautiful poetry
of Audrey Wur emann, Seattle reared, mu~h of which re-·
flect~ her resid, nce in other parts of the ~orld;
yet again
I
much of it re'fl~ts the Northwest. But I Ij[1ust not extend
the list. I hav space" only to mention what the ljst seems
to me to mean; and to suggest developmen~s which I think
can profitably b fostered by our writers. l '
Many of t e -writers in the Northwest I,are. young; few
of them are sea oned writers; many are tra~e writers with, .
of course, finan ial inco~e the .essen~ial cOIisider~tion; few
'have hammere out or lIved out a phIlosophly of lIfe; a few
- are, skilled self- 'udges, recognizing the pos',ession of themselves, when th are so possessed, by stron c~eative imagination. The egion's life has presented . tself to a fair
number of the as something of intrins' worth. Thid
'1
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presentation, at its best, has been unconsciously '8 epted.
Some national recognition, about all, 0Ile would s y, that'
they have genuinely earned, has come to our w itings~ ,
Conferences of wri~rs that are being held periodical y,"conferences of producers and writers of drama like I he' o,ne
held in February in Seattle under the·'wadership- of Glenn
Hughes, me.etings of teachers at which the idea of r,gionalism is finding interest, the sale of "Northwest Boqks," of
"Northwest Verse," nation-wide circulation of The rontier
and Midland and recognition of its merit, the s holarly
work of Professor E. G. Moll at the UniveJsity of regon,
on the teaching of' poetry, the publication of historic I documents concerning the early days of the Northw st, the
increasing attention of librarians to ~he literatur of our
section-these, and doubtless other forces, are at ork to
stir' regional consciousness.
As yet there has developed no se~se of loyalt to our
idea, although The Frontier and Midland enjoys bo gratifying loyalty and healthy criticism and dissent. Th closest
approach to a focus of writers seems to be-in PortIa d. Our
writers, with some outstanding ,exceptions, have b n fearful of letting out their vitality; too often- the~~hav held on
too tight a leash the vigor and ranging curiosity of- their
imagination; and too often, also, they have relied on "in-spiration" rather than on personal realization of life for
their themes and on tradition for their forms. A tal, lawless period of, expression would lle good, I feel, for the
ultimate fine, realized, and articulate expression' life i~\
this fresh, dynamic, ima.gination-stretching, and houghtperplexing region.
'-
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,Southwestern Roots
By T. M.

PEARCE

Jf.. i

AMERICANS h
.States e~

ve spoken of the "melting polt".in the United
n
r since a famous ~uropeaJi1 Jew wrote a
tribute to the iberating fre~doni possible· ~ri this country
for immigrant'. Into the crucible have gone various agencies, Semitic, ravidic, Sinitic,' Bantu, to temper what we
'think of as th Aryan base. ,Immigration to the Atlantic
seaboard was hiefly a nineteenth century development. It
was then the' elting really' began. Now as the arms of
English-AlJieri ~n empiFe have fl'ung westward, we iook into
the crucible to\ \' d that metals were already tHere,'unnoticed
before the basi Aryan, 'and were working fro:ql the very ber~nning. The Aryan metal here from the start may have
been altered· f om that imported from the stanneries of
Europe. As early as 1789 our first lexicographers averred .
. that the courseiof our speech would refl~t "intercourse with
. tribes wholly rnknown in Europe'~ and predicted a separated stream for American English.
Our roots Ithen, like the roots of the Anglo-Saxon in
Celtic Bri:tain,: have gone back into the ~r~-history first
shapers-of-the-land. In the crucible then i~ the mysterious
nature worship of sun' and sky and kindr~d earth spirits,
,the sacred yei, the jinns of the totems; at the bottom of the
,melting is the rhythm of the earth-planting led from the
fields and the ditches into the plaza with. the beat of drums
and the throb ofehant~.. fomewhere the .fJteam driven iron
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nurture. Roots in the earth, ore and seed, have built Amer- 'iean skyscrapers and American Mimbres pottery, American stream-line automobiles and Ame~ican sand paintings,. \ I
American bridges and American' Dine rugs.
. "l.
It is in the Southwest that the European tradition
-.
meets at closer hand than anywhere else creative currents
'I

I

t
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of this continent. Two branches of. the E ropea tradition, themselves co~siderably inter-~elated, atin ~ d Ge,
manic, have here for several centuries ob ervea ~nd in
part merged with inha~itants of ina~gen~us stone 4ge ancestry. In the Southwest, the racial antipo es of Europe
and Asia are joined. A literature of this ultura fusion
has already become impress\ve. The list pf .its builders numbers hundreds of name~, froIJl th~ gove nment
reports of ethnologists and linguists" from niver ity research staffs in archaeology and folk-lore, to t e prof ssional
artists in modern drama, fiction, and poetry.
almos resist
entirely the impulse to "record the critical 'a~d eative
thinkers who have joined both in the painsta ·ng an buoyant service of this fountain of c:reative yout -thef'Sputh,west. Yet knowing the greater unfairne s of lanket.
acknowledgment I venture to particulari~e distin uished
names with apologies to the sigiIificant unme tione1 ones:
Andy Adams, Hartley Burr Alexander, Fra k Ap~legate,
Louisa M. Armer, Mary Austin, Florence Merriam IBailey,
Adolph Bandelier, Ruth Laughlin Barker, S. mar arker,
Lansing Bloom, Edward Bolton, JohnG. Burke, oW. N.
Breakenridge,. Witter Bynner, Pedro de Nace 0 Cas neda,
Willa Cather, Dana Coolidge, Alice Corbin, Bryo. -Cum:..
mings, Frank Cushing, Robert Luther Duff -s, EI'zabeth
!
Willis de Huff, J. Frank Dobie, .Erna Ferg sson, aryey
Fergusson, J. W. Fewkes, Frances. Gillmor, osiah Gregg,
J. P. Harrington, Edgar L. Hewett, Paul Horkan,E erson
Hough, Will James, A. V. Kidder, Clyde Kluc~hohn, Oliver
La Farge, D. H. Lawrence, John Lomax, Ch~rles t mmis,
Susan Shelby Magoffin, Elida SiII:1ms· Malkus, Was initoll
Matthews, O'Henry, Albert Pike, :Zebulon Pike, Robe Ray. nolds, Eugene Manlove Rhodes, Frederick Ruxton, .. Sister
,Blandi~a Segale, Charles H., Siringo, Herbert S inden,
Philip Stevenson, N. H. Thorp, Mark
,. Twain f R. E .. T itch~l1,
Stanley Vestal, Gaspar de Villagra, ,Louisa M. Wethe ill.
Characterizing the literature of th~s group
d the',
I

1
I

1
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larger group it· represents'iB the sincerity, the sturdin~ss,
and the imagination of life lived close to roots whichnour'ish both body and spirit. Industrial society, which bringsl
food, clotlreS, am~sement, and .printed matter in .substance'
and oiltline finished, feeds the eritical rather than the creative'spirit. To(]) much of the 'literature of America today
is the clever mamipulation of sourc~s provided by someone
else. Too much qf American literature is the rippling forth
of stronger curre\I1ts started abroad, in spots whether London, Paris, or M6SCOW that have never forgotten, nor can
they, their own ~oots deep below the:rp.. American voices
are echoing two extremes of ultra-sophistication-One, the
precious nicety of la mind too curio'its and whimsical; and the
other, the neuroti¢ robustiousness of a mind too callous a'nd
thrill deadened~ American lliterature will never win rank as .
. world literature on a diet df oxonian r~miniscence, whimsies about book shops, and death studied in the entrails of
.men and beasts in the arena\ of a Spanish ,afternoon. ';
. A longer essalY than can be written here will be needed
.to survey the distinctive cu~rents in t!le vast tradition and
accomplishment of SouthwEtstern literary culture. Fr~
Villagra, poet laureate of a !fw empire in 1610, to the lateSl .
book from pr()fessional pejll, ,the professional output is .
matched by th~ stUf unrecorded
folk literature in song and
I
story. The mysticism of ligljlt and sky in arid distances,' the.
miracle of deser't growth, t~e narrow seclusion
of isolated
,
placitas with their pa~ron Ysidros and Antonios and Ramons, the activity of the cattle llano and chaparall-all this
is peculiar to the Southwestern~·roots. So, too, is the heart~
ache of an ear~y New Englander at the sight of a robin
redbreast whiclii like himselfi. had. crossed the mountains and
to whom he wrote
,
1>;
Let tUS gb-Iet ~s go ~nd revisit our home,· . .
Whei"e the oak leavef?are green and the sea waters',
II'

, \ 0
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. The South~est, like the' Squth of which Mr. Ransome
has written, is faced with ultrarsophistication, with the n~w
i)
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literary fascism of the sort represented by T. 'S. Elio '_ and
with industrialization. These manifestations are sym toms
of universal cultural discontent. This speaker, fo' one,
, hopes ,we have resources within ourselves to arrive a maturity and wisdom without abandoning the roots hich
'.
can hold us there.
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A Section of Poetry
"

. PRAIRIE WIFE
By LILLIAN GIBBS-SEWELL

J.

I left my heart beside the

lake
Where placid waters rouse to
~hake

Lang shafts from silver stars
that lie'
Mirrored beneath the .willow's
¢ye.
Nor could I bring the lake
away,
That happy swiftly-passing
day;
So mine it is to play the
part
Of Prairie wife with mermaid
heart.

jI ,

"

"

#.

,

,

But in my garden you will
see,
A Ion~ly weeping willow

tree

.

.

•

That mourns o'er lilies,
fair and pure, ..
Within a lakein
miniature.
'I
I

I
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ANSWERS
By ANSELL M. McCoy
•

To some, the answer to a thrust
Leaps forth-a bolt from out the sky
To wound or punish as it will.

....

To some, it follows after carefuL thought
Like drops from out a snow-bank
But only after sun has warmed it. .. .

..

Still others can not speak at all
And late" at night when all is still
They think of things they ~ight have sai .
AMETHYST BEADS
By ELSA FISHER HERLITZ
-'t:

The seven years 'I spent with him, _
Which time and space can never dim,Are crystallized, translucent beads;
.
And, though my heart forever bleeds
From sorrow's stabs-from poignant pain,·
These beads are on a silver chain
Of deathless love. 0 years so bright!
Reflecting back to me the li~t
That guides me through life's opaque mist,l
Loved beads! My jewels-.amethyst!
FELICITY
IBy DUDLEY PEACE

I don't believe you knew me
Yesterday when you passed b y , .
But I heard your song up in tHose trees
That kiss ~ turquoise sky."
<
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I heard you singing hi the wind,
Each sweet note falling CI, ear. \
(I stand upon our hill ,to wait
About this time each year) ,
!

I

They say you saw black mud and dl~rt,
That-blood, streamed
down your, side.
'
'
,
r
,But I, who know your soul so well, t
Know, too, ~he way ~~u died.,
1'1
I know that Ijght within your ey~s Ii!
Leapt into glowing fire,
til
I know the music that you loved
'j:,
,Sung by cele~~ial choir~.
11.,

'I!

There were the colors you always l~\red;
These you ml.Jst have seen.
jl.
"
There 'Vere the woods your hands h~ve touched,
Caressing their satiny sheen. ' \

,

,'jl-,

And so,! when I read of the way yo~ c:fi~d
And tU1\n inward eyes to you,
, 11
I listen ralong the wind for song
Sung in a'voice I knew.
1

-

1 "
.

r,JI

'''REMINISCENCE''

{'l'

By !t0BERT,FREDEJPC HERTER

II

,

Rivers of thought,'
Ii
.Silent, mighty as Zeus, I:
Plunging through the cllaos
;'
:Tha't IS
., l'f
IIII
I e... '
I

l'

, Memory, is a dancing girl
On a bright terrazzo stair.
Memoryds a blind old man
In a hickory chair.
'\

'I\'!' '

I

.

11

Iiil
"

iI

i

I

~

i

I

~
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...sman! towns dreaming
Of tomorrow';
The slanlting sun
Gold th~ough Autumn leaves,
Death, purple-shadowed,
Skulking down a country-lane.
I

•

I

Misty valleys at dawn. Cold
Glad wi:hds, brushing a hilltop.
Words, beside a still pool,
Echoing! a dream.
The timeless protest
Of one just born.
Muffled itom-tom urge
Of drunj}s . . . calling
From a iflag-draped street.
Orange !blossoms
Tangled in lacy veils.
Tiny hahds reaching...
J

Memoljt is a silver bell,
Tolling :through the years..'"
The afterglow of ecstasies,
The ghdst of vanished fears.
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The Afternoon for Flavioll!
By

HORACE

~ARDNER

~!

i

.

in the hall, wrhere it ~as cool alld d~rk, ~nd looked
,
- out into the. sunlight and freedom of t~e p~tio. The
wind blew soft little breaths in his face, breat, s that smelled
d the tang of
.of earth and sun, of melons that were'· e
weeds and smoke 'from far amiY. In the
I there was-a
, ripe feeling of age, 'and the thick old adobe w s were redolent of things long dead and gone, the intiljIla things, of
.many people~ and Ithe ~iIence of inanimate t~ng~ that have
absorbed life. He let his hand slip' soft~y 'ov~r the,\wood of
the bench on whi~h he sat, staritlg'"'at the' 1lJlue veins that
showed through ·the thin, brown skin, th~nking-"I am
here, Flavia Chav¢g, h~. re 'in Los Lunas, and in there, 4eaq,
is Nina, my wif~, but I cannot leel, I cannot , ih~ i~ son-ow
as I should-"
"- ,
i
, Th~r~ came al~unD.ur of pr~yer fr,0z.n s1m~ part Q:., th
house, r~sIn~, mU~d _a~d ~artP" from behInd ~?i-ckold w~lls,
- and fallIng In a rather plea$ant mournful drIp on FlavlO'S
ears, thin brown ~ars set well in" the shad~ if the hall. "~' .
there, he knew, Nine ~ay, her hands joined p>gether un<ler '
the yellow light of the! candles .. '. and she did not hear the
Jit
prayers that skipped. softly out of the tir~ faces under h.
the black rebozos. He could fancy himself ~n there again,
listening to the little animal sounds .fro~ the women,
crowded together in piled shadows of blue.
butffhe could
not fiIid sorrow in himself, only an awful tiIjedness, tearing
h~m ,down into ,in~efinite, inCOris.eq~ential d~e~~s.' He fel~ /" .
hImself engulfed In a vast, uplIfting tranqUIlIty of souna
upon sound, hiddeb voices called' to him, and! he f9und him,self thrown into' the pa;st. The dead, the fra~ant, past. He
saw himself in S~ntaFe, tm.IttY years beire, talking to
Nina as' she stood! with her aunt; talking a out their weddill$, then he was sit1ing withi Nina, at' niht, 190king off
iI;lto the dark . . .• he 'could s~ her brown lfingers curling
,
[ 141:]
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h~; ~i~rette

~im.' Ocly,:u~:nto~

over
as she passed itto
fire, glowing in the dark. They would' always be ere, he
felt, sitting there in the' dark of twenty years ago, er thin
brown face and her great 'plack eyes staring at hi ,as she
did when the nights were long, and when his youth and her"
youth had become one, peacefully, complete in ecst . There
were stars at night and there were long days whe he was
away with the sheep, seeing that the: herders were.doing as
;they should, and sometimes she was with him, f· dling a
llittle lamb, smiling at the men, her great eyes sta~i g at the
~rizons, at him, at everything. They lived, compl ly, joyfully together.~ He saw h~r as she was after she ad miscarried, thin, shrunken, more brown than ever, lyi g in the
great bed and smiling at him... He felt himself t ssed into
the sounds of those long years, and there.was a pec .liar joy, .~
a sense of sfJ<tisfaction, a great happiness that th i-lled him _
so that he wanted to run, to leap on ,the earth,:t sing, to
clutch everything to himself, to rock in stillness with" the_
afternoon.
.
And then, she had died, and he had sat ther , numbly
-knowing he should feel it in his throat and eyes, b he could
not. He wanted to tell someone how; he felt, to tel someone
how happy he}elt ... to <lescribe that great wellin, emotion
of being, of remembering, of knowing things...
1

*

* * *

lie

*

\

After a while, he ~vent intO one of the bedroo s. It was
the same room in which he had been born... T re in the
corner was the' little virgin his mother had pra ed to, the
flickering vigjllamp casting, leaping shadows ov - her face
...he must pray to her, feel'his sorrow, he must.. But there
was no prayer in him, the other was inside of ,him now, ,
pushing and crowding out prayer with ~ wona rful song
of 'living-he had her now and she had him. It as simple
and wonderful, and he wished that he .could t~ I someone
about it. He had her life, and she'
had his, an1,; he would
...
die, and he could remember. . .
~,:.
I
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ll~e

He looked out
winrlowat the
peak (If San
'" Mateo and wondered, why he wahted
to be I~way, beyond the
•
haze and the pile4 clouds, to somewhere beyond ... when he
had such a living~ecstacy within him!
The afternoqn settled do~n and a cicaJ;da began his long
whirr from the cottqnwood in }he patio, ta~ing 'through the
heat to him, adding to what was within 'him, the turmoil
in him boiling over until it w~s subdued 'Within itself... It
.' was good to sit and .listen ~ the quiet of fe afternoon. ~

i'

:

'

,I

d,

i

No Wine So Sweet

By SIDDlE JOE JOHNso1:

I' ' ,.

I as~. only to ~ome back,
.. '
Now and agaIn, as the busy ye~rs leave space,
To what I know.
'
~
T will endure this change, but )lot with gl.dness,
Laughing or pressipg my face: against i1lbce.
l

October nights, when the wil'd:desolate Sil[i nce
Is wilder for the silver from the sky- '.
There in the 'coun;try nouse, tbe others slei ' ping-."
This is one of the\t~ings I would r~turn t~,
• Many and many a tIme befor.e I d,le.·

II

And the streets of one town on ~ ,~inter e~ening, .
The libr'ary warm and close against the ~old-'
These . I would drink again and again froth
i the same bottle,
Knowing no wine so sweet as ,tne oft-sav1red old.
.
I

~I

~I

IIj

~

Ii

'I'

H

I

~J

11
~. i
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Penalosa.-Eugene Manlove Rhodes--Wrjters'
$1.00.
.,.

~ditions,

anta Fe--

'"

The Trusty Knaves - Eugene Manlove Rhodes ~ Houg tori Mifllin,
1933-$2.00.
'.
•

Here are two prints of the same hand left fo . our comparison sixteen years' apart in the white str
of the
Papyrus Age. The first, firmly compressed, lai down in
the historical manner and glistening with brillian hardness,.
might be the hand of any on~ of a good !!}8iQr, con emporary
artists. But there is no mistaking the iaentity Of he second.
The latter is unpretentious. There ~s no grand esture or,
finger pointing at some magnificent ~e, and y of. all the
teeming millions who can take their pen in hand, doubt the
existence of another human being who could ha e done it~
Like Joseph Conraf:l, there is onlr one Euge e Manlove'
Rhodes and no one remotely resembling him. . E en in this
world of facile imitators, to attempt a ~hodes for ery would
be, to dare the gods. The average Rhodes' re der would
detect -it on the first page, probably in the ope ing paragraph. Rhodes' robust vigor and contrasting entleness,
his gusto, his long, firsthand intimacy with his I nd and its
people, his raciness, his 'wit and sardonic humor, is subtlety
and its strange bedfellow, a recurring sense f ~beauty;
perhaps most of all, his nonconformity and his delight in
strewing literary gems in the most unexpected 0 places are
talents for which the reading world will wait long time
before being found again in the same mortal corn, .nation.
Anyone who comes to Rhodes' expecting the raditional
Western, story is bound to stub his toe severely, and in 'my
mind I can see Gene Rhodes' eyes twinkling a t e puzzled
face of such a reader. But the searcher for per nality on
the printed page, the man who loves boundless, ighly-flav-'
ored life wherever he finds. it, who has learned f om reality
not to' be surprised to find even the most primi 've society
[ 144]
, -
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I

for the most part kind and strClmg, shre'1d and tremendously ti,
human whether
Hudson's pampas, i~Aksako1f's old Rus- i .
sia, in Barrie's 'fhrums or on .Rassu~ Galwan's Tibetan 'lil;.
plateau-such a reader will come on Rh~des with r unquench::a... j,'
able delight.,
! "
It is always rdangerous to delete 4 writer by quoting Ir
him. A dozen words, like tl.le "dozen notes that make a
musical chord, aIle' to a great measure )dependent on what i':'
has gone before.' But I shall risk diaster with one of :1
Rhodes' sentencesl the compression of w rch lea.:v..es the tingle ;
of a whole volum:e unsaid, "He sal\1lte. ed down to the sea
and there he meti the Terminator 'of D~ights, and the Sep- !'
arator of 'Companions." Who
so fet. words, has said so '
much of life and death?
hi .
~
This reviewer is especially fond ~f the title Rhodes II
chose with such a sure hand from ;EI l\toro where he found II .
it first written inl stone, "Pas6 Polo Aqqf" than which there il:
are few phrases more noble. And' I w~nt to add, a Rho~es Ii
paragraph, haunting with beauty and f~nd close to a welter
of gore. "Fifty years gone, the years o:ft: Valverde .and Glorieta, even such a misty and sunless Sepjtember came at last
to the San Quentin country-ye~,. and sttange flowers sprang
up over n~ght,'hright-~lowing,namel~ss rnd un~f.Jwn to any .
man. Senor, I have rIdden across thIS ~re desert when the ,
air wB:B dro~sy with swee~ness; sti~rup~.delep all day in wondrous blossoms, snow-whIte, blue and rurple, golden, firered, nameless." ,
.I
".
,

0*

II

I

I

I

in

!

,~.

C~NRAD RICHTER.

.. .

I

Albuquerque.

' ,

I'

o

1\.

Sky Determines-Rqss Calvin-Macmillan COJjnpany, 1934-$2.50.,

Sky Determines is a vivid, usefuI,l and schplarly, book
on the Southwest, by which the author Imeans New Mexico.
Dr. Calvin lives in Silver City where lhe is the Episcopal
of the New
clergyman, and it is natural that he shol1dd'write
,
Mexico that centers there, rising frort,lI the mesquite 'and,
•
,

I
1

\,.
I
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cactus plains of the Lower Sonoran zone, throu h., all the
intervening zones to the Canadian of the tall tim. er at the
top of the Mogollon range. It .results th~t Santa Fe, Albuquerque and t~e whole Rio Grande valley retrea s, in thi~
book, to
the periphery: a fact which will' prob ly do us
.
good.
,
Dr. Calvin has a seeing eye. Not only one w ich gets a
comprehensive yiew of a vegetable and animal life that
climbs from sub-tropical to sub-Artie, and of hu an types
from pre-Pueblo to late tourist-camp; but the sor of 'an eye
too which sees little animal tracks, notes plants! and birds
and clouds, and can relate these things to the all- mbracing
sky which is his theme. He rEmlembers the ha sn cut of
dust and the fresh consolation of.. fragrant rai'n, he knows
what it is to come thirsty to a \rater hole. ' He h 's sat and
talked with old fellows who remember hOiW life as when
there was almost nothing to mitigate the rigors of struggle
against a nature that cared nothing for human I e,'and of
humans who cared little more. All these things ,r. Calvin
writes about with feeling, understanding, and ithout a
trace of sentimentality. He see~ t~e west as a 'n sees it;
and he has undoubtedly done the things that a rna does who
loves the outdoors. It is just too -bad tha,t he·f I into the
trap of a Chamber of Commerce or some such ~ erson and
was impelled to append a prospectus advertising a country
which is too magnific~nt to need' advertisernellt On the
contrary, we, should requi~e people to pass exami ations before we permit them to come.
The best parts Of the book are those which deal with
the desert and the long struggle
of ;
man to make he desert
.
allow even a few of us' to' liv1e here. . He deals dequately
with people too. The Forgotten Peoples ~d th wonders
of the archaeological finds in the Mimbres Va ley; Pueblenos, Apaches, Conquerors, and Mexic~nos all c me in for'
concise and very thoughtful study. ' Most of this aterial is
not new, but it is well considered and necessa to make
~

,

; .'.
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. tne book the well-rounded whole that it is. Sky, meaning
climate and the general physical aspects of the country
.. caused by climate, have certainly- determined human devel~
opinent and Dr. Calvin's thesis is well supported by his facts,.
He claims to make'no statement which 'cannot be supported
by recogIiized authority, and' he comes very close to- that
ideal.
,.
,.
Only in dealing with Mexicans, whom he calls Mexi~
canos, probably ~effort to avoid the cumbrous Spanish- .
America~, doeyone wish that Dr. Calvin "had looked longer
and seen more. He makes the conventional picture of aD \
indolent, dirty, backward, "adorably picturesque" person;",
which is too easy.. It may have been
true fifty years ago. I
...
wasn't here fiity years ago, but it is certainly.not true todayj. .
The modern Mexican is not adorably picturesque and maybe
for the same reasons he is not indolent, dirty, not backward,~
He is a 'vigorous, busy, demanding person, eager to make his
~»Iace and ta,e his pa.rt i~ what New Mexico is doing now~
And he is doing it. Maybe Dr. Calvin should take a look at
the Rio Grande
Valley, after all.
'
o .
•
An exceptionally well chosen 9ibliography is added to
the text of the book. The photographs used in illustration
(the artistry of the author's wi~e) are suggestIve anq:
beautifuL
.~
•

!,

~

I

-

;

\
.

ERNA FERGUSSON.

Albuquerque.
.

.

.

One Smoke Stm"ies-'Mary Austin-Houghton, Mifflin, 1934--$2.00.
.

Mary Austin has given American literature another
· permanently important book. How many of Austin's books
(there are now twenty-eight) are of ,such considerable
status, the reviewer not having read them all,. can scarcely
. estimate. But of the last four books'she has' written, it is
his considered judgment that each is as original in thought,
as consummate in style, and as' freighted with' a unique
wisdom and humor as any volumes which have come from
J

..
/
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the Amerjcan press. In them, if one may j!1dg from only
a few of the earlier books, the same qualities ppear,but
deepened, refined, and enriched. Starry Advent e, a novel,
Experiences Facing Death, an essay, Earth ariZon, ·an
autobiography, and One Smoke Storjes, tales, represent
Mary Austin in all but her drama aDtl poetry. an ,one say
that a single common gift of the author's is he Jolden
thread through her books ~which wins each, time the Teader
at all familiar with her writing?
Competent at plotting and as much the artis in des~rip
tion as anyone writing English, the books of M ry Austin
carry the reader along con.vincingly and fulfillin ly until he
arrives at those passages of insight into life,' hose peak
moments of revelation that mark an in-knowingn ss (to use
one of het own words) rarely permitted to indivi ~als. The
in-knowingness in One Smoke Stories is kindly magnanimous, square-shooting,
so that it" can" illumine friendship
.
'like that between Red Morgan and the Papago Ki ,vindicate
the ancient-way of Hosteen Hatsanai who woul have his
second wife blessed at the mission like his first, a d ser.e the
nature-killing pot-hunter Greenhow whQm the ods of the
woods brought low. And how her intelligence' ca prick 'the
bubble of male complacency as in the master-pie e "Papago
Wedding" and "The Man Who Lied About.a W man" 'and
"The Man who Was Loved By Women." The i teUigence
expands into wisdom and humor when of Sus e, Papago.
wife to a white man named Shuler and' mothet to him of
five children, it remarks
"In all things Susie was ~ good wife
him
though she had no writing of marriage an she
never wore a hat."
-

ll>

Y

.. ,

The story, "Approaching Dawn,." combines t
gence and this humor with ,both pathos and bea
andemung had conquered all the Seven Fears, b
fear which he had not reasoned from his heart w
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Anth.ony Adverse-Hervey Allen-Farrar & Rinehart,
$3.00.

,

,1
!

'

.

,
~

"We here in the Southwest are interested ,n its untouched possibilities for story materiar; in its fo 40re, its
history, its color. What do you of New York he r of i~?"
And the charming professor of English from
e -of 'the
Universities in New York smiled at the naivete of the grobp
of New'Mexican enthusiasts.
"To be frank," he answered in amusement, " 'm afraid
that we don't even hear of it."
.
But Hervey Allen chose New Mexico as the st of the '
-six romantic, virile locations in which Anthony A, erse was
to seek adventure and life.
It was in the Southwest, "in timeless solitu es which
the traveller has discover~d to be no longer solita y, that a
man's lips can learn to shape themselves to the-rou d symbol
of eternity which is the crown of human talk and communion" that Anthony learned the answer to life. F om Santa
Fe, "in a valley where there were a rlumber~of at-roofed
adobe buildings gathered about a plaza ... a smal , poverly- '
stricken place," through Albuquerque, "over the c ctus-cov't,""
ered hills," Anthony Adverse "with ,freshness a
strengtf?
walked the trail in peac~."
.J
This man, who wasl much ntore than just a
aresque hero because he was eternally seeking mething,
learned at La Luz, in the high Mountains of sou I ern. New
Mexico, a balance in ~his flux of living." "I think [he said}
I detect a little overtone from paradis,e. Or pe~ aps it is
something in the sunlight, a golden reflection fro that age
which poets can never remember enough about to' oin them
out of their dark garrets. I am glad that I did ot try to
live by dreams alone; glad I tried as best I 'coul to pour
"molten dreams into the mould of life. This is a g od mould
here at La Luz to let the" hot metal of thought co 'I in."
Mr. Allen wisely chose such source books for ,he Southwestern episode as Kendall's Santa Fe Expeditio , General
I

•

l'

/<
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Albuquerque.
Trciders to the Navajos-Frances Gillmor and Louisa Wade Wetherill
-Houghton, Mifflin Company, 1,934-$3.00.
-

If books about the Southwest should spring out of,
understanding of the Southwest and should r~cord more
than the glamor of our' history and. the picturesqueness of
our countryside, the~ Traders to' the Navajos 'belongs to
the true apostolic line. Louisa Wade Wetherill is of the
pioneering English stock that wedded an alien. soil and grew .
of the new spirit with it. Her father pioneered as a prospector.,-as a rancher, and as a communitr builder. She herself has pioneered in human relationships as twenty-nine
thumbprints reproduced on the jacket ,of the book testify..
They,are the endorsement of members of the Navajo tribe
who in this way of signing affirm that "no other white
woman has as complete knowledge of our people, -their
customs and traditions as she. "This faith of a people was
not won quickly. It is the outgrowth of lifetime of familiarity and common cause among Paiutes and Navajos, a life,time paralleled by that of. a boy and man which was to form
. the partnership of the Wletherills celebra;ted in this book.
John Wetherill's father had ridden the famous Chisholm cattle trail, had' !Jlined in Missouri, and at last from
,these unsettled paths turned to. ranchint in Colorado. .But
something of the explorer'~ lure must have remained in the

a

,. .

..

I

. <

j

..

.
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blood of his sons, for .they discovered the unknown· ities of
the past on the high Mesa Verde, and arou~ed the.:fir t interest in archaeological sites which supplied Denv~r,he' Uni. versity of Pennsylvania, and the museum at Stockh 1m with
the relics of the Basketmaker civilizatoon of th North
American continent.
,~
The life of the Wetperills really began witp t
at Ojo
remote frontier where they established trading po
Alamo, Pueblo Bonito, Oljato, and Kayenta. Their story is
interwoven with the lore of chaI)t and le~end of the avajos,.
of the origins of the people, of their, folk mores a d discipline. But Traders to the 'Navajos is more than the saga of
individual lives; it is the saga of peoples sung in ranees
Gillmor's memorable phrases; of "the moving peop e"-the
,White Americans, and of those who called themsel es just
"the people"-the Dine; of the harmony of "peace n many'
faces" won for "the people" a~d '~the moving pe pIe" by
such links as John and Louisa Wetherill; of the last rontier
"where.danger was always a half-heard undertone i mountain silences"; of the hearthfire; and "dancing eas of the
sunset" where the people who dance and 'sing and th people
who ride in steel that fire moves have each "found a living
earth."
T. M. PEA
Albuquerque.
The Three MU8tangeers - Will James - Charles Scribner' , 1933$2.75.

Sing me a song of the vanishing West,
A song o.f the Mustangeers,
A rollicking lay of a by-goneyday
With a chorus of bawling steers;
Sing me a song of a jingle of spurs, .
With a rattle of hoofs refrain,
And the coyote grim on the canyon's dm
And the creak
of the wagon train~
.,
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Will James in his new book has done'tlust that.Moreover he has given the molders of publicl opinion a swell
chance to view with alarm! For any of t~e~ w:ho have the
stamina . to ride with his three MustangeersI . through a regu- .
lar orgy 'of cattle and horse stealing, will find at the end of
the trail that crime does, in very truth, pay! At least it ~
paid AndY' and Stub an4 Hugh who make u~ the triumvirate.
_
The amazing thing about the book is the qasual m~nner in ....
which the boys go about their business of l~w breaking, and,
what a lead pipe cinch it is for them to anne~ a herd of steers belonging to their next door neighbor, haz~ them across the
state line, peddle them to some crooked c\orp.m'i~sion man,
apd get back home safely with their pocklets stqffed with'
bills.·.,
As a sort of, counter attraction to t~1e excitement of
cattle stealing, Mr. James sets his three h~roes to the task
of catching wild horses and goes into"considerable detail as .
to the methods employed. No one 'but a ~esterner thor-"
oughly familiar with his subject could brin~ to liis readers
.t}1e breezy 'and authentic atmosphere of thi~ almost forgot-,
ten trade. His hobbled horses travel at a sIPppety-hop lope
before they are herd broke; a "parada" is in~roduced to help
. the boys capture the fuzzy tails, and the jargon of the rangt!
leaps out to meet the reader from every page. All through
the book goes the thunder of hoofs; the crea* of saddles; the •
.bawling of cattle, and when words fail hinh he turns wi.th skillful hand to his drawing board and lov_la herd of wild'
horses swings across the page with tails fiy~ng in the wind.
. . The Three Mustangeers will never threaten the popular~ty_ of those three dashing characters of Du*.tas from whom .
•
he draws the inspiration for his title. But ih this book 'Will '
James has given us an unusual picture of a t~io of rollicking'
, cow hands witna highly develop~d sense of loyalty to one
another. If, along the way, the author has allowed them to
completely :ignore at lea~t one of the comma~dments ancl get
away with it, this moral lapse has not tak~n, ;;lway any of
1

.
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the glamour from this fast moving story of the v
West.

~

.

.
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CAREY HOLBRO

Albuquerque.
~

The Great Tradition-Granville Hicks--Macmillan-$2.50.

American literature has been a criticall~teratu e,"a literature critical of greed, cowardice and meann~ss. Espe~
ciaJly since the Civil War, has it become increasin~ y clear
that the central fact in American life -is the class s ruggle..
This opens several roads for the writer. He .may ignore
the struggle. But in doing so, he commits himself to eva;
sion and cannot arrive at a clear interpretation
of' he life
,about him nor can he devise a pattern true to Ameri an life
and people. If he remains impartial, he deceives' d confuses both himself and his readers. Or he may be oDie an
apologist, by accepting the existing. order of thi gs and
assuming it operates for the best interests of all. F .m ~this
attitude, will follow a literature that is dishone~t a d misrepresentative. If he recognizes the existing order f r what
it is, yet accepts 'it, just because he may profit by" , he is
c~llous, selfish aiId cuts himself off. from the rest of umanity for whom he has no sympathy and therefore of hom he
cannot write clearly. But if the writer allies imself
actively with the proletariat, thus escaping dishone ty, iso,lation and apologetics, he may treat capitalists a d their
faults, exploiters and exploitation without exa-gger~ on and
so go ahead and carry ~)Ur literature tq a high pea of development.
Thus Mr. Hicks analyzes our literature, its stat s,- past
and present, and the forecast of its fature. With t e Civil
War, the old order in America ended and indus rialism
began: to rise Steadily ov~r the entire country. These hanges
broug t abo t a struggle between tpe old order apd t e
a strugg
a; i still ~ing 011. It is a struggle reft .cted in
our literature, trivin to present clearly Americ n men
"'I

.j

.~
II
[i
~;

i
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.. and women, representative types, and th~~r life and soeiety

, in the light of their experiences., It is .J~lso' a struggle to understand these «Onditions that have aris~n in America;-its
changing life, its' standards and people. T~e hardest part of
this struggle from a literary point of vie\w is to gain true
understanding, and perfection in form .of lexpre~sion.
.
American authors have had to ori~ntate themselves
and try to ~ain a true perspective of the) changing life of
their country and to .judge clearly and imbartially both the
people ~nd their reactions·.to industrialiszq and its' changes.
Mr. Hicks first looks back up'on the great writers of the
Golden Day and then shows how they and! their work were
obscured by the great and rapid ehanges after the Civil
War. Next, he treats the rise of regionali~m, starting with
Bret Harte and going 6n up through M~rk Twain, Cable
and Eggleston. These men were inspirei:I by a desire to
gain a way of, e~cape ~rom th~ comp~ex c~ntemporary life;
so they wrote of the past of their variousl sections and ignored the present; they evaded a close sCl1,ltiny of existing
conditions. .Their chief mission seemed t~ be to entertain
'and they Jailed "to provide a tr~Iisition to ~~tiorial liter~-.
ture. Next, there developed th,e novel of JlolItIcs, the novel'
of business and the novel of labor. In thilS period, Howell
stands out as trying. to understand the re11 American life.
He tried to creatE! in literature, a form of r~lism that would
help develop a better world. After If6WdUs, there comes
the Fugitive group
which Sarah Orn1"l: Jewett, Henry"
James and Emily.Dickinson
are the most outstanding. Yet
'
these failed in themselves of real fulfillment.l They complete
or complement the work of Howells and Jhers p'i-eceding
them.
.
Then Bellamy tried in fact and in:imagination to
find and create a Utopia. Along came Gad, nd ~nd Norris,
hating and denol\nci~g oppression. . They '1'ere foHowed by
London and Sinclair who claimed to be Socialists. But the
first ten or twelve years of the century prorced ~ittle that

-
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will survive. The Octopus, The Jungle and The Call of the
Wild are the works best remembered. But the wor of
Churchill, White and Phillips is forgotten. O. Henry is utmoded. Herrick is little read. A few.plays were prod ced
that are still remembered~ This should have' been the ost
productive period of our literature, but 'somehow the wni ers
failed in their purposes. It may be called the muckra ng'
era and it did prepare the way for the greater realism nd·
technical skill of the middle generation.
' .'
The period from 1912 to 1925 is regarded as an A er-,
ican Renaissance. Its beginnings were in the 90's and its fe'r-:.
tilization and adolescence" were accomplished during the
,muckraking period and it flowered in the work of the mi dIe
generation. The period presents many outstanding wri ers.
is,
The novelists are Dreiser, Edith Wltarton, Sinclair,e
Sherwood Anderson., Willa Cather, IJoseph H~rgeshei ere
The poets are Amy Lowell, Vachel Lindsay, Carl Sandb rg,
Edwin'Arlington Robinson, and Robert Frost. Th~ cr tics
are Mencken, Brooks, Huneker, Spinga~. As a dram tist,
Eugene O'Neill stands out. The writers of this pe~i are
intensely critical, pessimistic and filled with a sense of eep
. frustration, unhappiness and despair. They seem to t ink
life is a dismal failure and America a joke. Manyof hem
fled to Europe seeking a. new and better mode of li ing.
There had been better work than theirs but never so uch
good work or so many worthwhile writers as the middle generation produced. There was a wide-spread intere t in
literature. And this generation emancipated literat~re. rom .
Victorian standards. But they failEtd in many ways and
their later work does I!otfulfill the promise of the , ~lier
€fforts.
"
Of the revolutionary group of the pres~t period, ,her~
are three outstanding pessimists-Krutch, Jeffers" and
Faulkner. T. S. Elliot's poetry is widely read but his ork,
his gifts and ability now seem to be strangled in his co version to royalist politics and the anglo-catholic ~ reH .on.
'l")
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Wilder is trying to find certa.inty in a world -of disillusionment. Hemingway is of the lost generatiop, not sure of any
code and a drifter. Elizabeth Maddox Roberts and Glenway
Westcott are the represenatives of regjondlism. Both have
set in ,their
fallen short of the standards they origj~ally,
I
work .."
.
I ..
The outstanding writer. of the period is John Dos
Passos. He expresses in a modern way Ithe spirit of the
great works of the past. He has confiden~e in the common
man, he rebels against shams Bend oppr~ssion, he feels a
kinship with all classes of workers and be.Iieves in curbing
the individual for the good of all. It has qeen said that our .
writers have failed to achieve order, form: and significance.
DosPassos along with other radicals, in dealing with repre- '
sentativ.e American :men and women in re~resentative situ.ations is bringing into our literature the~e qualities whie~
it has lacked.
\ '!
.
.
And~o Mr. Hicks has followed the cdl}r~e of our literature through 'its phases of development,l as it has grown
more honest and complete in its depictio~ of our life and· .
people through a better .unde.rstandi~gof ~n1erican ~oc~e~..
One gathers that Mr. HICks IS MarXian a~ij communIstIc ln
his sympathies and views. And although Ihis opinions and
those of the reader and student of Americ~n literature may
conflict at times,yet it must be conceded ~hat his book is a
splendi~ a~q e~lightenin~ piece o~ ~ort whi~~ g~ves. a
deeper InSIght Into our lIterature, ItS sOlrces, I~spltatlOn
and creators.
. i'
,j

•

l

.

.

I

.

LYDIA ~ •.BRADFORD.

Santa Fe.

'I

.

!

Deep Snow-C. Kuipers-Zondervan Publishing
~

. -$1.00.

~ouse, Grand Rapids
I

.

No problem in the Southwest is mo~,e likely.to draw
.out fiery champions of severalcaI.Dps than the religious education of the Indian: Here is a book wit1 bOt~ Indian and
• •
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Christian religions at its heart"and sympathetically gi en
to the treatment of the idealism, t~e discipline, and the h 0ism called forth by each. Heroism is descriptive' of b th
the Protestant missionary, Lanting, a central figure ill' he
book, and of Koshe, its hero, a Zuni youth -loving both C~ ist
and the Shalakos.
The Indians at -Zuni, like the Indians elsewher} s m
to settle the matter of Old Gods and New easily ana nat rally. They accept both. Shalako -and 9hristmas come in _
" the winter about the same time. .And
, each is signific' nt
and exciting. There may be a little of c~nspiraey ab ut
singing the Jesus-hymns, especially with such ~ervor at
Christmas time wh~re candy and gifts are conspicuous' in
the chapel corner,. but fundamentally at he,art the Ind an .
refuses to become excited over adding to his faith. Giv ng.
up anything he already has is different. And though L nt-·
ing secretly feels that as long as Koshe ~dances ~o hard· he"
nature worship of his fathers he belongs only half. to' Ch ist
and the other half to paganism, with, Koshe there is' no
struggle in accepting both.
.
The book is tremendously real: American baseball nd
Zuni stick-races, medical serums and Zuni medicine-cure~.
pinon picking and ~overninent aid to the snow bound N vajos succoured by Zunis whose preserves they were raid ng,
rise to a gripping climax in the fight of Koshe and his l? ny'
to conquer the perilous snow drifts in to Chin Lee w' ere
typhoid sufferers await serums he brings and where ,hewith-the-Mellow-Voice, a Navajo girl whom Koshe love, is
isolated with her old gr.andmother in a remote hOgjan.
he
story is never sentimental; it is never satiric of, the
sioners or their recalcitrant but amiable conve~tsj
d it
is less fiction than fact-another stirring witness to th~
romance (if one can call the blood marked trail of 'the. O.IlY
and Koshe such) close to home.
,
Phrases of Zulli speech and annotations of Zuiiii cu tom
add to the value of a book devoted to one of the most fas,

-;
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cinating settlements of the Southwest. Thel1>ook is to be
reissued in better binding, but those who v4lue books for
-their text will be glad to obtain so worthwhile a volume in
its economical dress.
''
!
T. M. PEARCE.
,j
Albuquerque.
1.

,
I
A l1wrican Literature: A Period A ntkology: Oscar ICurgill, GeneralEditor-The Macmillan Company, 1938.
,
The Roots "of National Culture:
Anierican LiteratUre! to 1830-Edited
.
by Robert E. Spiller, ASllociate Professor of En~ish, Swarthmore
College-$1.50.
-.'
1'1
.

I

"

~,

'

"The Indian provides the first elementJin the cosmo- .
politan origins of our literature; the .exp)oters
and early
.
!
settlers, the second."
l
Rpbert E.' Spiller, who has edited the yolume on The
"Roots of NationaJtCulture, which stands first in the five
volume period .anthology of A merican Liter~ture not only
makes this statement in his able introductio~ but acts upon
it in his selections. Thereby he departs fr~m convention. !
And though we have the representations frdm John Smith p.
to James Fenimore Cooper which we shoufd expect in a
volume covering American literature to 18~O, we have in r
addition the inclusion of the Columbus Letten of 1493 as the
earliest written. record dated from the ~ew Jw0rld, and the
. inclusion of selections from Hariot and Cliamplain. The.
century preceding the settlement of J amestoivn
thus finds a
!
voice after too long a silence. . It is~ to be regr~tted that some
of the 'Relation~ of the Spanish explorers ~re not also included, since contemporary writing has founa such stimulus
in them.
The omission is, however; accou~ted for in the
.
introduction by the reminder that the Sp.4nish traqition,
though an influence on today, has 'not been thje shaping force
through the developmelJt of our lit~rature *at the' eastern
and English tradition has been. But the deb~ of the present
.;..

•
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to Spanish materials, particularly in the work of Willa
Cather and Archibald MacLeish, is given due ~m~has s. '
In the .selection of Indian songs and legends,: it is again
unfortunate that convention is not defied a littl~ mo e and
material drawn not only from Schoolcra'lft and N~tali Curtis, both good choices, but also from the wealth avail ble in
the ~ureau of Ethnology reports. Cushing and! 'Mahe\Vs
might then have received their due for literary s 11 -and
literary influence, as well as for scientific researcH. H wever
there is again atonement for the omission. Tlle n tes do
refer to the Bureau o~ Ethnology reports, to "the ork of
Alice C. Fletcher and Frances Densmore, and t M'ary
Austin's American Rhythm, whose tnesis con¢ern g the
relationship of this mat.erial to American literat~re i briefly
summarized. In fact, the interest and richness of th notes,
not only in this' instance but consistently,
a ireIl} rkable
feature of the volume.
J
The chief distinction of The Roots of N atiornal ulture,
however, lies in this start it makes toward l dis overing
neglected roots. And .since fashions in. antholo~ies re slavishly followed, it is to be hoped that this volunjle ·n set a
new one.

is

I

FRANCES' 'GjiLL
,(

Albuquerque.

•

f
I

.

I
I

The Roma":,,tic Triumph: Amel"i~an Literature from ~83(J to 18.60Edited by Tremaine McDowell, Associate Profes~or 0 English.
University of Minnesot~$1.50.
I

0\ .

Professor McDowell's The Romantic Tri1mp ': 18301860 is the second of five period anthologies bf merican
literature. Its 744 pages supply in generous Ime sure the
material for the study of the period under cons~der. tion. .
The one weakness of the worIe is fundarhen al t9 the
plan of the series, and is not the fault of ~rof SS01" McDowell. These five volumes are intended as t¢x't ks, and
must be:Udrd accordingly. I t is the ~mprrsi n. of the
t
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reviewer that few if any American Universities offer their
introductory courses in American lfterature iin such small ,J
subdivisions as these volumes imply. The qsual plan is a
single one- or two-semester course covering the whole field. '
The expense of a five volume anthology is likely to exceed
that' of the ,single or even two-volume collections.
On the -'
I
other hand one who is interested in close sttlldy of the sep'. ara:te periods gets a large body' of material ~t a reasonable
, II •
price. '
In other respects, Professor McDowell's ,jWork is almost
beyond cavil. His judgment is sound in his !selections, and
he uses to good ~d.vantage his one opportunity for originality, in the selection andclassificatlon of mino* VV,riters. -Significent attitudes are illustrated by,: "Early S~ntimentalists,"
"Minor Transcendentalists," and~ "Late S~n~imentalists."
Physical and social conditions are reftected,l by "The Conquest of the New World," "Indian and Pione~r," and "Plantation and Slave," these
groups embracing,i-among others;
.
Prescott, Parkm~n,; David Crockett, and Calhoun and Webster. .
l
,\
The work is competently done as'regards text a~d notes
(which are, properly, few and short) ; but o~e would appreciat~·more bib~iographical material. The b$k is attractive
in ;ppeirance-~and easy to :Qandle, with g04d paper, large,
clear' type, and a page-size midway between t}1e clumsy
bigness of the,standard anthology, and the irrdeqUate smallness of a pocket edition. Indeed, these advaIJtages are made
possible, by the' multi-volum~plan, and may ~e,cGnsidered in .
{ a~ large measur~...to outweigh the objection the plan.
G. P~SHA~NON.
.

r
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.
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1

Albuquerque.
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~
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,I

The RiBe, of RealiBm: American Liter,a,ture from 18'10 to 1888-Edited
by Louis Wann, Professor of English Language and Literature,
University of Southern Car
ia-$1.50.,!

,I

I

Louis Wann's Anthology, 'The Rise o!f Realism," the
third volume in a series of A erican Litel:'~ture Periods, fs
1
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comprehensiv~ in scop~ and

1M.

scholarly in plan.
Wann
at the
very ably develops in his preface the theor
demands of the frontier~ the crisis of the Civil
r, and the
rise of the new industrialism put an end to roma ic sm, and
then he very carefully b~ilds up a fine backgroun' of ~ealism
from ~n analytical vieWpoint. All forms of ri ing are
illustrated in the book: poetry, criticism, histor ,t novel
and the drama. All classes of humanity weave t e atterns
of these forms: preachers, cowboys, statesm.en, p iI sophers,
soldiers, and scientists.
.
Since literature is a reflection of life a c~re ul study of
the varied selections will provide an excellent hi to ical and
social perspective of the currents which swep ver and
around the mountaineJr, miner, lumberjack, n 0, frontiersman and editor. Life was hard for them a d hey had
to face the facts. They did so realistically, but als charmingly in many instances, thqs proving that t~e spirit of
romance still lingered _,,•. on we. must admit hOf" wer, that
the design in the shifting pattern of life and lit r ture· was
itman,
traced by the great ones: Abraham Lincoln, Wal
William Dean Howells,: Mark TWain, Henry J a
, Sidney
Lanier and therefore that much of the material i . .he collection ·is of the homespun variety sin<;e there r fifty~six
contributors. Even so~ we are proud of all thos
ho were
capable of preserving for future generations american
~, tradition, ballad, sermon or ideal.
~

e

I

.

~

o

JULIA

I'

Albuquerque.
The Social Revolt: Americq,n Literature from 1881 to 19 4. Edited by
Oscar Cargill, Assis~nt Professor of English, N w y'ork University-$1.35.
!'

This, the fourth volume of the series, cove s the years
from 1888 to 1914. It: begins with Henry Geor .and ends
witb George Santayana. The arrangement isl . teresting
and suggestive, underosuch headingS ali,
reamers,

Utopiat
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The Gilded Youth, Iconoclasm, The Under

Mysticism

and Individualism, to mf:!ntion..only a few.
1"
The volume is a comment on the fleetingpess of literary
reputations. Here are sel~ctions from fifty-eight writers.
How few of them are still read, at least wi~ely ! Possibly,
.Stephen Crane, Booth Tarkington, Edith {whartOn, Jack
London (?), an.d, (by the cognoscenti) Henlbr Adams. Nor
can one of these be grouped with our rrl.aior American
writers.
I
The editorial introduction, it seems to m(e, lays too much
stress on social and economic trends and no~ e!lo~gh on the
esthetic. The book' contains, however" a va~uable collection
01 material, most of it very reada};>le.
0

l

~

I

{

,

'"

Ctrntemporary' Trends: American Literature. Binet 191J,.--Edited by
, John Herbert Nelson-.$1.25.
i

In this volume, '~e find 503 pages againbt the 647 of the
previous volume, and:· 76 writers against thb 58 of the preceding period. Yet~ how incomparably rich~r and more important is the output of this period as cO~1?ared with that
covered in Volume Four! Though I do notiI pretend
to be a
•
prophet, I venture to say that some twenw of the names.
listed in this volume will rank with the best of our earlier
authors, and, as cOD!lpared with the writers iof the preceding
period, there is nota single field in which ~ne or :rilore~on
temporary writers will not excel any pre~ous a¥hor. In
the field of poetry, we have Robinson, Ifrost, andburg,
Masters~ J elfers. Of the preceding peri~d, .only Williarp
Vaughan Moody approaches these. In the Dovel,
what name
~
of the preceding period can be plac~ alon~side tnese: Sinclair Lewis, Theodore Dreiser, Sherwood4nderson.
. The editQr asserts, and justly, that thi~ is the "first attempt to treat as a distinct period America~ literary history
since 1914." One might wish that marty rdf his own favorites from Robinson,Frost, Sandburg, Mas!ters, St..Vincent
,

'I

'j

~

I

I
1
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Millay, Teasdale, had been included- instead
selections
from lesser known and less important poets.
Both volumes are adequately printed and ell edited,
with especially good biographical· and critical otes. The
volume on Contemporary Trends presents a ' pital pic..
ture of a most complex, disturbing, and.experi e' tal period.
.
,
GEORGE S . CLAIR.
Albuquerque.
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"Education in Sixteenth Century Mexico'·~ y .George Sanchez-earliest European hlstruction in the New World.

•

t

,.Ii

"Indians-NeY! Mexican and Mexican"-bt Erna FergUsson-Indian customs above and below the ~:0 Grande.
"The Eclipse"-'by Edna Bouldin-an Ameri.ian scientipc expedition encounters miracle working in a exican VIllage.
l"Mexican Sunday Morning-'O Terra Dell SOl-Stteet of
Sma~l C0!'ins" - by Mela Sedillo Brewsttr - sketches of
MexIco CIty.
- ; . 'i

,Ii

, Other articles on art, travel, pel4tics in the Republic of Mexico.
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THE CARAVEL

AnAmerican Quarterly Published ~ Eutope
Edited by Sydney Salt and Jea'Y?llrRivers
. ,

~~

.

:i

,

..

,

r

I
I

'. .
-j~
'sThe Caravel will print poetry and stories,rev~ws
'of poetry, an _
occasional article, and translations of, current ~uropean ~ting.
The Caravel Press will select for bpok PUbliC~.·'ion the most distinctive work of a young American poet, wh~ has appeared in
anyone of the first four issues of T he Carav~l.
'

THIRTY PIECES,' by Sydney S~lt, is the.~1rst of' a series of
volumes of poetry, to be printed this spnng by The Caravel
•I ,.' P ress.
'
~•
.
'
, I
' .
Sufficient return po.stage in intern.ational reply co~ons a~d a'
1:' self-addressed Etfivelope must aceompany all ~ss. A.~dress: .

I

I .'

,!:

EDITORS,

The

ca~vel' Bonanova 17, Genovt Maiort Spain,

~..;.. .._,._:_.,,':-.._.~.._ .•_ ..__.._ .._ .._ _..
"
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GEORGY. HOOD is a student of the University of Ne~ ,Mexico. He is one t f the Navajo
QUARTERI.y ;
people.' This is the third poem he has published·in THE NEW MEXI
one of them, Nava;o Song, was selected for publication in THE NTHOLOGY OP
COLLBOIATE Vnsa for 1933.
.
.

!

NILS HOGNER is a New Mexican artist, fam~us for hi!l' drawings and p,amt1ngs. of
Navajo life. He has lived in Albuquerque for several years.
'DOROTHY HooNER has wribten articles and sketches for two QUARTERLIES and ~4r NEW
MEXICO. She contributes to this issue material from a book of sto 'es a.~ut" the
Navajo~, in which she has as collaborator and, illUstrator, her husb
nd, Nds':
•
I
HARVENA CONRAD RICHTER'S Shadow8 on the Sandia8, is the prize-win ing pPem in
. the Poetry Contest conducted by the Woman's Club of Albuquerqu. Prize win.
ners and given honorable mention, are a number of other poets
presetted in
this issue of the QUARTERLY: Lillian.G. Sewell, Ans~ll McCoy, Dudley Peace, Robert
Freeman Herter, Elsa Fisher Herlitz.

.

,

SIDNEY HAYES COX is a member of the English Department of Dartmou Colleire. He
:':
is author of The Teaching of Enolish: Avowals and Ventures~d co_e~itor of
·· ~.- :pr086 Pr~f6Tence8, a new volume of which has just been published b Harp rs.
~RGE ST. CLAIR has given a good many years to the study of the p try 0 E. A.

'}:.~.;.'.-.9.:'. ~bin8on.

k.ea.t'

Dr. St. Clair's o.wn newest book of poetry, Young'
wastrinted
Dr. St. Clair is chairman of the epart ent of
?:'; . English of the University of New Mexico.:
.
l
.;...
. "
JiiHN CROWE RANSOME, American poet and teacher, has at vanderJlt Uni ersity,
, been one of a group of thinkers who are re-forming American thought about
- industrial and rural society. His books of poetry are Two Gent .men ~ Bo:nd
and ChiU8 and Fever. He cob.tributed to the increasingly well-Town ~k 0
- the Southern group, ru Ta.ke My Sta.nd.
. :
,~:. in the fall by Henry Harrison.

<

F~NCE8 GILLMOR,

novelist and teacher, has just seen Traders to'the No,va.;o pbblish
by Houghton Mifflin. It is her. third book, and is a collaborati~ proj~~ wit
. Mrs. Louisa Wade Wetherell of Kayenta, ·Arizona. It is reviewed in thhf Qu
TBRLY. Miss Gillmor is a'member of the ~n,lish staff of New M.~ ico universit]'

IRENR FISHER has published poetry in a number of magazine's, the.Qu RTERLlCi amon
them. She lives in Albuquerque where her profession is journalis.
!
I

H. G. MERRIAM:, chairman of the Humanities Division in the Universi y of Montana
is editor of the Frontier-Midland magazine, published -in Missoula, Montan. a. Mr '
'Merriam is the editor of a book of Northwestern ve11'e.
I

r

T. M. PEARCE is co-editor of a Southw~tern anthology called Americ in the south!
west, published by the University of New Mexico Press. He i' editor' of thi
magazine and a member of the English s~ff of New 'Mexico Uni ersity.1
HORACE GARDNER, student of the University of New Mexico, has just
Katherine Mather Simms prize for excellence in creative writing.

n awarded th

SIDDlB JOB JOHNSON is a Texas poet whose book i4.garita Berry has br ught her wid
spread attention. Her poemS have been published in. PoetT1/, G Ma cuine 01 Vu
the Southweat Review, the New York Time. and elsewhere.
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The Hogan Song
By

GEORGE HOOD,

Here I dwell,
A happy dwelling.
Beneath the east,
A ha}}py dwelling.
From tlte east,
My father greets me,
A happy dwellIng.
!

II

~,

t

J

Here I dwell, ,
A 'happy dwelli:qg.
, Beneath the North,
A happy dwelling.
From the north
My guide leads me;
A happy dwelling. '

,;

"

[

'-I,
.
;

i

~J

I
i

Here I dwell,
A happy dwelling.
.Beneath the South
A
ha.ppy dwelling.,!I
,
From the South
,I
My venison doth come,l.
, A happy dwelling.j
',!,i

'

!

.'

!

,

Here I dwell,
A happy dwelling.
Beneath the West
A happy dwelling:
. From the West,
My rest doth come;
A happy dwelling.

"

!

i
~

[ 75]
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THE MAKING OF THE SUN AND MOON
Drawn by Nils Hogner for Hogan Tales

.
\

'\ .'

•f, ;'
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Hogan Tales
By DOROTHY CHILDS HOGNER
Note by the Editor:
,
The following tales are drawn from the vast store of Navajo
myths and' folk narratives which have inter¢sted ethnologist aad,
Writer alike. As part of a book~of tales collecte~ by Dorothy Hogner,
they represent three large spheres of folk-lore fi.mong the N~jos
the ethnic myths, the chieftain hero tales, and tlte animal fables~ The
three stories printed here appear under general headings corr-espond'ing to these divisions, the '~Tales of Very, Very, Long Ago," the "Big
Long Man Stories," and the "Coyote Stories." .The editor is pleased
to present material of such interest to .Southw~stern readers and to
lovers
of folk literature, young and old.
Th~I frontispiece of this
...
•
magazine reproduces one of the illustrations aone for th~ book by
Nils Hogner, the author's artist husband, a~d advisor about the,
Navajos.

.

'

THE MAKING OF THE SPN

I

~ND

'M,OON

I

'

long, ago when the Jle?ple :first caljDe from the Under
L World, there was no sun In. the sky by day and no moon
in the sky by night. At dawn the Whit4 Light rose in the
East and the Yellow Light in the West ~nd whim ,the two
lights met in the sky it was day. It w:as quite dark and
gloomy.' The Navajos wanted more light.
"I will make more light,"~ said the First Man. From "
his hogan he brought a great piece of thrquoise. which he
had carried with him from the Unde.r World.
,
"From this stone I will make the Sllln
and hang it in
l
the sky by day to make more light," he Isaid.' The people
turquoise stone
gathered around and he chipped'· the bite
I
until it was flat and round like a coin. fhen he painted a
face on the surface;
.~
,"This," he said, "is the Sun. It will kive light by. day."
"While -the First Man admired his handjwork,' the First
Woman went to her hogan and brQught· out a white shell
which she had carried -from the Under Wprld.•She handed
it to First ~an. '
"This," she said, "will be the'Moon. I We shall hang it
[77]
TONG,
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in ~he sky by night and it will give a light when th Sun is
gone."
.. "First Man chipped it round and' flat like the un and
painted a face on its surface, too.
The next day he called a council of' all of the h ad.men
and the medicine men. When they 'fere' seated, Fi st Man
asked:
"Can anyone here"make .the discs shine 1"
"I can," said the Spider Medicine' Man. "I ill put
light into the Sun and the"'Moon." So saying, he ove five
threads, all of different colors around the discs. ~ twelve
nights he sang, making good mepicine over them'. On the
twelfth night the Sun and the Moon shone.
-' The First Man called another council and ask d, ~'WilJ
anyone carry the Sun across the sky?"
"I will," said Coyote. But no one would vote fo, Coyote.
He was already known as a scamp.
"The Sun would never rise on thne if Coyot carried
..it,'-' said First J\1:an and he asked, "Will anyone h re carry
the Moon across the sky?"
"".
"I :wili," said Coyote, but the people refused is offer.
Just then two handsome young people were s en comling over the horizon. They rode on the backs of eautfful
animals that the .Navajos had never seen before. One of
them was a young man and he was seate<;l on the lack of a
Turquoise Blue Stallion. The other, f! young wo an, was
seated on a beautiful White Mare. The people
d neveJt
seen a horse before in their lives, neither did t ey kno~
what to mak~ of the handsome young man and wo an.
i
"Why .do yo':! come" here? Who are you?
here d~
you come, from?" asked the people.
I
Neither of the strangers gave a name, but e handr
some boy said, "I come to carry the Sun for. you ea~h dar
over the sky." '
. .'
.
r
The beautiful woman sa\d, "I come to carry he Moo~
. each night over the sky."
1
.
~

III

I

r
i

I
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The people were amazed but pleased. : These hanasome
young people o~ their strange handsome a;nimals s~med to
be just the ones to carry the newly made Sun and Moon.
,
"Come to my house and start your journey there," said
the East Wind, who was also entr~nced with the strangers.
, "Yes," 'cried the people. "Go with' tne East Whid and
climb up the sky from his home." .
Thus it happened that the handsome ~an and the beau":"
~ tiful woman on their strange animals rode into the East
-'"With th~ East Wind. On the next day tq.e people watched
anxiously for the Sun to rise. The white light of dawn
came as usual. Then a glorious aurora pf color filled the
East.. Sun rays shot up over the horizon. ~
"Here comes the Sun," shouted the neople and'for the
.first tim~ in the history of the world the great dazzling Sun
rode up over the rim of ,the world. A ~right warm light
spread over the earth. The people dancediand sang for joy.
"The Sun is ·bt:tautiful and warm," they cried. They
watched it climb up, up to the very top of the sky. There,
to their dismay, the Sun stopped.
"What is the matter ?~,~rfed the people.- "Ride on with
your Turquoise Blue animal, oh Carrier pf the Sun," they
shouted up toward the ,sky. , Bu~ the disc ?f the Sun di~\not
move. At'last a voice called dowp H,I wfll stay here until
you give mea human life." It was the voice of the Sun
Carrier.
.
"He' is a witch," cried First Man. "What shall we do 1"
"The people shouted again 'at the SUD but itt did not mov~ an
inch. It stayed glaring down at them from the roof of the
sky. That very, hour the runner came to say that the wife
of a chief was dying. As she drew her l~st breath the Sun
began to move once more and slowly it travelled' on -down
into the west, le~ying a trail of color behind it on the horizon. Dusk' came and then darkness.
~
That night the people waited anxiously for the Moon to
I

'

)

.

I

..

I

-

'
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rise in the dark night sky. Soon a glow spre d over ~he
East.
.'
i
, "Here comes the Moon," crieg the people a d, for ~he
first time in all history, the' copper-colored ,M n, rose fup
over the rim of the earth. A weird, soft light owed oter.
all the land. The people
danced and sang for jo .
'II
•
"The Moon is st~ange and beautiful," they c jed. Tl/ley
watched it climb higher and higher until it, too, eached the
roof of the sky. There, to the dismay of thI peopleJ it
stopped as the Sun had 'stopped.
.
.
'i
"What is the matter?" cried the people. "Ride' ~n,
Moon Carrier, on your beautiful white animal" But fhe
disc of the M?on did not move. Finally a voice ~ aIled d01V11,
"I will stay here until you give me a human lifo ."
!
"She is. a witch, too," cried the people.
.
j .
It happened that an old warrior lay !ll' an that v~ry
hou~ he died. When he drew his"llast.breath ~he foon statited
mOVIng slowly across the sky, down, down Into the westI
From that day to this, people die day a~~~ight to t.atisfy the Sun and the Moon and ever since, the ¥un and ,fhe
Moon have travelled faithfully.?ver the sky lthout s~pping in their paths.
"
~

'I

I

~

&

•

I

·,1

•

BIG LONG MAN GOES HUNTIN~

,

Big Long Man liked to go hunting every dar- His tife
scolded him and said, "Why don't you stay horne and ~oe
the corn? Look at the garden. It is full of wteds." This'
was true. The corn needed hoeing and the land ne~ed L
water from the irrigation ditch. But Big Lon~ Man 1ent
hunting just the same.
"
. I
"
"You had ,better be careful;" warned his wife. "If~ou
keep on chasing animals you will trir~ into on1 some d"Y."
Big Long Man just laughed a,nd rode "ff'on Gre1 Horse WI,:·th
his bow and quiver slung over his shoulder. .
.That day the ground was covered with new fallen s~ow,
and. soon the hunter came upon the tracks of
Cat, He, .
I_

LTX I
:
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tracked the foot prints to Big Tall Pine Tree, and there the
tracks stopped. .Big Long Man peered up into "the thick branches of the tree. The branches were so thick that he
could not see Lynx Cat, but there he sat, hiding high up
among the thick pine needles.
Big Long Mali got off his horse and threw the reins of
the bridle on the ground so that the animal would stand under the tr~e. Then Big Long Man began circling arou~d and
around the tre'e trunk, peering up into· the branches.
, "Lynx Cat must be up there hiding," said he to himself.
"Here are his tracks to the foot of the tree. There'are no
tracks leading aw~y." He ~eld his bow ready to shoot, a
sharp pointed arrow fitted to the string. ' Round and round
the tree trunk he circled., All this time Lynx Cat was sitting
in the tree following every move of Big Long
-. Man with his
eyes.
~
.( '.
Round a~d round walked Big LQng Man, and round'
and round went Lynx Cat's head" twisting this way and ,that
to keep his eye on the hunter. ~fter awhile· Lynx Ca~ got
dizzy. He could scarcely see. Big Long Man kept right ,on
walking around in circles on the ground below. 'Finally
Lynx Cat got so dizzy that h~ could not keep his balance.
He toppled over backwards. He tried to catch hold of a
branch but he was too dizzy. As 'luck would have it he
landed plunk on the top of Old Grey Horse, who was nodding
and h'anging his head, sleepily; under the tree. 'WPeii- Grey
Horse felt the sharp claws of Lynx Cat dig into hi~ back he
d-id not know what washappeninlt., He gave one squeal and'
one buck and started in a fast gallop toward the hogan of,
Big Long Man, with Lynx. Cat riding on his back. Try ~s
he would, Lynx Cat could not jump off Grey Horse's
back. HIs, feet were tangled in the stirrup straps.
When Grey Horse came in sight of the hogan, the children of Big Long Man were playing in front of the door.
The moment they ~aw Grey Horse. coming at ,sucH a fast
gallop they ran i\doors calling to their mother.
p

,
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"Here comes Father. -He must have killed an ani:rp41
already. He is riding very fast."
.'
"'I.,
"I do won~er what brings himhopte so early," 8ai~
Mrs. Big Long Man. She ran to th~ door" as G~ey H~r~Et
came plunging along with the strange rider clin ng to.: h~s
back. When'Mrs. Big Long Man saw Lynx Cat, e gave ~
scream. Then she began to scold.
.;
-~ ,
"What 'did- I tell you, Big 'Long Man," she sat to LY$
Cat. "I warned you that you would- change into an anim~l
if you went hunting eve~y day and neglected tour corln
patch. Now I have a fine husband. Get along i with yoju
and don't come back ag:ain~until you have your ow~ skin ont
So saying, shega-ve Lynx Cat a cut with a switcbj. With ~
yowl Lynx Cat disentangled his feet and lepf froni the bac~
of Grey Horse. Away he ram, glad enough that the ride
" fin'ISh ed .
,l1Il
!
J
was
:
I
i
Along about sundown, Big Long Man cam~ limping
across the valley. His feet were. blister.ed. He-ras'~i~~
and cross.
:
"Where is my supper 1" he shouted as he· cam~ in 'sigHt
of his hogan.
'
. ,
Mrs. Big Long Man was inside the hogan eooking. ~
mutton stew.
"If Big Long Man is st!ll ~ Lynx Cat," said •Mrs: Big
Long Man to her children, he will get another cut: with thirs
switch for qis supper." She picked up a long switch and
went to the door of the, hogan. ' There was Big tlOng Man
limping home wearily;.
'-'
, "So, you have turned .back into a 'man," said Mrs. Big
Long Man. "Now will you be sensible and hoe your corn?
I won't be keeping any Lynx Cats lor husbands."
Big Long M~n was too tired to heed his wife's scoldings.
- , "I will hoe my corn tomqrrow," he said. "Now please
,
.
,
give me my supper."
"See that you do hoe the corn," replied Mrs. Big Long
.,
Man. "I don't wan~ Lynx Cats around my hogan."

I

1-' '

I

!

<
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-"What on earth is she talking about?" "said Big Long
Man
too.tired
with-liis wife
. to himself. But he was
..
. .to
.argue
,
and he said no more out loud. ,
COYOTE AND ROCK LIZARDS
On the way home, Coyote saw a group of RPck Lizards
playing a game. Their scaly bodi~s shone beautifully in the
sunlight. Coyote was as curious as ever. He trotted over to
the rocks to :find 'out what the Lizards were doing~ They
were playing on 'a wide flat rock which dipped steeply ,into
Red Rock Cany~n~ At the top of the Roc~ was a 'pile of
round smooth' stones. The Lizards took turns riding downhill on these stones'. A Lizard would balance on' top of a
stone ready to ride. He would blowout his cheeks, and hiss;'
and the other Lizards would give 'him a shove. Tne Lizards
, were clever. They moved their small feet as fast as the '.
stones, letting them spin beneath them. Away they scooted
,with thetr tails and heads held high. Not a, single Lizard
,
made a misstep. Not one lost his ~alance and fell off.
-fi
It was a thrilling game and Coyote admired it Il!o!e
than any other game he had ever seen. For
a time
he sat
1
,
patiently watching;. At last he could not sit idle any· longer
and he begged the Lizards to let him join them in their play.
•
"No," said the Lizard who was just ready to. ride. "Go
away." He puffed out his che'eldl and hissed and off he went'
whizzing down the wide flat rock surface.,',
Coyote asked'the next rock. slider.
, "No," rePlied~e second Lizard just as his cousin had
done. "This, is a d ngerous game. You would get hurt."
"I am the fa" test of all the animals," boasted Coyote.
" "Besides, I can jump farther, too. Do let me play."
"No," replied Liza·rd. But- when Coyote asked "the
fourth time they placed a stone' at the top of the slide and
told C6,rote to balance himself upon it. Coyote carefully
placed his four feet "on the small stone. He wrapped his
tail close, to his bqdy to keep it out of his way. - !
F

~
~

\
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"Let gO. Let me go," he shouted Jo the Liz~rds"'whcl>
were balancing him. The other Lizards' gave hi~ a gentl~
shove and away he went with his fur blowing in th~ breeze~~ ,
He shifted his feet quickly as the stone oovolved arid he' slid
all the way to the bottom witho~t falling. He h~r~ied baci'
up the slide .and as soon as he reached the top of;he wide
rock he said, "That is fun. Let me ride again, Liz rds." :
"No, no," hissed the Lizards. "Enough., Lave us.,r .
But Coyote was not thinking of leaving. He botlllered th~'
Lizards until they gave him two more rides. Etch time he
roiled the stone to the bottom without a mishap.: Now it
Coyote had only been satisfied with three tides, $,11 would
hav.e been welL But he was not satisfied. Not a ibit of itL
He c~me, up th~ fourth time and s a i d : .
:
"Let me have just one more turn, cousins." The LizardS
were now thoroughly Qut of patience. .They gathered tot
gether and whispered in council. In th~ mean titrle Coyot~
was carefully placing his feet on a round stone ~s before~
Two Lizards left the council and came up behind him. Int
stead of giving him a gentl~ shove, they pushed '~ith all thei~
strength. He started down the steep slide so fast that h~
could hardly see. Faster and faster and fast~~ Dolled th~
stone. It spun b~neath-Coyote'sfeet until he could no longet
keep up with it. Out flew his feet from· under his body, anq
he landed with a skid and a plop at -!be bottom of :Red RocK
Canyon. The sliding stone rolled over him, and when the
Lizards got to the bottom or'the" canyon there' was nothi~g.
left of Coyote but pie~es. He was scattered to. bits over the'
Canyon bottom. Here apd there were pieces of his armS
and legs, of his fur and of his skin. 'When the 'Lizards saw
what they had done they were frighten~d.
"We will get in trouble for killing Coyote," said First
Lizard. "When Coyote's friends find out 'about our tric~
they will come and kill us."
•
j
"True," said all' of the Lizards, "but' what can we do1"
"Well," said First Lizard.. "Coyote does not carry his
~

"

,
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vital parts where we do. He carries his vital parts in the
. ~ip of his nos~ and the tip of his taiL If we can find the tip
. of his nose and the tip of his tail we can put him all together
again and he :will be as good as ever."
"Good," said the other Lizards. They-scurried aroundand commenced to pick up the pieces of Coyote's body and
stick them together ag~in.
"Here is his, heaN;" cried one Lizard. "Here is atooth,"
cried a~otl.ter Lizard. "Here isa nail. Here is his right
eye.· Here is a bi.t of fur." As each Lizard found a new bit
of Coyote's body' he fitted it into· the right place. At last
~ Coyote was all joined together again,pbut pe lay still on the
ground as dead ,as a srone.·
\
"Why does he n6t come to life?"'cried the Lizards.
.
"We have not yet found the tip of his nose and the tip ,
'; of his tail," replied ~irst ~izard. "They huntep again and.
after a wHile. two of the Lizards came scurryhlg up with
the tip of Coyote's tail and the tip of his nose.. Carefully.
they stuck-these bits on the ends of Coyote's body. Coyote's
body began to heave up and down. , He breathed. The Lizards all shouted for joy. But doyote did not get up from
the ground. He just lay there breathing, but not moving
another bit.
"We must _make a dance around him," directed First .
'Lizard. He gathered sand and began to' scatter it over the
body of Coyote. The other Lizards joined hands making a
circle around the body and they danced while First Lizard
made magic medicine with, the sand.
Suddenly ~oyote's legs beg~n to twiteh~ . He. yawned
and stretched and stood up. In' ~ moment he was alive and
as strong as ever. The first words that he spoke were:
"Let u& go to the top of the slide again and play the
game of rock ,sliding. Now that you ,know how to put me
together,· you need nGt' be afraid."
The Lizards hissed angrily'. ,"No," they cried. Withf

.
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out more talk they scurried to their home's in the Rkd Rock
and did not play the rock sliding game for many da~. Ever since that day the N:avajos have used t~e sand
that has touched a Lizard's body to make good medi ine for
sick people.
•

•

.•

'.
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SHADOWS ON THE SANDIAS
By HARVENA CONRAD RICHTER
•

Eons into starless nights
the gods wrestled
with this rock,
casting," shaping, smoothing
the' molten mass:
c~ving the giant figureheads,
turrets of ancient fortresses,
and Pharaoh's pyramids.
Now the cliffs are weathered
'and the faces gaze with dimmed eyes
across-the sand hills,
like...aged· chiefs at sunset.

ari~ so~

..

J\'

The
has yielded
.\
piiions and cedars,
"
"
staunch on conical red hills,
ovens of a race of gi'ants that is gone.
..
!'
Where once was spilled
a profl,lsion of rich ores,
now fir and spruce silver- the dark hiIlswalking among the clouds. holding company with
~
the blaring sunflowers that follows the arroyosshadowing the scarlet tongues
of Penstamen ",oreii ana asters,. cplored
like distant mesas against the reef of sunset.
High on the wind-swept ridges,
paved w:ithnatural flag-stones,
fox-pines battle the storm
.
above chrome aspen trunks that stOGPto tell
the story of'the winds.
I'
.Indian pa'intbrush,
~
purple monkshood,
[87i
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a profusion of spectrum colored flora
sprinkle the grassy slopes ,above timber line.
Under the rim
aspens bloom in shaded clefts,
swarming down the canyons
until they meet the yellow pines,
lifting their yigorous cinnamon boles
into the heady air..
Here Indians came from Acoma
to fish the waters of this rock,
to track for deer this virginal, high-pointing fa est,
these Titan, rotting trunks made soft by moss.
Now white men have scratched
, ant trails
where the moccasin left no scar.
Sawmills have despoiled these plumed slopes
where now only scrub oaks .
paint their ochres and sepias
when frosts ride down from Colorado.
'.

,

Civilization has reached these solitudes.
The spawn of man
haunts the rugged :·canyons to play cards;
destroying the echoes
with in!lne laughter.
God cannot build barb-wire fences
to keep them out.

<lo

.
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New England and Robert F : st
f

.

t'

By SIDNEY HAYES Cox
~

i '
j

PR~G comes hard in New England. Sn~f consolidates

S ini shady corners and .in thick

"

wo~ds

to ~resist the sun

and mellowing, atmosphere, sometimes unti! June. And
north or Boston frosts pertinaciously rene~ resistance to '
the buds and shoots;
some years there are ~I lizzards long
,
after scillas and :mayflowers, the white and i ink arbutus,
have dared expose their petals. 'rhat tenacity'~ the rigorous
, old'winter points up the pink and gold of s i; ring, renders
the commonplace resplendence of even dan a eliohs heroic
whenlthe first late April clump 'flashes on our' eyes.
All New England loyeliness is peculiarly' triumph. It
wears the glory, proves the in:he~ent-s~rength ~ f ~odd that
almost couldn't, be. The PersIan 'rlotousnes:
autumn .'
purple, crimso~, scarlet, burnt orange, Ie ~~, lustrous
brown and burnished russet along our wood$ts, hillsides,
. and orchards,', woodbine on barnsides and w~dering over
low stonewalls',' marp the sangqinary climaxlpf fierce -and
passiolJ:ate resistance., Even in ~efeat it is. ,ffaradoxically
'defiant, and we who live here know the old;'l~aves will in
seeming to settle and relent be raising frmit ~heir h~aped
ruin near the roots the young pink and gol~ of another
indissuadable r e n e w a I . ! '
Even in winter the beauty of our sombreJaandscape is
i
incized by a sturdy fortitqde too, laconic for a~'smile. The
sculptured whiteness of' our deepening, deeJjJ:ening snow
would be cadaverous
and intolerable if it werJI not ' for .the,
,
stark elms making ,their black lace against Wiay and cold
blue skies. The sinewy though delicate maples we know will
not die even though they shed gallon after gallon) of their sap'
in March before; the snow has let 'up' and ret~flCted. , Our
virginal white birches insist on their Qwn sup~rior whiteness from whose black twigs the daintiest greeh will flaunt
once mure. And our hemlocks,' spruces, firs, c~ars, pines,
~

,

,

I

f..

l

?f/
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~
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though they give up here and there a browned row Qr tuft
of needle-leaves always hold out green beneath their Ul)dredweights of snow. Green squads" platoons and egiments, though hostage in appearance, guarantee to dw llers
in weathered, rambling farmhouses and ,white villages the
return in force of all the leaves and 'flowers-all at an rate.
except here and there a to~ soft-natured exotic in a we> aJlmade garden.
"
The New England summer, all green and in the ide
valleys luxuriant, is perhaps most of ~ll a reserved and
unromanticized record of the coming through in spi e of
resistance that might be thought too powerful to be orth
encountering. That which won't give up holds every lade
of grass, all the potato stalks, and every, head of ca bage
where ledge, rock, hard clay, or, along the sea coast, s erile
sand has done its utmost to check and daunt, to gna 1, to
beat into abandoning the" effort. A sp,ecial pathos bl.lt 'ever
an inkling of self pity'attends the summers.far.north here
at best the triumph cannot be for long; early frosts that
end it all only make the audacious summer the more q ietly
poignant.
.
The wildness of New England, I ~am saying, i not
subdued. It is merely shrewd, and tempered and res rved
to carryon the inexorable natural and internal co flict.
'Through that conflict geographical N,ew England un stentatiously achieves a synthesis so simple that hasty tra elers
never pen~trate to its deep surge arid counterthrust. The
forces are not less tremendous because they give an . take·
with a reciprocal potential that ~proaches equiPoiseJ'. Life
still comes through. What lives at all in New Engl~ d has
met- and momently dominated the full power of anti-Ii e. It
is vulnerable still, and doomed, 'but it is life at its mo 't concentrated. It is full essence.
New England people are like their dwelling plac
The
ingrained New Englander is tough, sineWy, d~fficult, exacting, full of sap. He and she seem coo,, or in their sence
~
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of easy flowing sentiment and quick, crackling emotions,
,col~; they have heat enough tosur~ive t?e wfte~s of,many
, a dIscontent. The measure of theIr anImatIRn IS the con'stancy and the intensity of what they have sto~d 'off without
whine~or appeal; or let it be the composure ~any of them
have effected in their lives out 'of deep contra~ictory desires
that slowly coalesced and ceased "
to.balk and wind each other
.
in futile throes..
~
New Englanders ,are often ,quiet and sob~r when other
people would be violently'excited. The stirnuI+s that rouses
exclamations of, deIig~t, ejaculations of dis~st, peals of' .
laughter or groans of sorrow from a simpl~ :!:~ture, in
them arouses at the same time recollections of ~ain involved
with the delight, of joy felt in the action that'bl1ought on the
disgusting consequence, of grief incident to th* folly which
by
provokes the laughs, or relief . from misery v~iichsafed
,I
the very disaster that elicits grqans.,
il.·
. , To understand th~m you must assess not I}hequantity
of overt emotion but the r.atio of the emotion rrxpressed to
the internal resistance from other emotions fel~ at the- time
or pr~vibusly ingrained in the<ir ch~racter. Y u must also
realize that th,ey seem, contemPlat,ive and retat ed in decision and action because secretlY' they are pre ~ ring to a~t
with excepti-onal commitment and awareness ~ the fatal
~finality of deeds.
"
~
r
And beware of ,disposing of New England rs as traditional. They inherit unashamedly more than 8i little or' the
tradition of old England, but in the three"'eentu,l .es of being
New they have put new curvatures' on all the ol~ traditions.
And the traditional recurved to living is origin~. '
Yet.~h:n !oukn?w the New ,Englander. w,~h his sco~n
"
,for exhIbItionIsm, hIS understatement, hIS' ·eserve, hIS
refusal to explain, his seeming simple words tb8i: have three
edges, you are but getting to know man. Just:s wb'en- you
w England
get to know the tense conflict or nature in
you are getting concentrated knowledge of:tbe' e rtb.
j,
II!
~

'
t
I
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The m8\erial ()f RObert.· ;;ost·s

-poe~s is th~ ~o

kinds of kno~ledge; knowledge of man and knowledg~ of
earth. But he is a New Englander, and doesn't tell alJI he
knows. He uses it. Instead o.fgeneralizing he tells a s~ry.
or makes an unemphatic com.ment on mowing hay, a/pile
of neglected cord wood, or a dried up brook. You can er,sily
miss what he means if you ,ren't alert for the' eqUiVrlent
,
for a cocked head or a screwed up left eye.
~
He has both the Yankee tendency to turn things lover
in his mind and see if he can't extract some hint for ~ater
exigencies and the Yankee imcl£nation not to say mucllt but
wait until he sees. What he does, say sounds more ten~ative
and casual, often" at first. hearing, than the 19Q9 ti~e h~
has whittled over it would seem to warrant.
I,
His stories and meditative monologues ~r~ ,*ithin
limits, have a time and place. He lets 'the reB4er suppose
him h~mpered to slight significance within those limitjs, the
way' aNew England farmer sometimes lets a visito~" supp~se him tethered to his pasture. General truths apar~ from
.cases have a way of ceasing to be true. And so inst+ad of
extracting meanings he leaves the,m where they are,', and
attempts, with sly cas. uc.~lness to' inveigle us into takipg the
second, deeper look. If we look we find every poem o~ his is
a specimen, a sample. Like a generali~ation it sta~~ for
many experiences; but ,it has not lost, in the prodess of
abstraction, r e a l i t y . , :
.
One of the errors .seekers of the universal so etimes
make with this hard-headed YanlFee if\. SUPPOSing~!hat in
New England he is in retirement, that he has esca ed the
harsh conditions of industrialized and cosmopoli n' life.
They don't know that he has had a San Franc-isco b~Ybood,
a factory ci~ youth, a perio~' of ~'turnin~ to fresh
a~,
he wand,ered In ,the south, a time of working on a ne:wr,paper,
and plenty of samples of London and New Yorki. They
don'tknow bow intimately he bas been Uacqu~nted rith the
night." He ~nows the special ~nditions of ~~r ~res. all

J

tarks"

• i
J
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right. But, more im~orta+, he a~ceptll hart and resistant
conditions, as characteristi
of life in all 1ti "~i es. .
.
,
' . '
As his poems give sha e, not to the ahs fraCtion of ideas
from conditio:Q.al exp~rien' e,· but to the d ~onstration of
significance within li~itin' condition~,- so, .!he suggests, in
living the way is not to e I cape c6nditions, Ibuttto look for
the possibilities ,within thm and to see wliiat can be made
. I. '
\
of the possibilities. I i :
He likes conditions. , he fun' of life 'is tin proving that
you can make something . ·thin conditions and even with
limitations inside yoq;. P try is the m()r worthy of the
efforts of a grown man w en he accepts i addition to all
the limitations ar~unq and ithin him the' s ~iallimitations
0," traditional rUne and me ere If within ar ificial and arbi-tr~u!y constraints a PQet c contrive to be atural, free, in
full command; if he can c 'rce the external,' orm to coalesce
with the form of his thou hi' and particip~~ in setting, UP'
in readers an experience c rresponding to ~sown, then the
poem itself is, as a techni ,al performance, ~ small illustraIt,
.
tion <,>f man'~ground !forf ith."·
Just as a' profici~nt ;a robat keeps incJbasing the difficulties and: hazards ofJ his It, so R<,>bert Frclt imposes extra
conditions on himselfi~nd, ike the acrobat, ;onv~rts them to
elements of beauty. The ~ of the sfnds ~f New England
speech in his, n'ew villriant n blank verse .a'peared to early
readers of his poetry, adv rse to the very ~ture
of poetry.
.
But it has.enabled hiim to arrest and rendEI.!" the emotional
complex and contour pf sp i cimen human be: gs in a variety
of specimen crises ju~t as t reluctantly, shy;! y reveals itself,
unsimplifi'ed, unideali~ed, n actual every ~y living. And
the use of the runs, ~aus. s, clu,tches, und+-tones and rare
escaping shrillnesses,
I and
he in.direct
and clbliqu~
idioms
of
.
.
J
. .
speech has also enaqled
to . avert th~ reading of his
poems with a ready-made oetry-reading atJ.justntent, to set
up a reference in the!read r which,. in so f* as he succeeds
afterwards in winning co' fidence and joyfjIl participation', .
i

i

.
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necessitates the reader's seeing, feeling, sharing, andl ~ a
measure understanding desires, struggles, relationships of
hi~
actual New ~ngland lives ne~er clearly kno~n'
before.
.
In lyrics as truly as in narrative poems' of obert
Frost's, there is always for the reader as well as with n the
poem a maximum of the resistance, the almost frust ating
conditioning, the dramatic eonflict~that constitutes "Ii g in
New England and on earth. For that reason many r aders
long begrudged him recognition as a lyric poet. Yo have
to exert yourself, and make something against resis nce,
in really reading any of his" poems. .But if yoll resp nd to'
his calmly assured and unostentatiously humorous indvi ation
which is also a challenge, you often experience, as yo leave
the poem, a sin~lar sense of something ~ accomplish d, an
energizing sense of renewed freedom within the multi lying
"
limits of your own l i f e . '
For life in New England is hard, and yet enjoy hie if
you can stand, withstand, and pend nature and YOU own
nature to a gradually clarifying, concentrating yet cmplex
desire. And is not New England just~a good syn'e doche
for earth?

tol
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TilbUry!,own

.E. 'A. Robinso and
By

I,·

I

i

~

I

GE

.

E ST. CLAIR

oi

Note: The setting
man of Robinson's poe" i. Tilbury Town,
, the-name he.. gl
. . .• ·Vo
.•:e~ to h,iS. n,ative ·llage, Gar.dner, Mrine. In ,this study,
whos~ purpos~ 'i~to determine the truth or falsity of his portraits of
th~ villager~i'jthese.·po~ms
;ve peen used: thi sonnets-Reuben
BrIght, Aaron" Stark, ~nnan, Ie, S~adrach O'Lep.ry, A Man From
Our Tow~, ~nd the lyric i.and n ,rrative poems-Riqllard. Cory, Miniver
Cheevy, Mr:Flood, Isaac! and il"chibald, and Captdin Craig.
r

1

'I..

The time is some year far in the futur~.
\
, Edwin Arlington Robinson, by many authorities. regarded as t~e" mo~t distinjuishedpoet our ~ou~try has pro- ,
duced, has Just dIed. He has naused on h;IS flIght to some.
other star, detained for examination by the Recording'
Spirit.;
.
',' ~
, .
Tlie Court Room, situated somewher~ out in space, is
brilliantly star-lighted, but very plainly fUrnished.
Behind a ~evere~looking desk sits the Recording Spirit.
He is white-bearded, ;~erene, and benignant: At the right (}f
the desk is aeated the Prosecuting Spirit, astern and"melallcholy individuaL" All the weight of aU thewQes df the little
planet swinging so' far below him seems graven on his face
though at tjmes a ctirious twinkle in his eyes belies his ap, parent severity.
"
The"pootsits at the left of the desk. The usual preliminary questions of a court room have already.'been asked,
and the Magistrate has just requested the sterp Spirit at his
right to give hi~ rea,.sons for detaining Mr. Robinson. Rising
from his place, the Prosecuting Spirit reads his indictment
slowly and graJvelY'.
ROSECUTOR-I accuse Mr. Robinson ofltavingpainted a
false ~nd unsympathetic pJcture of, the village in which'
he pass~dr'his, childhood. I char¥e him with havirig
drawn Qnly harsh, crabbed i and bitter failur.es, often
inconlpre~eri~ible, but just ,as cold -andh~rd as are the
rocks::o~.~~s nati~e ~aine. 1 as.sez:t that h: has failed to
see the Iiijdden kindlIness and neIghbourlIness of th~se
no doubt dour souls, and that, in his PlI!"eoccupation with '

P
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wasted and futile lives, he has betrayed his hig
as an Apostle of Beauty and Truth. r'
RECORDING SPIRIT-(Rising. There is a look of <\0 bt and
pain on his kind face. His tones are sweet and entle.)
Is this indictment tnue, Mr. Robinson? I
not.
What defense have you?
MR. ROBINsoN-Your HonQr, I am no lawyer, no
customed to speak in public. I should like to
favor of the Court, however.
REC.SPIRIT-Whatisit?
M&.RoB.-I should like to call'in certain 'townsmen
and have you question them. If their testimon proves
these charges true, then I shall be willing and glad to
suffer whatever punishment you may impose u on me.
REC. S?iRIT-Certainly. Who is, it you wish to ,call- n?
,-J
MR. ROBINsoN-May I make a list of" these pepp e, Your
Honor?
REC. SPIRIT-By all means. Make your list.
, (The poet sits down and mak~s his@list, and th n hands
it to the Spirit.)
,
REC. SPIRIT~Will you, Prosecuting Spirit, see t
souls are called in?
P R9S. SPIRIT-Yes, Your Hono~.· (He goes out.)
REC~ SPIRIT-Whjle we are waiting, Mr. 'RobInso
do you
f
mind telling me what your aims and purposes were in
~
writing your poetry?
_'
~R. a,OB.-Your Honor, I felt something burning.. ithin me
-_.: that would not let. me be quiet, something hat was
,
~:(;i:tlways saying, "You must write. You mu
record
';oJ what you see, but you must see and record tr y. You
',must not romanticize as your immediate pre ecessors
.
did; you must -look with cLear e.yes upon life n all its
,\. complexities, observe its tangles, its welter of c oss put.: .poses, -its beauty but also its ugliness, its good but ~1so
its evil." I had no theories to prove, Your Ho
If 1
'\-.'

-

or.

/
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have presented sadne'ss' and sorrow and futility frequently, it is because I saw so much of them-in life.
(At this moment, the Prosecu~ing Spirit' returned. lie
is followed by a group of souls,most of them rather
dejected in appearance.)
PROS..SPIRIT-Here they are, Your Honor. ,
,
REC~ SPIRIT-'Kindly read' their names! . Souls,' answer to'
your names!
'
,.
'.
'PRQS. SPIRIT-,Reuben Bright! (~ach soul steps forward as
his nam~ is' called and answers, ~'Her,e!") Aaron Stark!
Richard 'Cory !,Miniver Cheevy! Mr.' Flood!', Shadrach
O'Leary ! Annandale! The Man From Tilbury Town!
Isaac! Archibald! Captain Craig!
REC. SPIRIT-',Now that these souls, h~vecome here, Mr.
Robinson, what do you wish to do with them? Some ofthem seem' to have come from a distant a~d warmer
place. :po you desire to question them? . '
MR. ROB.-Your Honor, may each one be allowed to present
himself as I have painted' him? ,{ ask nothing more,'
nor shall I' offer' any other defense.
'
REC. SPIRIT-It shall be as you wish. Shall they be called in
. the orde~ you have here? ~
,
.
MR. ROB.-If f you please, Your Honor.
REC. SPIRIT-t-Then, call the first, soul, Prosecuting Spirit.
But wait! I shall first give them all an idea .of what is
expected\of
tHem. You must know that. Mr. Robinson
:
. here, whp calle~ you into being, has been charged with
presenti:qg a false picture of you and your village. To
combat t~is accusation, he s,ummons you here. You are
to speak! truthfully-though it scarcely, seems, neces- . -.J.,~
sary to ttll you that, since none can speak a lie in this ,", II
star an~ llive-of yourselves and your lives.. Now we , ' j::
are reaQf, Ptbsecuting Spirit.
PROS., SpmIT-LReuben. Bright! ' Tell your story!
1
i
i
. REUB. BRIGHl:-(A big: full-bI9oded, shal'lll!blingman, lwith a.
trace of tears on his uglylface.) I was a, butcher, Judge.
~
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I didn't know very much an'. I didn't' have uch education, but I had a pI;etty gOOd little business, an' I had
a good wife, too, Jude-e. An' I loved her. W' was getting along fine an' then she dies. Well, I ..crie ~ll night.,
J-udge, I couldn't help it, and then when tltef' had put
her away I tore down my slaughter house. That's An
~

.

remember, Judge.
~ .' .
REe. SPIRIT-That is all you. remember, Reub~,,~ because
here you have only the ~emory of good th ngs done.
Stand back, Reuben, .and wait!
PROS, SPIRIT-Aaron Stark!
"
REC. SPIRIT- (Shrinking back, he covers his fa with his
hands at the sight of Aaron, who is a mea, wizened,
and nakedsoul, o{repulsive aspect.) Surely hi~ shrivelled soul does not belong in this star, P osec~ting
Spirit?
.
PROS. SPIRIT-No, Your .Honor, :he was summ ned especially for this investigation from ~he worl of utter
darkness.
.
REC. SPIRIT-Well, let's get through with him as quickly as
possible and thrust him out where he belo gs. What
did you do, A~ron Stark, on your miserable', rt:tt ?
AARON-(Whining an~ crin~ng) I :didn't do not i~', pl~ase
Your Honor. I loaned people money and
k a good
interest for it but I had a right to it an-l .
REC. SPIRIT-Hurry up! Did you ever give anrbodY anything?
.
AARO.N-N~ Your Honor, that would have bee bad busif i ,
ness.
REe. SPIRIT-Did you ever say a kind word to anyone or
smile at a little child.
.
'. ,.
AARON-No, Your Honor, but I laughed once.
REe. SPIRIT-SO, you laughed once, did you ! .An wha,t was
;the oc<;asion of that laug~? '..
AARON-When I heard poor f~pitYing me,
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SPffiIT-Take hinia~ay at once,! (He is obeyed.) He.
" doesn't help your case, I'm afraid, M;T. Robinson.,
.
MR. ROB.--,I'm not trying to stack fhe Cards" in my favor,
Your Honor.
' ,
'REC. SPIRIT-T,hat'is in' your' favor, at least. Who.is the
next witnes~, Prosecuting Spirit?
PROS. SPtRIT-":"'Ricnard Cory', come forward!
REC. SPIRIT-What: did you do in life,'Mr. Cory?
MR. CORY-. (He, is a slim, clean:.favored, handsomely':;dre~~
gentleman, very graCeful andself-assured,.jn spite of
his face, which. is baked ]Jke' fireclay!) .As ,I was a gen-,:
tleman and wealthy, Your' HOnor, 1 did not need to do
anything. I did, it is ttue, brighten' the ljves, of my:'
fellow-townsmen, by·t'st~oUing among; them and;~occa
~donally giving them a smile.
...'
REC. 'SPIRIT-Do Ybubefong inlhis Star?
MR. CORY-No, Your Honor..
REC. SPIRIT-Why?
"',
MR. CORy-1 killed myself, Your Honor. .
REC. SPIRIT-Killed yourself! You were rich, admired by
everybody, with every reason for' living, and yet you
killed yourself! Why did you do it?'
. MR. CORY-I don't know; YOl;1r Honor. 1 never understood
it myself. I just put a bullet through my head.
REC. SPIRIT-Can you explain his aC#Ql,l, Mr. Robinson?
MR. ROBINSON-I'm afraid not, Your Honor.. It jnst seemed
the right way for him to go.
,
REC. SPIRIT-He is another count against you, then?
MR. Roa.-I must admit it, Your Honor.
"
REC. SPIRJT-Do you hold any resentment against him, Mr.
Cory?
MR. CORY-No, Your Honor. 1 felt that was as good a way
to go as any other.
REC. SPIRIT-YOU are a cynic, Mr. Cory. We do not like
cynics here. Take"him away! He and that miser make
a good pair. Call the next witness, Prosecuting Spirit."
REC.
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PROS. SPIRIT-Miniver Gheevy! (Miniver Che vy steps forward. He is lean and lank, but shining yed. He is
dressed in a splendid suit hf Milan armo .) ,
, REC. SPIRIT-That is a beautift1l suit you are earing, Mr.
Cheevy.
~
~
" MIN; OHEEVY-Yes, Your Honor. It is what I like about
this Star. For the first time in my life, am"wearing
what I want to-:-I mean, what I dreamed II my life of
wearing, and nowREC. SPIRIT-That is all very good, Mr. Cheev but, did you
do anything worth while there on your ea ,~h ?
MIN. CHEEVY-Nothin' much, Your Honor, but I did keep a
, sort of vision of beautiful things alive in . 'f heart.
REC. SPIRIT-But your dream or vision never. ame t~?
MIN. CHEEVY-No, Your Honor, ~t never did . now.
REC. SPIRIT-Then, w~llt did you do?
MIN.. CHEEVY-I just"sScratched my head an thought and
thought and then~s I couldn't find any nswer, I took
to drinking.
.,,'
REC. SPIRIT-Um! Not such a bad solution of our problem.
Do you hold anything against Mr. Robi . on?
MIN. C~EEVY-Not at all, Your Honor. He made me different, anyway, from anybody else in,. ilbury Town.
REC. SPIRIT-SO life did not seem gloomy an futile to you?
MIN. CHEEVY-I should say not! As long a a fellow has
somethin'REC. SPIRIT-Yes, that is all, Mr. Cheevy. ~. nd over there
with Mr. Bright. Call the next one, Pros cuting.Spirit!
PROS. SPIRIT-Mr. Flood! (A po~ly, jolly-f ed man, with
a rubicund nose comes forward. In his nd he carries
a fat and jolly-looking jug.)
REC. SPIRIT-You seem happy, Mr. Flood.
earth, too?
MR. FLOOn--No, Your Honor. I was pretty u~h of a failure generally. I outlived my friends a
came to live
l

v

,

1

J
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alone in a, lonely house. No, I wasn't happy, except
"
when this jug of mine was full.
REC. SPIRIT-But you found some pleasure in life" then ! You
had your share; no doubt. Do you place any blame
upon your creator, this poet h e r e ? ' .
~MR. FLOOD-Blame, Your Honor! Why no! He just wrote
me down as he found me. And he did giv~ me my one
moment of glory. I tpank him for that.
REC. SPIRIT-Join those other two over there, Mr. Flood.
Another witness, Prosecuting Spirit ! ~
.
PROS. SPIRIT-Shadrach O'Leary, step forth! , (Shadrach
O'Leary, a small, gross-faced man, whose face, how~,
ever, bears marks of long t.hought, takes his place in
front of the desk.),
• REC. SPIRIT-What was your occupation on earth, Mr.
O'Leary?
SHAD. O'LEARY-Your Honor, I started out as a poet, andREC. SPIRIT---A poet! That is interesting. We get sin~
gularly few poets up here, considering how many there
are down on your planet who call themselves that. What
.kind of poetry did you write?
,
SHAD O'LEARY-I started with love poetry, Your ·Honor.$'
REC. SPIRIT-Love poetry! You, don't look like ,a poet of
love. ' Did you manage to sell it?
·
SHAD. O'LEARY-SOmetimes I did, but I got tired of it, and
so I tried to write something grand and sublime to in~
spire men. r found I couldn't do that. Then, I began
writing verses in the Eddie Guest manner andREC. SPIRIT-Sto~ there! That condemns you. Take hiln.
away! (He ~s taken out.) You haven't done yourself
any good with this witness, :Mr. Robinson.' We have
neither time Ilor inclination for such versifiers.
MR. ROB.-But heis a liar, Your Honor. What I meant for
him to write iras idealistic, mystic verse, freighted with
man's constant; though thwarted, aspirations. I wanted
I
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him to sing'of our c~nstant striving after th. Light, the
Gleam.
REC. SPIRIT-What Light,. What Gleam?
MR. ROB.-I don't exactly know myself, Your ~ nor~ but it
was a mystic sort of symbol. It stood for· hat I felt
man needed, something higher" than himself
REC. SPIRIT-A symbol of God; perhaps?
MR. ROB.-Perhaps, Your Honor.
REC. SPIRIT-Well, I shall forget the evidence 0 that witness, since you say he is not trustworthy. W 0 is ne?ct;?
PROS. SPIRIT-Mr. Annandale, Your Honor.
I
REC. SPIRIT-Come forwar.d, Mr. Annandale. (A large man, .
with very loose clothing, steps' to ~the desk. His face
bears a very puzzled expression, as, of one aliays about
to ask a question.) Tell us about yourself. '" .
MR. ANNANDAL~I'm ~, Your Honor, I ca 't do that.
REC. SPIRIT-Can't do it! What do you mean ?
MR. ANNANDALE-I mean, Your Honor, r can't t 11 you anything about myself because I've never unde stood myself. I am an enigma to mysel~..
REC. SPIRIT-Perhaps you were to your creator, too. How
about it, Mr. Robinson? Can you help us h re?
MR. ROB.-Tm afraid not, Your Honor. I have often puzzled myself over this man and have neve found an
answer.
REC. SPIRIT-At least, he doesn't hurt you, then. Where is
your station, Mr. Annandale?
MR. ANNANDALE-I don't rIghtly know, YOU);
I
. Honor.
.
wander everywhere trying to find myself an my home
but I don't seem to get anywhere. Perhap. you could
help me, Your Honor?
REC. SPIRIT.-(Shaking his head regretfully)' T(J)() baM· ~.~
You will have to continue your wanderings. Some diy,
you may met up again with Mr. Robinson He may
have you figured out by that time. Good luc and good
bye. (Mr. A. g~ out.) Send the next ~one here.
l'

..
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Prosecuting S})irit. We are taking a long time to !!
examine aIr these witnesses, aren't we?
PROS. SPIRIT-Yes, Your Honor, they are all lilte theit
maker in ONe respect, at least. They are all lengthy
talKers, b~ut: good ones, too, I'll admit. Next '\Vitness!
The Man from Tilbury Town!' (The Man .takes his
place~ He seems at first glance a most unimpressive ,I.
person, on~ that would be passed over in any crowd,. . ~
At least, at first. As one looks closely at him, ho\Vever, :i
some sortof strange 'power seems to flow.from him, :1
a kWd of spirit.ual emanation.)
,.
REC. SPIItiT-So you're the Man from Tilbury TO'Yn ! What
is your name?
MAN-I don't have any name, Your Honor.
I
REC. SPIRIT-No name, eh? That's strange! What was
your business?
~AN-Your Honor, I didn't have any kind of regular business. I just went around, doing odd jobs here and
there and pl~king up a few dollars as I needed them.
REC. SPIRIT-'Was that all you did? Was that enough to
justify your creation and existence? How about it, Mr.
Robinson?
MR. ROB.~Your Honor, this man always had a strange fa ~
cination for me. He seemed so negligible and uni~
portant, and yet everybody in Tilbury Town knew him,
trusted him, and ~sked his advice on everything. The
neighborhood seemed different after he was gone, and
men m6urned him sincerely. There' was 'an increat'e ill'
a man like him.
REC. SPffilT-There is a peculiar spiritual flow from him.
He will be one of your best witnesses,' ¥r. Robinson.
Take your place with those ove:f.> there, Man! ,(The .Man
doos s~)
I
:1
PROS: SPIRIT- (Calling to the group still remaini~) What
IS the matter there?
(There is no reply, but a little,
bald-headed old man detaches himself from the group
I
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and shuffles up to the desk. He wears' faded and" worn
overalls, which are glo~ified by a' pair of shi ng wings.
From these--a radiant silver light proceeds.) '~
REC. SPIRIT-Who are you? Why do you push yo rseif forward before you are called? (As the little an starts
to answer, he is interrupted by another man, who looks
much like his twin brother.)
OLD MAN-Don't hold it against Isaac, Your lIo or. Him
and me got to disputin; back there because' made up
, my ,mind he wasn't goin' to speak without me. YOlt
see, we was always together down home, ~eastway~
when we wasn't workin' on our own farm nd-' (He
pausesJor breath.)
~
't
REC. SPIRIT-Good! I'll get acpance to talk now Who',ar~....
r.} . .
you.7
OLD MAN-Why, I'm Archibald, Your Honor, a' d this ola
rascal' here is Isaac. We was neighbors b t l had abetter farmREC. SPIRIT-'I see. And you were frienq,s on ear h?
ARCHIBALD-Yes} Your Honor, but I was alway stronger
than him'
ISAAe-(lndignantly breaks in on him) That~sn so, YOfr
Honor!
_
ARCHIBALD-It was, too, Your Honor. And then e used to.
have words sometimes when I beat him lat even-Up.
REC. SPIRIT-Seven-Up, eh! That's curious. I \sed to be
pretty good at that game myseif. We'll- h ve to' get
together some time, Archibald. '
ARCHIBALD--Any time you like, Your' Honor. You and
.
'i
'
me and Isaac. I couldn't play without old Is ac.
REC. SPIRIT-Do you think this charge against 1\ r. :Robinson'is true?
ARCHIBALD-.No, Your Honor. He created for Itl a frie'nd,
and that's about the best thing a man can ha . An' he
made me and Isaac work hard and be happ with our
farms and our apple cider and our game o~ even-Up.
:'

J'

/

I

, I

\
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An' he made me see the Light behind the Stars. Ain't /
. I right" Isaac?
I
ISAAC-Your Honor, this old friend of mine is general~y
wrong and generally a fool, especially when he thin¥
he can beat me at Seven-Up, but this time he's righ17, ap.'
?e's a tellin' t~e tru.th... If there was any happier peo~e
.
In our townshIp I dIdn't know them.
'"
REC. SPIRIT-So you don't think you we~e harsh and crabbed
'"
and bitter failures,
eh?
.
ISAAc-Not u's, Yoqr Hon9r. We was just co,nmon, ordin~ry old dirt and roc~ farmers, and we had a pr.ettYr
hard time on those s·tony farms of ourSj but that wasn'
Mr. Robinson's fault, and we 'praised the Lord at, time,
and found the days glorious, f:lnd enjoyed the waysi
flash of leaves, and the warmth and !the wond,er of it al ,
ed
and the ~old, too, an' lik~d our hard cider, an'
livin' an' - REC. SPIRIT-I'm sorry, Isaac, but we can't Ii
n to you
forever. You and Archibald join the gr: p over there.
,
I think you deserve your wings, an~ou -have helped
Mr. Robbison.., I see, we have b9Yone more witness,
Prosecuting Spirit. Who is he? '
PROS. SPIRIT-Captain Craig, Your Honor. Come up to the
desk, Captain! (Captain Craig s~eps forward. A tall,
spare and stooped man, who y~ retains' something of
his military' carriage. His face J"g heavily lined, his .
. clothes are threadbare, but a glory shines from. him.)
REC. SPIRIT--Captain Graig, have you f~und your station
up here?
. CAPTAIN CRAIG-Yes, Your"Honor. I am in the Star of the.
Musicians.
REC. SPIRIT-The Musicians' Star! What instrument do you
play?
CAPT. CRAIG-The trombone.
REC. SPIRIT-The tr~mbone! I had forgotten that~as ~on-

J

I

,
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sidered a musical instrument. But; tell me about y6ur- .
self!
CAPT. CRAIG-I was a failure in Tilbury Town, Your Honor.
Men laughed at me. I was alone·; my body.old and
broken, my nerves shaken; I suffered wan~ and was
very near to starvation often.. I was no gO<i>d to anybody.
·
REC. CORY-Why didn't you end it then, as Ricl!tard Cory
did?
CAPT. CRAIG-What, kill myself! No! There ~as some- '.
thing in me that forbade. that, som~thing I;I could
not ~:
•
define. To die! That is easy. But to live on,
to .suf- ,
:
fer, to hope, to hope that something in the ~tream of
I
words that always. pours from broken me~ like me
might be of service to somebody! To keep steadily
before you the Light-·
.
: .
REC. SPIRIT-So you followed this elusive Ltght-:
CAPT.. CRAI~Yes, Your Honor. And it comforte~ me. ~e
SIdes, dId I <not have the flowers and the grass, my
brothers the trees; and aU summer and wint~r to keep
me joyous! I failed, yes. But in ruin as lin failure
there lives and 'has always lived the supreme fulfillment
unexpressed, the rhythm of God that Qeat~ unheard
through the songs .of shattered men who 4ream but
cannot sound it. Always the ideal was -m~
comfort;
f
:
always in my failure I knew that far above nie, for me,
and within me, "there shined and burned anq lived the
unwavering truth. Thrpugh the clouded warfare of
Life I discerned the Light. Was that not enough?·
REC. SPIRIT-Yes, I think that was enough, Captain. And
you, do you find any fault '. with your creator, Mr.
Robinson?
CAPT. CRAIG-Far from it, Your Honor. Rather, I thank'
him, that out of my apparent failure he mape for me
such a magnificent victory..
REC. SPIRIT-! think you 'are right. Step, forward now,

.
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the rest of you! Do, you think Mr. Robinson treated
. you unfairly?
ALL-(Together) No, ~o!
,
REC. SPIRIT-And you, Prosecuting Spirit, w.hat do you say?
PROS. SPIRIT-:-I understand him a little better now, Your
.
Honor. I withdraw my charges. .
REC. SPIRIT-That is well, Mr. Robinson, you stand
acquitted of the charges made against you. It al?,Pears
to me that these creatures of yours are much like people
everywhere else. Good, bad, and indifferent, and you
drew them, I am sure, as you found them. There is 'one
thing, thougn, that strikes me as strange. You sum-'
Ii
. moned:no women..
MR. ROB.-No, Your Honor. I didn't know women as well as
I did men. You see, I am a bachelor.
REC. SPIRIT-Oh, is that it? Welt, we must remedy that.
And that Light of yours! It interests me. Do you
think any of your people have found thip mystic Light?
;\'lJ
MR. ROB.-I do, Your Honor.
·tr
REC. SPIRIT-l think so, too. The rest of you! Go now wit}t .
your maker and keep him company,.but--do you like to
listen to the-trombone, Mr. Robinson? No, of course
you don't. Else you had never been the great poet you
are. God go with you all! Go to your Star with your
well-earned Light!
_,
ARCHIBALD-(As they turn to go)6How about that 'game, \ \ j
-Your Honor?
REC. SPffiIT-Yes, I' shall not forget,- Archibald. But not
now. Goodbye. Call in the next· soul, Pro§ecuting
Spirit. . •
(A1Ild sq they all go out into the Light.)
.

.\-.'
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Regionalism in the South
By JOHNCROW.E RANSOME

is just as difficult in the' South as it is elsewhel'e to tell
precisely in what the regionalism consists.. We hear it
said here that the South has some characteristic arts, or a
characteristic culture, or an economy; or a philosophy, or a
"way of life," that sets the ,region apart from other regions,
and we bear it asserted that pains must be taken tp' make·
this differentiation persist. But how ~shall it be defined?

I

T

f

I am sure I could scarcely define it. There would be a
great many features' of Southern life needing to be eited as
peculiar, and it would be" hard to make .them fall logically
under a few leading principles. What shall the Southern
apologist name as the sacred essence? Is it the magnolias;
the banjoes, and the pickaninnies? I cannot but ;sympathize with the gentlemen of the New Republic in d~testing
these pretty properties as the way of salvation. Is it the
drawl of the Southern speech, and the ritardato of labor? Or
is it fundamentalism, agrarianism, classicism, the ~ Deniocratic party, or some other \Tariety of abstraCt doctrine? It
is probably a great many things at,opc;-...
,

I suppose it is theoretically possible
. to define a negional
.
culture as a unit organism of relate~parts; in evidJeqce of
that we ~ave, for example, the bold ~nd, brill!ant --»~on
structions of the historic cultures by'Spengler. But. that is
too heroic for me; and it is probably unnecessary. Furthermore, I should think that any regionalist feels a' certain
repu~ance again~t undertaking the display of the charms,
of his region, .th~ things that make it loved; they do not
have to find puJjli'cation' at his hands, they are for private
appreciation, andl for perpetuation through unreflective
natural piety. Now it was not long ago that Mr. T. S. Eliot,
an observer highly regarded for the acuteness of his percep'

¥
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tions/testified that upon crossinfI the Potomac and entering .,
Virginia he sensed a· human difference greater thah if he
had ctossed the border from England into Wales, and nearly
as great as if h~ had crossed the Channel from England into
France. Let that testimony stand for the whole' fact, of
which most people are well enough aware. The Soutll is
different, and Southerners like tto think so. If debate arises,
I think they would be inclined to maintain that the difference'
is greater rather than less; that it depends upon a great multitude of old developments and customs. At the same time I
hope they would be very glad if the natives of another region
should assert their own difference, and glory in it; because
there cannot be. a regionalism at one place without there
being a general philosophy of regionalism, and a number of ~,
distinct examples; and the country will scarcely admit to a
Southern region unless regions bulk large and natural in "",'
('
. their consciousnesses.

,'

,

,

.

,

.
I assume then th~t the SoutJtern x, the spiritual differentia of '8, geographical area, is visible enough. It is less
visible, as a matter of fact, than the differentia of the region'
....o f the Southwest. But that is true only if we define the,
Southwest
in terms of its Spanish or Amerindian culture.
o
lam always in doubt as to whether the "Anglo" civilization
there is .as yet a distinct thing, and has reached the state of
being unconsciously, and by pure nativity; its own self. The
point I am after is this: thafthe Southern variety' of ,regionalism is old, time-honored, and natural: It is not our problem in the South to achieve a regionalism; that 'is your problem, in the Southwest country'; or at least conceivably
. it is.
The Southern problem is more like what must be today
a common European problem-: how to defend and preserve
a regional character that alre.ady is~ or how to' adapt it
without losing it. THE NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY is, I think, r l
a frankly regional publication, an.d its habitual read-ers may .
not be inclined therefore to remember that a very great per- .'
,

.
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eentage of the American population thinks that regjonal
differences ought to p~rish from. this continent. IThis
opinion exists powerfully>- in the South, as it does eyerywhere else. Southern regdonali~m has to fight for its
but unanimfalusly
life. The city press of the region is
opposed to any Southernism that sounds the least bit ilitant; it is echoing the sentiment of the press of the Eas and
the Middle West. Even among the University Revier's it
must be noted that, while the Southwest, Review, publlshed/
by the Universities of Texas and Louisiana, is a re~onal'
organ, the Sewanee Review and the Virginia Quarterl~ Review are perfectly eclectic, and might well bear the slog n of
the long-dyin$ and now defunct' D'ouble Dealer, of New
Orleans: "A National Magazine published in thetso th."
Squthern regionalists are constantly, being. challeng d to
say whether their attachment is to the South first, an the
Union second, or vice versa; and pepple are not ~ways convinced when we reply that out regionalism is not tre son,
but patriotism in a peculiarly American sense, for it is
Federalism.
The fact is this: South~rn people within the last fi teen
years have experienced that flaming intoxication pro uced
.
upon our otherwise modest human nature when it fir oecomes aware of the terrific power conferred upon it b the
possession of machines. The machine civilization has orne
to the South. And the South is not on:ly'a remarkably.."a 00able spot of the earth's surface to live on, with some ()j the
enjoyment that Adam and Eve found ~n their petty
plateau, having climate, landscape, vegetati~n and soil suitable to the purpose; th~
South is also' rich in that h. dden
.,..
power which can be used to make and drive machines. The
Southern population in the past has loved its physica . setting, and probably it is not too much to ·say that it' 3lde
itself comfortable on' a simple and old-fashioned eco ontic
basis. Now it occurs to everybody" that Southerners may ~~.
exchange their slow and countrified existeJ;lce for an' rban
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sort of affluence. Many declare without hesitation for the
exchange. Others, who are the .regionalists, are skeptical;
~
saying that there. is more to this decision than the question
~
of whether the standard of living, measured in somE!' M' . •.1!
abstract manner by the horsepower, or the bank clearances,
I
or the mechanical equipment, shall be "higher" or "lower." f

'.

~

There.· are many instances' to show that the' Southern
temperament, or perhaps I should say the Southern tempo,
is not too hospitable to the civilization of the machine.
Many who accept it in prospect do so because they say
simplY that' "it is coming;" that is, becaus~ they are economic determinists, and they thirik they can read destiny;
not because !hey like it. Northern owners move their fac. tories to the South on the ground that they want to'get the
benefit of that inexhaustible suppl~f intelligent and dqcile~
labor at half what labor costs them in New York { but
whether or not it serves them right, they discover tHAt their
flew employees furnish about half the output of their old
ones, and cannot be speeded up. Southern collegians, 'ifery
.often under my observation,' come out of the hills to participate in the wonderful age of hustle, and ,within three years
become quite disillusioned about its advantages. There are
a great many people in the South who are devoted to their
leisure and make of tqeir leisure a cr~ed. It is not a creed
that philosophers have difficulty in defending. ,. Leisure is .
not necessarily the same as laziness though it may revert to
that. A-nd leisure is' the condition of aesthetic experiences.
Complete addiction to machines, on the other hand, is the
enemy to aesthetic life and also to regionalism; to the slow
.'\.,
and innocent and to the local and ·unstandardized.

t
.\

I
\

l

There is a gi-eat deal of physical and e~onomic recon-~struction needed in the shabby old South, and perhaps a
:period of strenuousness. RegionalIsts want to see it pndertaken. , But they also are determfned that it shall be under":
,
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I·

taken by Southerners who know and love the region, and
who do not want the regional folkways' damaged i the
process. On the whole, I· have the idea that it is quite ossible that regionalism, which is at the heart of all the Elpropean cultures, will make its ~est stand against the ma~hine,
and all it means, nowhere else but; in these sQ.ut~ern
States; net in Europe itself; where th.e regionansts are . ired
and dispirited. It is here that we may find an agrarian pop- .
ulation which does not think it must' be citified, and 0 ners
and workmen who still attach dignity to their for s of
labor. This means that, if -the Southern regionalis are
successful, there will oJ;lly be a partial acceptance. o· the
machine in the South; and r am inclined
.
. to think tha this
fact if it comes about will make the South a more and' ore
unusual place, though I hope that" we may have compa i9Ds
in this crime.
~
,

i
i

,

.J

i
!

,

,.\
•.

"

The latest thing in Southern regionalism may e of
interest as a news element in this brief note. "'Ther jlre
strong signs of a rapprochement between Chapel Hill, 10rth
Carolina, and Nashville, Tennessee, as to p~licy and •ims.
And what does this l.Dean? The University of North •aro!ina has long been the seat of those forces which woul rebuild the South and in doing so modernize and, inevi bly,'
standardize or de-regionalize it. The spokesmen have een
able, :' frequent, technical in the 'sociQlogical sense, and
aggressive. Vanderbilt· University, on the other han i so'
far las represented by' the group w~ich published in 1929
"I'll Take My Stan~: the South and. the. Agrarian
adition," has been the seat of the forces which called emselves conservative and were called reactionary.
hese
Agrarians have recited the fact that the South, by pr. ponderance of population, is rural, and have gloried in it. hey
consider that the recovery of the good life on the Sou hern
farm, big and little, is the S.outhern problem. And the . find
no other formula of recovery than tJie one which pres pibes

fi

\

r.
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the old-fashioned sUbsistence farming - at.' the . base; the ~.
money farmfngonly on the side; and, to form the cultural ~ ,
. cllpital of .this structure; such arts as a 'domestic architecture-preferably the traditional ~ne for this re~on-and a
.proper rural community life.
~

.

11

Iff>

•

The new. development consists in. the fact that the
North (jarolina group,· pernaps emboldened by the example
of the Tennessee group, has gone regional. . They propose
now to study th~t historic if evasive entity, ~he Southern
r.egion, and to trf not to repair it beyoncl recognition. At
the same time it is not unfair to say' that the Tennessee
group has made some motions towards approaching the _
Carolinians. . In their earlier appearances they. ate so~
fire, and they are still capable of it; a noli me tangere effect.
But it. was largely :forstrat§gical purposes; they were sectional and unreconstructed and unreconstructible, or .
appeared to be, for the same reason that Aristotle, in commeliding the golden mean, advised the man iwhose boat is
drifting dangerously close to the bank to steer not for the
middle of the stream bqt for the opposite bank. The danger
, is past, so far as the tale of regionalists would. ~'ndicate,
that the Southern reconstruqtion will be but ano~her elanlo
choly instance of blind industrial "progress.'l' 'And s the
two. schools. of opinion come closer t(jgethe~ the prospect
brIghtens. It is very possible that the South
, will yet be
saved.

I

..
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The Curve of a Continent
By FRANCES GILLMOR"~

URIOUSLY persistent in American literature is an e pha~ sis on th¢ great spaces of the continent sfretching~lest.
Bryant sang of the Prairies "for which the speech of ngland has no name." Thoreau, walking in the morning oods
around Walden Pond felt that he "must walk toward O~egon
and not toward Europe." Whitman absorbed the n[tion
into the periphery
of himself, and became. _
4.
"A Southerner soon as a No'rtherner . ; .
At home on the hills' of Vermont or in the woods of
Maine, ,or the Texan ranch,
. I "
Comrade of Californians, comrade of free North: esterners, (loving their big proportions)" ...

G

And in a more recent time, while Vachel Li~dsay tsi "by
the Santa Fe trail and sees the cars from Memphis, At anta,
Savannah,
"The United States
Goes by."
Sometimes this sense of space becomes merely a phase ,f an
imperialistic nationalism. But imperialistic' or not, it· ings
the distance.
.
That spatial concept becomes definitely a shaping actor
in the work of Archibald MacLeish. It is so integral. 0 his
thinking, that it seems to be for him a way not. only of ntering into a national emotional heritage and-.1f findih the
identification with his own hind which over ahd over gain
he proclaims necessary, but also to be a symbql for ni of
the way out of negation-a half-formed answ"er to the halfformed question which" he asks of the univer&e in "The
'.;:
Hamlet of A. MacLeish."~·
L Out from himself his thought flings itself ove the .
cUll"ve of a continent, the curve of a turning eart
In
"American Letter""

[ 114]
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~'We first inHabit the world~

We dweIl (
,
, . On the half earth, dn the open curve of a 40ntinent.
Sea is divided fromi sea by the day-f~l1. Ihe dawn
Rides the low east with us' many hours;, '
First are the capes~ then are the shorelanJ s, now
Th~ blue Appalach~ans faint at the day ri'se;
The willows shudde,r with light on the lon," Ohio;
The Lakes scatter the low sun: the prai ies ,
Slide out of dark: in the eddy of clean ai
The smoke goes up ~rom the high plains Of Wyomingl :
The steep Sierras a~ise: the struck foam!
.
.
Flames at the windrs heel on the far PaGi c..
Already the -noon leans to the eastern cli· :
The elms darken th~ door and the dust-he vy lilacs."
I

'1Y

.

As day comes over thec',ontinent, so night in
ou, Andrew
Marvell" comes around ithe world: "
.
"To feel creep up the, curving east "
.'
The earthy chill of dusk and slow
'
Upon those underl~ds the-vast
I
And ever climbing :shadow grow~"
;

"

I

In the..brazen trumpet lines of "Salute'" it is dflY again:
"0 Sun! Instigator of cocks!
,.. Thou...
Qpickener! Maker of sound in the leaves,
' .
, and of running
Stir over the curve of, the earth like the ipple of
..
Scarlet under the skin of. the lizard
Hunter!
Starter of westwaro birds!"
,Sometimes, off the curve of the planet, this 'spatial sense
,
becomes even more astronomical. ;He surve1ys,
"the ancient
,
Westward greying face of the wandering lanet."
He calls on the "Seafarer" to gauge his spirit" to this wider'
. sweep: '
,~
'~And learn 0 voyager to walk
The roll of earth, the pitch and fall ,

i'

I
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That swings across these trees those stars:
That swings the sunlight up the walL"
Or he writes from a dying earth:
,
"It is colder now
;
there are many stars
we are drifting
North by the Great Bear."
''0
it
But always the space of a world, or a universe, is in th lines.
This is more than a device. It is a way of t inking
which does for him what the view of a reg~onal patte ,n does
for so many writers today. It~gives him toots in A I erica.
The longing for rootedn~ss is frequeptly expre sed in
his work. A merican Letter speaks the °nostalgia' or old
lands
"with the air
Tasting of hung herbs and the sun returning .
. Year after year to the same dQ9r and the churn
Making the same sound in the cool of the kitche "
But he knows that
,".
,
"This, this is our land, this is our people. . . "
Here we must eat our salt or our bones starve.'
A deeply felt childhood moment is recorded in " leven"
when he sits in the sheds with the garden tools"Shapes
.~
Older than men were, the wise tools, the iron
Friendly with earth. . .
.~

"

I

and is
"Happy as though he had no nall}e, as though
He had been no 'one: like a leaf, a stem,
Like a root growing-"
This integration with hi~ land he finds not in the detailed regional view but in the continent's sweep-a d in the
westward march which has given the continent's seep to
our htstory and our consciousness.
.
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~ow

marchin~· b~t

.. It is strange
those
feet·
througb his
lines., In the "Hamlet of A. MacLeish'" we s~
them-races
I
marching westward, pressing
on-' ' !·1 ,
,
"Westward they mdve with the sun. Their smoke hangs
Under the unknown skies at evening.' The stars .
Go down before them into the new land~l
'
Behind them the dust falls, the"streams Ihow clear
again."!
In the "Frescoes for Mr. Rockefeller's City"fthere is again
the westwa.r~ mar~h-;a bitter satire here 0f,!I,t the fact that
"EverYth~ng ~tIcks to the grease of a gol~\noteEven a contInent--even a new sky."
Ii' .
But 'behind the satiri¢al view of the Empi~e Builders to
· whom the new land was a price and'a bid fnd ink on the
books is the continent~till. We see
....1
.

\

'~How

it w~nt out from you wide and cI~an in the sunlight.",
I
and we ~ee
, I
"how full and clear and deep .
The Yellowstone moved on the gravel farid the grass
grew".
' i
When the land lay waiting for her we~ward people."
~

.1

r "
I"

It is of course in Conquistador most of a:~,that the hard
beat of that westwar~ 'march rings in M$cLeish's lines.
There this man who has never identified hidlself with regional expression, draws upon Spanish sourc~ ari'd puts into
the "iron of English"lPthe space andmounuiin hardness of
· the Southwest. Much quoted as the prefaceilhas been, even
Cotftez,,·gave to his
greater lines are in the stinging reproof'
,1
· men at the time of thei m u •t i n y : ' !
!

.

1~

"Why should you :\vaste your souls' in fte west! You
are young::
-f'
. Tell them that. you left us here by the la~t water
Going up tqrough'the pass of the hills wlth the sun."
l'

/

,

!

J

,

f
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And in the record of their march, through the st~ llge and
beautiful compression of every phrase, one 100 s "for a
great space under heaven."
"Ever before us lay vast "earth' secret With
~
Sun with the green sound with the ,singing of grass'.
..
. hoppers...·
Ah but the mark of a man's heel is atone in t e
Dust under the whistling of 'hawks!' ':.
CompaniOlLof.
Cons~llations the tra¢e of his track lies!
Endless is unknown earth before a man..."
Space and the curv~ of a ~o~tinent-::-abstract as usic this
struggles for words ~nd finds them.
.
Something is li~e!y to happen to the individu l,viewed
against this backdrop of continent 'and interstell , r Spaces.
He is likely to shrink. Sometimes he does-to a pint. And
we look with satirical pity on Jacob Schmidt, wn man' and
bones has been his hundred times around the sun
"His chronicle is endless-the great curve'
Inscribed in nothing by a point upon
The spinning surface of a circling sphere."
We see whole races pressing always -gallantly fr m known .
and lovecllands into the unknown-disappearing a last, ~nd '
"The same moon
..'
Still over the earth!"
We see the exultant march, of Cortez end with a Ie ser breed
'covering the land like 'lice"And the west is gone now:.the west is the oce n sky..."
i

•

;

'.

I

11

Cosmically perceived, or continentally perceived. men and
races become small.
.
But the poet confronts infinity with painful onsciousness of himself, nevertheless. And this encoun er of the
individual with a universe silent to his half-for ed questionin$ of its meaning, provides the tragic motif of Archibald MacLeish's work.
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He tries to find an answer in "The !pot of 'Earth" 'by
putting the individual into the pattern
the .,generations:
-~ "the generations
~ I
Of man are a r~pple of' thin fire burniJ!Ig
Over a meadow, breeding out of itself
Itself. ~ ."
".,!.

0t

.

I

As the woman gives birth and dies, we ~ee the pattern of life out of death, symbolized in one of the fertility rites
which, through Frllzer's The Golden Boubh, have,provided
images for so many poets:
"I will show you the body of the dead
bringing forth
The.g corn. I will show you the reaped ear
Sprouting.
I
Are you contented? Are you anfswered?71
I
He is not answered. The agony of his continued questioning
is recorded in "The Hamlet of- A. MacLeish.".,h Neither from
the silent dead, nor from religion,.nor from love, from playing the -strong boy and spitting in the worid's face, rior from
telling his agony to the stars, is there answer. "Have pity
upon us."
In "Einstein" he once more tries to cope with-infinity.
W~at is the- individual in a world of r~lativitY', where he
can exist only in relationship? He tries to absorb the infinite universe into himself, but his subjective world disin'tegrates,

r

400

"For suddenly he feels
The planet plunge beneath him." _
He tries to enter in mystically to the universe 'which is bigger.,.than he:
.

II "put out leaves
And let the old remembering wind think tqrough
A green intelligence. .."
But
"He cannot think the smell of after rain
Nor close his thought around the long smooth lag
I

I:
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And falter of a wind, nor br~ng to mind
Dusk and the whippoorwill."
,
'Music also".fails him.. He turns to·cool analysi he counts
the ocean in atoms"But still the dark denies him. Still withsta ds
The dust· his penetration and flings back
- Himself to answer him.
Whi~h seems to keep
..
Something inviolate.. A living something.'
The 'i~dividual' is still there again~t 'his ~ackd1foP of time
and space-still questioning,-:-and still finding !tJ.o answer.
But such answer as he finds once more cQmes
to him
I
in this wider spaciousness wher.e. he loses, as, tnpch as may
be, his personal' identity, and where he finds as ~ poet a stature far above those who look only inward. f6r the frail
~
.
.
/
moods of a. moment.
He is quite conscious of this turn away frOm the individual, and states it in one of\ the few expressions of his
writing credo:
I •
"It is no longer A MAN -'.ainst the

s~s'.

It is
MankInd: That wpich has happened always t@. all men,
not the particular in.cidents of particular liv~s. The
common, simple, -earthriding ways of hands: and feet
a,nd flesh against ~he enormous mysteries of &un and
moon, of time, of disappearance-and-their-place-knowing-them-no-more. .. Not myself,.·my soul, my glycerine-dropping eyes, but these Q,known and: nameless
men, anonymous under this sky,"small in th~~e valleys
and far-off and f.orever there."
He wrote this in Poetry in July,. 1931.
1933, and in
the poem .so entitled, with the ~es~ern horizolti ~ill in his
lines and If.is imagery, and with the ma~ch of e P loration a
symbol now for social progress; he seems, alo g with this
loss of individual emphasis, to finer a buoyant lope for hIS
time.. Elp~nor points Odysseus away from the srores of the

In

1
I
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present Hell, content to stay there himself as long -as his
oar might stand as warning of shipwreck to other seafarers;
but for Odysseus- .
' .
"You have only to push on
To whatever it is that's beyond us...
You have only to cross this place
And launch ship and get way on her
Working her out with the oars to the
Full wind and go fo1ward and
"
Bring yourselves to a home:
To a new land: to an ocean
Never sailed: not to Ithaca:
Not to your beds-but the witherin .
Seaweed under the thorn and
Gulls and another morning...."
,
...
What that other morning will be, he does not say, ny more
than the Hamlet of A. MacLeish hears the ghos speak,
. hears the anwer to his questiop, or knows evert t~e question
completely. But at the edge of his dark nigh~ where the
, individual stand~ appalled before the universe, "the dawn
.rides the low east."
. '
By 1934, MacLeish seems to come still further away
from negation, away from despair, urging hope,' and hope
for Ame~ican democracy, and hope even for the individualism of American democracy. In the F:orum for April, 1934,
he sees man standing erect and strong, not submerge.d by
either a capitalistic or a communistic society, not weakened
by dependence upon the group as the re.volutionary writers
would have him, but able to direct his own destiny.
Again he gives no chart for this new morning. BiIt he
8ee~ it there. He pushes on, as those men of the past who so
stir his imagination have pushed on with courage,' even into
G

.

;

0
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the unknown, to new horizons. His question still una~swered, he nevertheless declares his faith in the possibility of free creation and act[on, for the individ a,l, for the
nation. Again he digs roots down into America, taking his
place without bombast, without eagle screaming, in the long
line of American writers ~ho have felt a conti ent under
~
them, and a people marching.
,
c"America is West-and the. wind bl«;>wing.'

"

l

t
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Strange

Vict~Onewoma~'s
By IRENE"FISHER
'..

S

Life

..

~A TEASDALE is one of the. definite lyric voices in A~er,:,'_

Ican poetry." Her place IS secure, based on the eIght
slim volumes slle issued during her life, for although her
field is restricted to the introspective and personal lyric,' yet
within that compass, narrow as i.~ is, she conveys a timelessness and universality that few American poets have accom- ~
plished.
Middle western in origin and steeped in the imagery
of the middle west, yet her treatment of love and death
catches into unforgettable lyrics emotions true of all time,
. ancient and modern.
honestly, and with dignity, she tells
Simply, sincerely,
..
in verse the emotional life of one. woman, and in so doing
crystallizes the emotions of all women. Articulate and sensitive, she expresses with outspoken clarity and flexible
cadences the texture of the human spirit as it faces existence, and its hard-won. peace after conflict.
There. was a time when Sara Teasdale's poetry was
.considered saccharine by the intellectuals, but never by
those who read it carefully., Even in tHe joyous spontaneity
of her earlier songs, her Strephon-and-Colin period, there
were foreshadowingg of her songs of pain, sorrow, wisdom
and stern self knowledge and strength. Her simplicity of
expression and seeming effortless quality kept this strength
from being completely realized by'the critics.
When with ~he appearance of her second volume,
:'Helen of Troy and Other Poems," she suddenly became
popular with the reading public, the in!ference was drawn
,that her lyrics were saccharine. A small but steady public,
however, year after year bought her volumes which sang
th~ story of every woman in her s~rch tor st:t~ength, in her
journey toward an unnameable arid unseen, and indeed,
often undesired goal.
. l123 ]
t
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The inevitable and inescapable loneliness hf' he human
~pirit wasfores adowed in the tfo volumes whi .h followed
"Helen of Troy" "Love Songs". and. "Flame an Shadow,"
. published in 19 7 apd 1920. ThrQugh. all and ver all is
always, fro~ th beginning, her absorption in na ,ure, in the
stars, the moon, the night, the .trees and the warm landscape.
In "Wood long,,, this early knowledge of b tterness is
shown.
.
•

I hear a wood thrush In the dusk
Twirl three notes and make a star
My heart that walked with bitterness
Came back from very far.

I

~

, And in "Lessons,'" she says what she was
repeat in her'more mature poems,
'

0

often to

Unless I learn to"ask nq help
From any other soul but mine.
. '. .
This understanding of the spirit's essenti aloneness
"Dark of he Moon,"
came to fruit in her maturer volumes,
•
published in 1928, and "Strange Victory," her osthumous
volume published last year.
The somber reflection and· new ,dignity of ese poems
show more plainly the philosophical qualities hich were
lightly touched in her earlier poems. "The olitary" in
"Dark of the Moon," intensifi~s
the mood of "Le sons."
...
d

My heart has g,r~wn rich with the.passin years,
I have less need now thanl!,}when' I was y, ung
To share myself with every comer
\ '
Or shape myself into words with my ton e.
It is one to me h t they come or go

If I have myself an the drive of my wi
on a summer nig
, And strength to eli
And watch the stars imb over the hill.
Let them think I love hem more than I 0
Let them think I care, though I go alone: .
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If it lifts their pride, what is it to me
Who am self complete as a flowef or a stone.
t '

~

>

And again in "Day's Ending;" which she Wrote in Tucson, fighthig disease, the more' mature!expression of "Les,sons" again
is seen:
,
Only yourself can heal you
i
Only yourself can lead you
The road is heavy going
And ends where no man knows..
.
;
In '~Strange Victory," is included 'fThere will be rest:'
. showing~a great desire for peace and su~eease from the fi~ht.

I
I"

I

*'

1

'

'glere will be, r,est and sure stars] shining"
9/Ver. the~roof tops crowned wi~hlsnow .
.Ai reIgn of rest, serene fprgettIn«,
The music of s~illness holy and lo~.
"

I

i

•

ii'

I will make a ~Orld of my d~visi~g."
.
O,ut of a dJ;"ea :in my lonely min~
I shall find the crystal of peace+.;,,aboye m,~
Stars shall I fi d.
l'
.
I

.

,'~:
I
i

,

Wis~o~, o~row. ~iSillU~ion

P~,t,h~,

..

streii~,h,

.
s,
'
ent,
ps, but
-'
sImple dIgnIty and a ry prIde are shown In these rellectIve
poems in her later vol meso Out of de~~at she won victory. '
Born and reared th the slow movin~ old river town of
St. Louis, she knew tre countryside, a+d made it 'so mUCh'
a part of her that eve after year&, in 1i'~w York and in the
Southwest, her m;ost licitous imag~s 'tere of the Missouri
countryside. Delicat and almost -inevltable some of them
seem, vivid and char teristic of the middle west:
.

"

i'
!

My SOUl, isa dark, plough~d fieldl"
In the col ain.

,

'I

*

* *!
Daffodils Qlowi g in the cold wi~d of morning

And golden tull s, goblets holding the rain. '
*.

.'
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A delicate fabric of bird song ~- .
Floats in the air
The smell of wet wild earth :
Is everywhere.

~

.
...

* * *

i'

I'

I,

Nothing is new, I have seen t~e spring too ften·;.There have been other plum-trees white as t IS one...
Nothing is lost, it is all as it used to be,
Unopened lilacs are still as deep a purple,
The boughs of the elm are dancing still i . a veil of
tiny leaves.

$

A victory from life is what Sara Teasdale de anded, a
victory of the~pirit over sorrow, over joy, over l)appiness,
over pain, the victory. of a strong self-complde entity,
worshipper only of beauty and humble before t e gift of
song.
I

I should be glad of loneliness
And hours that go on broken wings
A thirsty body, a tired heart
And the unchanging ache of things,
If I could make a single. song
As lovely and as full of light
As hushed and brief as a falling star
On a winter night.

.(
.,.:.

.j

i

.I

•I
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Exp~essi ,n of N orth~es}
~ '1 . I
By H. G. MERRIAM I.

Life

..

'

to re~e~tl wha quality or value~ out· of the r~gion
the Paci]fi~, ;North
est, have entered
into'the body and
,
•
r:
spirit of its p~ople, I s oulm be!'obliged ~9 beg the privilege
of silence. Y~t !that th s country and climate, these natural
Northwest oc¢~pations and these soci11 associations had
developed in til people something to be Jar-marked "North':'
west" I woul4eel. an~ inwardlyasse~i It was my h~pe
when I began p 'bhcatIpn of The Frontt~r (now The. Frontier and Mid~ ), in i927, and when E: published the anthology "Nor~h est V~r~,'" in 1931, aqta when,_ iiI 1933, I
issued the repb t of th~1Inla.nd E.mpire q,.',.ouncil of. Teachers
of English on ort~ .st writers and ilwritings,' com~iled
under my cha rmans Ip by fifty w01kers and entItled
"Northwest Bo ks,", th~t our effort~ toll:make re~ders' anrl
writers of this regionqonscious of its li~rary'achievement
would join wit ~ffortsl of other worker$ toward articulate
expression of
rthwe~t life, ultimately ~o an unmistakable
regional movein nt. 'A~·this moment there are signs of some'
consciousness
the region but no sign~ clear tome of a
concerted move e~t. What the signs ~te that, my limited
vision sees I sh I state presently.
Ideas of a egional movement'have lilardly dawned upon
the. consciousne s of the Northwest. PoJttland and Seattle,
the two city ee ters, have been unwilli:iig' and as far as I
know still ar~ 0 think, much less act, ~~'. terms .of common
regional life.
he spirit of separatism,~lwhich is doubtless
characteristico
communities only just t~moved
from iron"
!
tier conditions. , ·s i.llustrated in letters I ireceived about The
Frontier. Frio' both Spokane and P0il1tland came letters
stating, "Your I agazine is fine. We sho~~d have a magazine
like it," from sister qniversity, "I shattl see what we can
do about issuin a similar magazine." [I~lics mine.] Never
the idea, until ec~ntly, "How .can we ~.'. ~ behind your reg•
[ 127]"
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ional magazine and support and develop it 7" T
course, an important and as yet unanswer
question
whether the four states' of Oregon, WashingtQJl, I aho, Montana do constitute a region with life charaet ristics in
,common. Po~sibly the regional planning confer nces that
are a feature of the Federal Government's new_ olic~ will
both help to reveal 'whatever the cultural fact is and to
arouse and nourish regional consciousness. The n xt decade
may see in, the place of provincial rivalries region I co-oper- '
ation. We can await developments and as we wa t work to
prepare for their healthy growth. MeanwJ;lile it 's obvious
that the Northwest does not yet feel its life, p esent and
'past, as the South or the Southwest or the Midclle West..feel
theirs.
Also, there is a feeling among our writers a ainst the
regional idea in favor of "cosmic" and' ~'univers "sources
for expression, especially among the poets. Write s vaguely'
feel, as readers too feel, that life today and here i confining
to the imagination, is provincial, and therefore s not the
stuff of art. Somehow they have enthroned the idea that
art is placeless an:d timeless; but the idea is akhll to that of
better grass being in the next pasture; and they f rget that
even timelessness and spacelessness when mortals de;;tl with
them must root.in the now and here. Even "Para iseLost,'"
Milton rooted in ,his knowledge of his own time an country,
nowever much he may have added to and embell shed that
knowledge.
.
Current discussions of regionalism that ha-,v given it,
labels - "back-to-the-soil," "backwardA.looking,:' "back-tofolk lore," "provincial"-have raised many pre udices in
writers. I should like to have writers understan ;regionalism not as an ultimate in literature but as a fir t step, as
the coming to close knowledge about the life 'of th regIon in
which one lives as a first necessity for sound wri ing, eVEm
as knowledge of oneself-"know thyself"-is al 0 a first
necessity. The "universal," when he~lthy, 'alive, pregnant

..

.

j

$

J'

I
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with values, s
conception, of
,the idea of cos
from abstract
To such exte
minded.
l' am givi

rings inevitably from thellspecific 'fact. This
he ipterpretatio~ of lifeiJl I would oppose to
ie-minded people that un~erstandingsprings
ideas and images in the l~ind'--in the ~oul.
t regionalism' in my j ,dgment, is 'earth'
. II c
~ "little space to this idea1~nd therefore omit
developme~t:o it and the steps in the logic of its support; I
do so in o'rder- 0 enumerate, which was ~ be the prime pur,..
pose of this n te,signs that I see in N4rthwest writing of
regional consc ousness. Order. of refer~nce to these signs
bears no ~relat on .~o my judgment of t~¢ir relative values.
Mr. G; Fr nk Goodpasture of SouthlBend, Washington,
js a poet with spiritual ear. He sens~ the peculiar mys, teries in the cean. These mysteries njaay pertain to any
and all oceans, but as this writer feels tofpard and expresses
them they are ou~d to our north pacifiCi~,'lcoa,s t. Few of ,our
Ipoets equal hi suggestion of the univer tal, of the,mysteri
in all life an here... Mr. Howard ,'c~inley Corning,
Nebraskan, I believe, by birth and llI~rttire, has found
spiritual re&PO se to Northwest country ~nd .climate. In his
poetry, which requentIy generalizes itse1t, as all fine poetry
should, into ap lication to life anywhere,lhe writes of mountain men and vaney men, historical. figures and contemporary figure, hills and sea-coast an~ plains,' and the
majority of th. m all are ~nm~stakable ~egonian, however
much Nebras a -may be In hIS blood. iI am told that he
. spent only a few days in the Sixes ~puntry in, Oregon
dialect which
he !
Ii has
the . men of
and that int .- 'the
.:'
'
j!"
that region u . Southern words have c~pt, and yet I am
. convinced tha he has seized with stron~' im~gination and
with spiritual nsight the essential natur~i()f that region and
its,life. In his short stories of the Sixes c~untry is, howev"er,
more than the nature of that region: th~re is portrayal of
life in its.esse ce theworIi over.
~I
Verne Br ghtwrites with deepest s~rety and broades~

.

-

'1

.

Ii
, I

I;
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understanding when he writ~s of Win,gren, a cou tryside
that he knows. Laurence Pratt has come to his mo t virile
and most mature poetic expression in 08, series of. onnets
about a paper-mill town whose life he has lived in a tuality.
Mary J. ~lmendorf's ballads, among the finest pei g written, root in the life 6f Alaska or the outlying lands of. Seattle.
Ada Hedges finds her inspiration in desert countr·. Mrs.
Fuller's best poems concern mountains or garden. r rural
life, and Eleanor Allen is full of the vigor of outdoor beauty.
What would the novels of Nard Jones - .'Wheat
Women," for instance-be if stripped -of their und rstanding of life gained through years of living in the alouse
country of eastern Washington? James Steven's b t writing is in "Brawnyman" and "Homer in the Sagebrus ," both
of which are thoroughly regional. H. L. Davis ca hardly
write creatively exc~pt of the Northwest life he as observed and lived~
In drama little has been done, in the Northwest. Possibly the most prolific writers 'areBabette and Glenn ughes,
neither of whom, in his plays, gives sign of know edge of
Northwest life; they are cosmopolitan and sophi~ cate in
interest. Alice Henson Ernst 'and Talbot Jennings on the
other hand, are deeply conscious of ~he regipn.
The Northwest has not yet prOduced fine novel. Ann
Shannon Monroe began with portrayal of Easte;riI regon.
Writers like Ernest Haycox stick largely to thE}'tr ditional
western type of novel and' often describe the cohnt y beautifully. Grace Stone Coates remains true to her me r~
gion, Kansas, although she lives in.~ontana. Fra k Bird:
Linderman in his novels returns to the early I days of the
West when the buffalo roamed, and in other books inierprets
the life of Plains Indians; an~ hi~ understan~i~ of life
grows out of those two sound, thIck, deep-strIkin roots.
Theodore Harper,. however, whose writing is widel recognized, often works with a Russian or Siberian seen, somewhat in the manner, one feels, of the local color riters.
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Myron Brinig, hose. novels have reached as hig a level of
attainment as hose of any Northwest ~iter,. h s speci~
"fically interpret the life of Jews in Butte. S ba Hargreaves, Sabra onner and Marah Ellis n¥a
, ik~ Frank '
l
Linderman, tur to the past life' of the N thwest region~
Albert Ricliard Wetjen has spiritual affi~··W only with the
sea, and when h writes of that ,he' write wbll--:...as his popul~rity attests.
ill J~mes is saddl.e~,~p rm~ne~tlY it wo?ld
seem, to a saddl 9n a .(usually buckIng) hqrse In "the wIde
open spaces" of ontana. Vardis Fishe , wH,o at the moment
seems to have t e finest achievement in Olrthwestern novel
writing, holds 0 no regionalistic' ,doct inbtheoretically;
but if "Dark Bidwell" and "In Tragic i~e" ;;1re not interpretations of Ii e rooted in a square mile lot' upper Snake
~iv~r co~ntr~ i Ida~o ~hey are nothing ja~ all; every dee~
InsIght Into lIfe that IS In them ha~ tlowere~ out of the soIl
of th~t strikin y beautiful and ind.ividual~stic country.
Doubtless, with the blindness of a pleader, I have
omitted mentio of writers ~ho do not S}iO'.' signs of "going
native," as I ha e also omitted, many name~ that should be
mentioned in srport of my thoug!It; but ,. have not done
so consciously. There is, for e?Cample, the ~.'eautiful poetry
of Audrey Wur emann, Seattle reared, mu~h of which re-·
flect~ her resid, nce in other parts of the ~orld;
yet again
I
much of it re'fl~ts the Northwest. But I Ij[1ust not extend
the list. I hav space" only to mention what the ljst seems
to me to mean; and to suggest developmen~s which I think
can profitably b fostered by our writers. l '
Many of t e -writers in the Northwest I,are. young; few
of them are sea oned writers; many are tra~e writers with, .
of course, finan ial inco~e the .essen~ial cOIisider~tion; few
'have hammere out or lIved out a phIlosophly of lIfe; a few
- are, skilled self- 'udges, recognizing the pos',ession of themselves, when th are so possessed, by stron c~eative imagination. The egion's life has presented . tself to a fair
number of the as something of intrins' worth. Thid
'1
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presentation, at its best, has been unconsciously '8 epted.
Some national recognition, about all, 0Ile would s y, that'
they have genuinely earned, has come to our w itings~ ,
Conferences of wri~rs that are being held periodical y,"conferences of producers and writers of drama like I he' o,ne
held in February in Seattle under the·'wadership- of Glenn
Hughes, me.etings of teachers at which the idea of r,gionalism is finding interest, the sale of "Northwest Boqks," of
"Northwest Verse," nation-wide circulation of The rontier
and Midland and recognition of its merit, the s holarly
work of Professor E. G. Moll at the UniveJsity of regon,
on the teaching of' poetry, the publication of historic I documents concerning the early days of the Northw st, the
increasing attention of librarians to ~he literatur of our
section-these, and doubtless other forces, are at ork to
stir' regional consciousness.
As yet there has developed no se~se of loyalt to our
idea, although The Frontier and Midland enjoys bo gratifying loyalty and healthy criticism and dissent. Th closest
approach to a focus of writers seems to be-in PortIa d. Our
writers, with some outstanding ,exceptions, have b n fearful of letting out their vitality; too often- the~~hav held on
too tight a leash the vigor and ranging curiosity of- their
imagination; and too often, also, they have relied on "in-spiration" rather than on personal realization of life for
their themes and on tradition for their forms. A tal, lawless period of, expression would lle good, I feel, for the
ultimate fine, realized, and articulate expression' life i~\
this fresh, dynamic, ima.gination-stretching, and houghtperplexing region.
'-

j
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,Southwestern Roots
By T. M.

PEARCE

Jf.. i

ve spoken of the "melting polt".in the United
n
r since a famous ~uropeaJi1 Jew wrote a
tribute to the iberating fre~doni possible· ~ri this country
for immigrant'. Into the crucible have gone various agencies, Semitic, ravidic, Sinitic,' Bantu, to temper what we
'think of as th Aryan base. ,Immigration to the Atlantic
seaboard was hiefly a nineteenth century development. It
was then the' elting really' began. Now as the arms of
English-AlJieri ~n empiFe have fl'ung westward, we iook into
the crucible to\ \' d that metals were already tHere,'unnoticed
before the basi Aryan, 'and were working fro:ql the very ber~nning. The Aryan metal here from the start may have
been altered· f om that imported from the stanneries of
Europe. As early as 1789 our first lexicographers averred .
. that the courseiof our speech would refl~t "intercourse with
. tribes wholly rnknown in Europe'~ and predicted a separated stream for American English.
Our roots Ithen, like the roots of the Anglo-Saxon in
Celtic Bri:tain,: have gone back into the ~r~-history first
shapers-of-the-land. In the crucible then i~ the mysterious
nature worship of sun' and sky and kindr~d earth spirits,
,the sacred yei, the jinns of the totems; at the bottom of the
,melting is the rhythm of the earth-planting led from the
fields and the ditches into the plaza with. the beat of drums
and the throb ofehant~.. fomewhere the .fJteam driven iron

'I'

AMERICANS h
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nurture. Roots in the earth, ore and seed, have built Amer- 'iean skyscrapers and American Mimbres pottery, American stream-line automobiles and Ame~ican sand paintings,. \ I
American bridges and American' Dine rugs.
. "l.
It is in the Southwest that the European tradition
-.
meets at closer hand than anywhere else creative currents
'I

I

t
t
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of this continent. Two branches of. the E ropea tradition, themselves co~siderably inter-~elated, atin ~ d Ge,
manic, have here for several centuries ob ervea ~nd in
part merged with inha~itants of ina~gen~us stone 4ge ancestry. In the Southwest, the racial antipo es of Europe
and Asia are joined. A literature of this ultura fusion
has already become impress\ve. The list pf .its builders numbers hundreds of name~, froIJl th~ gove nment
reports of ethnologists and linguists" from niver ity research staffs in archaeology and folk-lore, to t e prof ssional
artists in modern drama, fiction, and poetry.
almos resist
entirely the impulse to "record the critical 'a~d eative
thinkers who have joined both in the painsta ·ng an buoyant service of this fountain of c:reative yout -thef'Sputh,west. Yet knowing the greater unfairne s of lanket.
acknowledgment I venture to particulari~e distin uished
names with apologies to the sigiIificant unme tione1 ones:
Andy Adams, Hartley Burr Alexander, Fra k Ap~legate,
Louisa M. Armer, Mary Austin, Florence Merriam IBailey,
Adolph Bandelier, Ruth Laughlin Barker, S. mar arker,
Lansing Bloom, Edward Bolton, JohnG. Burke, oW. N.
Breakenridge,. Witter Bynner, Pedro de Nace 0 Cas neda,
Willa Cather, Dana Coolidge, Alice Corbin, Bryo. -Cum:..
mings, Frank Cushing, Robert Luther Duff -s, EI'zabeth
!
Willis de Huff, J. Frank Dobie, .Erna Ferg sson, aryey
Fergusson, J. W. Fewkes, Frances. Gillmor, osiah Gregg,
J. P. Harrington, Edgar L. Hewett, Paul Horkan,E erson
Hough, Will James, A. V. Kidder, Clyde Kluc~hohn, Oliver
La Farge, D. H. Lawrence, John Lomax, Ch~rles t mmis,
Susan Shelby Magoffin, Elida SiII:1ms· Malkus, Was initoll
Matthews, O'Henry, Albert Pike, :Zebulon Pike, Robe Ray. nolds, Eugene Manlove Rhodes, Frederick Ruxton, .. Sister
,Blandi~a Segale, Charles H., Siringo, Herbert S inden,
Philip Stevenson, N. H. Thorp, Mark
,. Twain f R. E .. T itch~l1,
Stanley Vestal, Gaspar de Villagra, ,Louisa M. Wethe ill.
Characterizing the literature of th~s group
d the',
I

1
I

1

;

I}
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larger group it· represents'iB the sincerity, the sturdin~ss,
and the imagination of life lived close to roots whichnour'ish both body and spirit. Industrial society, which bringsl
food, clotlreS, am~sement, and .printed matter in .substance'
and oiltline finished, feeds the eritical rather than the creative'spirit. To(]) much of the 'literature of America today
is the clever mamipulation of sourc~s provided by someone
else. Too much qf American literature is the rippling forth
of stronger curre\I1ts started abroad, in spots whether London, Paris, or M6SCOW that have never forgotten, nor can
they, their own ~oots deep below the:rp.. American voices
are echoing two extremes of ultra-sophistication-One, the
precious nicety of la mind too curio'its and whimsical; and the
other, the neuroti¢ robustiousness of a mind too callous a'nd
thrill deadened~ American lliterature will never win rank as .
. world literature on a diet df oxonian r~miniscence, whimsies about book shops, and death studied in the entrails of
.men and beasts in the arena\ of a Spanish ,afternoon. ';
. A longer essalY than can be written here will be needed
.to survey the distinctive cu~rents in t!le vast tradition and
accomplishment of SouthwEtstern literary culture. Fr~
Villagra, poet laureate of a !fw empire in 1610, to the lateSl .
book from pr()fessional pejll, ,the professional output is .
matched by th~ stUf unrecorded
folk literature in song and
I
story. The mysticism of ligljlt and sky in arid distances,' the.
miracle of deser't growth, t~e narrow seclusion
of isolated
,
placitas with their pa~ron Ysidros and Antonios and Ramons, the activity of the cattle llano and chaparall-all this
is peculiar to the Southwestern~·roots. So, too, is the heart~
ache of an ear~y New Englander at the sight of a robin
redbreast whiclii like himselfi. had. crossed the mountains and
to whom he wrote
,
1>;
Let tUS gb-Iet ~s go ~nd revisit our home,· . .
Whei"e the oak leavef?are green and the sea waters',
II'

, \ 0
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. The South~est, like the' Squth of which Mr. Ransome
has written, is faced with ultrarsophistication, with the n~w
i)
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literary fascism of the sort represented by T. 'S. Elio '_ and
with industrialization. These manifestations are sym toms
of universal cultural discontent. This speaker, fo' one,
, hopes ,we have resources within ourselves to arrive a maturity and wisdom without abandoning the roots hich
'.
can hold us there.
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A Section of Poetry
"

. PRAIRIE WIFE
By LILLIAN GIBBS-SEWELL

J.

I left my heart beside the

lake
Where placid waters rouse to
~hake

Lang shafts from silver stars
that lie'
Mirrored beneath the .willow's
¢ye.
Nor could I bring the lake
away,
That happy swiftly-passing
day;
So mine it is to play the
part
Of Prairie wife with mermaid
heart.

jI ,

"

"

#.

,

,

But in my garden you will
see,
A Ion~ly weeping willow

tree

.

.

•

That mourns o'er lilies,
fair and pure, ..
Within a lakein
miniature.
'I
I

I
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ANSWERS
By ANSELL M. McCoy
•

To some, the answer to a thrust
Leaps forth-a bolt from out the sky
To wound or punish as it will.

....

To some, it follows after carefuL thought
Like drops from out a snow-bank
But only after sun has warmed it. .. .

..

Still others can not speak at all
And late" at night when all is still
They think of things they ~ight have sai .
AMETHYST BEADS
By ELSA FISHER HERLITZ
-'t:

The seven years 'I spent with him, _
Which time and space can never dim,Are crystallized, translucent beads;
.
And, though my heart forever bleeds
From sorrow's stabs-from poignant pain,·
These beads are on a silver chain
Of deathless love. 0 years so bright!
Reflecting back to me the li~t
That guides me through life's opaque mist,l
Loved beads! My jewels-.amethyst!
FELICITY
IBy DUDLEY PEACE

I don't believe you knew me
Yesterday when you passed b y , .
But I heard your song up in tHose trees
That kiss ~ turquoise sky."
<
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I heard you singing hi the wind,
Each sweet note falling CI, ear. \
(I stand upon our hill ,to wait
About this time each year) ,
!

I

They say you saw black mud and dl~rt,
That-blood, streamed
down your, side.
'
'
,
r
,But I, who know your soul so well, t
Know, too, ~he way ~~u died.,
1'1
I know that Ijght within your ey~s Ii!
Leapt into glowing fire,
til
I know the music that you loved
'j:,
,Sung by cele~~ial choir~.
11.,

'I!

There were the colors you always l~\red;
These you ml.Jst have seen.
jl.
"
There 'Vere the woods your hands h~ve touched,
Caressing their satiny sheen. ' \

,

,'jl-,

And SO,I when I read of the way yO~ c:fi~d
And tU1\n inward eyes to you,
, 11
I listen ralong the wind for song
Sung in a'voice I knew.
1

-

1 "
.

r,JI

'''REMINISCENCE''

{'l'

By !t0BERT,FREDEJPC HERTER

II

,

Rivers of thought,'
Ii
.Silent, mighty as Zeus, I:
Plunging through the cllaos
;'
:Tha't IS
., l'f
IIII
I e... '
I

l'

, Memory, is a dancing girl
On a bright terrazzo stair.
Memoryds a blind old man
In a hickory chair.
'\

'I\'!' '

I

.

11

Iiil
"

iI

i

I

~

i

I

~
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...sman! towns dreaming
Of tomorrow';
The slanlting sun
Gold th~ough Autumn leaves,
Death, purple-shadowed,
Skulking down a country-lane.
I

•

I

Misty valleys at dawn. Cold
Glad wi:hds, brushing a hilltop.
Words, beside a still pool,
Echoing! a dream.
The timeless protest
Of one just born.
Muffled itom-tom urge
Of drunj}s . . . calling
From a iflag-draped street.
Orange !blossoms
Tangled in lacy veils.
Tiny hahds reaching...
J

Memoljt is a silver bell,
Tolling :through the years..'"
The afterglow of ecstasies,
The ghdst of vanished fears.
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The Afternoon for Flavioll!
By

HORACE

~ARDNER

~!

i

.

in the hall, wrhere it ~as cool alld d~rk, ~nd looked
,
- out into the. sunlight and freedom of t~e p~tio. The
wind blew soft little breaths in his face, breat, s that smelled
d the tang of
.of earth and sun, of melons that were'· e
weeds and smoke 'from far amiY. In the
I there was-a
, ripe feeling of age, 'and the thick old adobe w s were redolent of things long dead and gone, the intiljIla things, of
.many people~ and Ithe ~iIence of inanimate t~ng~ that have
absorbed life. He let his hand slip' soft~y 'ov~r the,\wood of
the bench on whi~h he sat, staritlg'"'at the' 1lJlue veins that
showed through ·the thin, brown skin, th~nking-"I am
here, Flavia Chav¢g, h~. re 'in Los Lunas, and in there, 4eaq,
is Nina, my wif~, but I cannot leel, I cannot , ih~ i~ son-ow
as I should-"
"- ,
i
, Th~r~ came al~unD.ur of pr~yer fr,0z.n s1m~ part Q:., th
house, r~sIn~, mU~d _a~d ~artP" from behInd ~?i-ckold w~lls,
- and fallIng In a rather plea$ant mournful drIp on FlavlO'S
ears, thin brown ~ars set well in" the shad~ if the hall. "~' .
there, he knew, Nine ~ay, her hands joined p>gether un<ler '
the yellow light of the! candles .. '. and she did not hear the
Jit
prayers that skipped. softly out of the tir~ faces under h.
the black rebozos. He could fancy himself ~n there again,
listening to the little animal sounds .fro~ the women,
crowded together in piled shadows of blue.
butffhe could
not fiIid sorrow in himself, only an awful tiIjedness, tearing
h~m ,down into ,in~efinite, inCOris.eq~ential d~e~~s.' He fel~ /" .
hImself engulfed In a vast, uplIfting tranqUIlIty of souna
upon sound, hiddeb voices called' to him, and! he f9und him,self thrown into' the pa;st. The dead, the fra~ant, past. He
saw himself in S~ntaFe, tm.IttY years beire, talking to
Nina as' she stood! with her aunt; talking a out their weddill$, then he was sit1ing withi Nina, at' niht, 190king off
iI;lto the dark . . .• he 'could s~ her brown lfingers curling
,
[ 141:]
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over
as she passed itto
fire, glowing in the dark. They would' always be ere, he
felt, sitting there in the' dark of twenty years ago, er thin
brown face and her great 'plack eyes staring at hi ,as she
did when the nights were long, and when his youth and her"
youth had become one, peacefully, complete in ecst . There
were stars at night and there were long days whe he was
away with the sheep, seeing that the: herders were.doing as
;they should, and sometimes she was with him, f· dling a
llittle lamb, smiling at the men, her great eyes sta~i g at the
~rizons, at him, at everything. They lived, compl ly, joyfully together.~ He saw h~r as she was after she ad miscarried, thin, shrunken, more brown than ever, lyi g in the
great bed and smiling at him... He felt himself t ssed into
the sounds of those long years, and there.was a pec .liar joy, .~
a sense of sfJ<tisfaction, a great happiness that th i-lled him _
so that he wanted to run, to leap on ,the earth,:t sing, to
clutch everything to himself, to rock in stillness with" the_
afternoon.
.
And then, she had died, and he had sat ther , numbly
-knowing he should feel it in his throat and eyes, b he could
not. He wanted to tell someone how; he felt, to tel someone
how happy he}elt ... to <lescribe that great wellin, emotion
of being, of remembering, of knowing things...
1

*

* * *

lie

*

\

After a while, he ~vent intO one of the bedroo s. It was
the same room in which he had been born... T re in the
corner was the' little virgin his mother had pra ed to, the
flickering vigjllamp casting, leaping shadows ov - her face
...he must pray to her, feel'his sorrow, he must.. But there
was no prayer in him, the other was inside of ,him now, ,
pushing and crowding out prayer with ~ wona rful song
of 'living-he had her now and she had him. It as simple
and wonderful, and he wished that he .could t~ I someone
about it. He had her life, and she'
had his, an1,; he would
...
die, and he could remember. . .
~,:.
I
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ll~e

He looked out
winrlowat the
peak (If San
'" Mateo and wondered, why he wahted
to be I~way, beyond the
•
haze and the pile4 clouds, to somewhere beyond ... when he
had such a living~ecstacy within him!
The afternoqn settled do~n and a cicaJ;da began his long
whirr from the cottqnwood in }he patio, ta~ing 'through the
heat to him, adding to what was within 'him, the turmoil
in him boiling over until it w~s subdued 'Within itself... It
.' was good to sit and .listen ~ the quiet of fe afternoon. ~

i'

:

'

,I

d,

i

No Wine So Sweet

By SIDDlE JOE JOHNso1:

I' ' ,.

I as~. only to ~ome back,
.. '
Now and agaIn, as the busy ye~rs leave space,
To what I know.
'
~
T will endure this change, but )lot with gl.dness,
Laughing or pressipg my face: against i1lbce.
l

October nights, when the wil'd:desolate Sil[i nce
Is wilder for the silver from the sky- '.
There in the 'coun;try nouse, tbe others slei ' ping-."
This is one of the\t~ings I would r~turn t~,
• Many and many a tIme befor.e I d,le.·

II

And the streets of one town on ~ ,~inter e~ening, .
The libr'ary warm and close against the ~old-'
These . I would drink again and again froth
i the same bottle,
Knowing no wine so sweet as ,tne oft-sav1red old.
.
I

~I

~I

IIj

~

Ii

'I'

H

I

~J

11
~. i
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Penalosa.-Eugene Manlove Rhodes--Wrjters'
$1.00.
.,.

~ditions,

anta Fe--

'"

The Trusty Knaves - Eugene Manlove Rhodes ~ Houg tori Mifllin,
1933-$2.00.
'.
•

Here are two prints of the same hand left fo . our comparison sixteen years' apart in the white str
of the
Papyrus Age. The first, firmly compressed, lai down in
the historical manner and glistening with brillian hardness,.
might be the hand of any on~ of a good !!}8iQr, con emporary
artists. But there is no mistaking the iaentity Of he second.
The latter is unpretentious. There ~s no grand esture or,
finger pointing at some magnificent ~e, and y of. all the
teeming millions who can take their pen in hand, doubt the
existence of another human being who could ha e done it~
Like Joseph Conraf:l, there is onlr one Euge e Manlove'
Rhodes and no one remotely resembling him. . E en in this
world of facile imitators, to attempt a ~hodes for ery would
be, to dare the gods. The average Rhodes' re der would
detect -it on the first page, probably in the ope ing paragraph. Rhodes' robust vigor and contrasting entleness,
his gusto, his long, firsthand intimacy with his I nd and its
people, his raciness, his 'wit and sardonic humor, is subtlety
and its strange bedfellow, a recurring sense f ~beauty;
perhaps most of all, his nonconformity and his delight in
strewing literary gems in the most unexpected 0 places are
talents for which the reading world will wait long time
before being found again in the same mortal corn, .nation.
Anyone who comes to Rhodes' expecting the raditional
Western, story is bound to stub his toe severely, and in 'my
mind I can see Gene Rhodes' eyes twinkling a t e puzzled
face of such a reader. But the searcher for per nality on
the printed page, the man who loves boundless, ighly-flav-'
ored life wherever he finds. it, who has learned f om reality
not to' be surprised to find even the most primi 've society
[ 144]
, -
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I

for the most part kind and strClmg, shre'1d and tremendously ti,
human whether
Hudson's pampas, i~Aksako1f's old Rus- i .
sia, in Barrie's 'fhrums or on .Rassu~ Galwan's Tibetan 'lil;.
plateau-such a reader will come on Rh~des with r unquench::a... j,'
able delight.,
! "
It is always rdangerous to delete 4 writer by quoting Ir
him. A dozen words, like tl.le "dozen notes that make a
musical chord, aIle' to a great measure )dependent on what i':'
has gone before.' But I shall risk diaster with one of :1
Rhodes' sentencesl the compression of w rch lea.:v..es the tingle ;
of a whole volum:e unsaid, "He sal\1lte. ed down to the sea
and there he meti the Terminator 'of D~ights, and the Sep- !'
arator of 'Companions." Who
so fet. words, has said so '
much of life and death?
hi .
~
This reviewer is especially fond ~f the title Rhodes II
chose with such a sure hand from ;EI l\toro where he found II .
it first written inl stone, "Pas6 Polo Aqqf" than which there il:
are few phrases more noble. And' I w~nt to add, a Rho~es Ii
paragraph, haunting with beauty and f~nd close to a welter
of gore. "Fifty years gone, the years o:ft: Valverde .and Glorieta, even such a misty and sunless Sepjtember came at last
to the San Quentin country-ye~,. and sttange flowers sprang
up over n~ght,'hright-~lowing,namel~ss rnd un~f.Jwn to any .
man. Senor, I have rIdden across thIS ~re desert when the ,
air wB:B dro~sy with swee~ness; sti~rup~.delep all day in wondrous blossoms, snow-whIte, blue and rurple, golden, firered, nameless." ,
.I
".
,

0*

II

I

I

I

in

!

,~.

C~NRAD RICHTER.

.. .

I

Albuquerque.

' ,

I'

o

1\.

Sky Determines-Rqss Calvin-Macmillan COJjnpany, 1934-$2.50.,

Sky Determines is a vivid, usefuI,l and schplarly, book
on the Southwest, by which the author Imeans New Mexico.
Dr. Calvin lives in Silver City where lhe is the Episcopal
of the New
clergyman, and it is natural that he shol1dd'write
,
Mexico that centers there, rising frort,lI the mesquite 'and,
•
,

I
1

\,.
I
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cactus plains of the Lower Sonoran zone, throu h., all the
intervening zones to the Canadian of the tall tim. er at the
top of the Mogollon range. It .results th~t Santa Fe, Albuquerque and t~e whole Rio Grande valley retrea s, in thi~
book, to
the periphery: a fact which will' prob ly do us
.
good.
,
Dr. Calvin has a seeing eye. Not only one w ich gets a
comprehensive yiew of a vegetable and animal life that
climbs from sub-tropical to sub-Artie, and of hu an types
from pre-Pueblo to late tourist-camp; but the sor of 'an eye
too which sees little animal tracks, notes plants! and birds
and clouds, and can relate these things to the all- mbracing
sky which is his theme. He rEmlembers the ha sn cut of
dust and the fresh consolation of.. fragrant rai'n, he knows
what it is to come thirsty to a \rater hole. ' He h 's sat and
talked with old fellows who remember hOiW life as when
there was almost nothing to mitigate the rigors of struggle
against a nature that cared nothing for human I e,'and of
humans who cared little more. All these things ,r. Calvin
writes about with feeling, understanding, and ithout a
trace of sentimentality. He see~ t~e west as a 'n sees it;
and he has undoubtedly done the things that a rna does who
loves the outdoors. It is just too -bad tha,t he·f I into the
trap of a Chamber of Commerce or some such ~ erson and
was impelled to append a prospectus advertising a country
which is too magnific~nt to need' advertisernellt On the
contrary, we, should requi~e people to pass exami ations before we permit them to come.
The best parts Of the book are those which deal with
the desert and the long struggle
of ;
man to make he desert
.
allow even a few of us' to' liv1e here. . He deals dequately
with people too. The Forgotten Peoples ~d th wonders
of the archaeological finds in the Mimbres Va ley; Pueblenos, Apaches, Conquerors, and Mexic~nos all c me in for'
concise and very thoughtful study. ' Most of this aterial is
not new, but it is well considered and necessa to make
~

,

; .'.
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. tne book the well-rounded whole that it is. Sky, meaning
climate and the general physical aspects of the country
.. caused by climate, have certainly- determined human devel~
opinent and Dr. Calvin's thesis is well supported by his facts,.
He claims to make'no statement which 'cannot be supported
by recogIiized authority, and' he comes very close to- that
ideal.
,.
,.
Only in dealing with Mexicans, whom he calls Mexi~
canos, probably ~effort to avoid the cumbrous Spanish- .
America~, doeyone wish that Dr. Calvin "had looked longer
and seen more. He makes the conventional picture of aD \
indolent, dirty, backward, "adorably picturesque" person;",
which is too easy.. It may have been
true fifty years ago. I
...
wasn't here fiity years ago, but it is certainly.not true todayj. .
The modern Mexican is not adorably picturesque and maybe
for the same reasons he is not indolent, dirty, not backward,~
He is a 'vigorous, busy, demanding person, eager to make his
~»Iace and ta,e his pa.rt i~ what New Mexico is doing now~
And he is doing it. Maybe Dr. Calvin should take a look at
the Rio Grande
Valley, after all.
'
o .
•
An exceptionally well chosen 9ibliography is added to
the text of the book. The photographs used in illustration
(the artistry of the author's wi~e) are suggestIve anq:
beautifuL
.~
•

!,

~

I

-

;

\
.

ERNA FERGUSSON.

Albuquerque.
.

.

.

One Smoke Stm"ies-'Mary Austin-Houghton, Mifflin, 1934--$2.00.
.

Mary Austin has given American literature another
· permanently important book. How many of Austin's books
(there are now twenty-eight) are of ,such considerable
status, the reviewer not having read them all,. can scarcely
. estimate. But of the last four books'she has' written, it is
his considered judgment that each is as original in thought,
as consummate in style, and as' freighted with' a unique
wisdom and humor as any volumes which have come from
J

..
/
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the Amerjcan press. In them, if one may j!1dg from only
a few of the earlier books, the same qualities ppear,but
deepened, refined, and enriched. Starry Advent e, a novel,
Experiences Facing Death, an essay, Earth ariZon, ·an
autobiography, and One Smoke Storjes, tales, represent
Mary Austin in all but her drama aDtl poetry. an ,one say
that a single common gift of the author's is he Jolden
thread through her books ~which wins each, time the Teader
at all familiar with her writing?
Competent at plotting and as much the artis in des~rip
tion as anyone writing English, the books of M ry Austin
carry the reader along con.vincingly and fulfillin ly until he
arrives at those passages of insight into life,' hose peak
moments of revelation that mark an in-knowingn ss (to use
one of het own words) rarely permitted to indivi ~als. The
in-knowingness in One Smoke Stories is kindly magnanimous, square-shooting,
so that it" can" illumine friendship
.
'like that between Red Morgan and the Papago Ki ,vindicate
the ancient-way of Hosteen Hatsanai who woul have his
second wife blessed at the mission like his first, a d ser.e the
nature-killing pot-hunter Greenhow whQm the ods of the
woods brought low. And how her intelligence' ca prick 'the
bubble of male complacency as in the master-pie e "Papago
Wedding" and "The Man Who Lied About.a W man" 'and
"The Man who Was Loved By Women." The i teUigence
expands into wisdom and humor when of Sus e, Papago.
wife to a white man named Shuler and' mothet to him of
five children, it remarks
"In all things Susie was ~ good wife
him
though she had no writing of marriage an she
never wore a hat."
-

ll>

Y

.. ,

The story, "Approaching Dawn,." combines t
gence and this humor with ,both pathos and bea
andemung had conquered all the Seven Fears, b
fear which he had not reasoned from his heart w
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Anth.ony Adverse-Hervey Allen-Farrar & Rinehart,
$3.00.

,

,1
!

'

.

,
~

"We here in the Southwest are interested ,n its untouched possibilities for story materiar; in its fo 40re, its
history, its color. What do you of New York he r of i~?"
And the charming professor of English from
e -of 'the
Universities in New York smiled at the naivete of the grobp
of New'Mexican enthusiasts.
"To be frank," he answered in amusement, " 'm afraid
that we don't even hear of it."
.
But Hervey Allen chose New Mexico as the st of the '
-six romantic, virile locations in which Anthony A, erse was
to seek adventure and life.
It was in the Southwest, "in timeless solitu es which
the traveller has discover~d to be no longer solita y, that a
man's lips can learn to shape themselves to the-rou d symbol
of eternity which is the crown of human talk and communion" that Anthony learned the answer to life. F om Santa
Fe, "in a valley where there were a rlumber~of at-roofed
adobe buildings gathered about a plaza ... a smal , poverly- '
stricken place," through Albuquerque, "over the c ctus-cov't,""
ered hills," Anthony Adverse "with ,freshness a
strengtf?
walked the trail in peac~."
.J
This man, who wasl much ntore than just a
aresque hero because he was eternally seeking mething,
learned at La Luz, in the high Mountains of sou I ern. New
Mexico, a balance in ~his flux of living." "I think [he said}
I detect a little overtone from paradis,e. Or pe~ aps it is
something in the sunlight, a golden reflection fro that age
which poets can never remember enough about to' oin them
out of their dark garrets. I am glad that I did ot try to
live by dreams alone; glad I tried as best I 'coul to pour
"molten dreams into the mould of life. This is a g od mould
here at La Luz to let the" hot metal of thought co 'I in."
Mr. Allen wisely chose such source books for ,he Southwestern episode as Kendall's Santa Fe Expeditio , General
I

•

l'

/<
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Albuquerque.
Trciders to the Navajos-Frances Gillmor and Louisa Wade Wetherill
-Houghton, Mifflin Company, 1,934-$3.00.
-

If books about the Southwest should spring out of,
understanding of the Southwest and should r~cord more
than the glamor of our' history and. the picturesqueness of
our countryside, the~ Traders to' the Navajos 'belongs to
the true apostolic line. Louisa Wade Wetherill is of the
pioneering English stock that wedded an alien. soil and grew .
of the new spirit with it. Her father pioneered as a prospector.,-as a rancher, and as a communitr builder. She herself has pioneered in human relationships as twenty-nine
thumbprints reproduced on the jacket ,of the book testify..
They,are the endorsement of members of the Navajo tribe
who in this way of signing affirm that "no other white
woman has as complete knowledge of our people, -their
customs and traditions as she. "This faith of a people was
not won quickly. It is the outgrowth of lifetime of familiarity and common cause among Paiutes and Navajos, a life,time paralleled by that of. a boy and man which was to form
. the partnership of the Wletherills celebra;ted in this book.
John Wetherill's father had ridden the famous Chisholm cattle trail, had' !Jlined in Missouri, and at last from
,these unsettled paths turned to. ranchint in Colorado. .But
something of the explorer'~ lure must have remained in the

a

,. .

..

I

. <

j
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.
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blood of his sons, for .they discovered the unknown· ities of
the past on the high Mesa Verde, and arou~ed the.:fir t interest in archaeological sites which supplied Denv~r,he' Uni. versity of Pennsylvania, and the museum at Stockh 1m with
the relics of the Basketmaker civilizati10n of th North
American continent.
,~
The life of the Wetperills really began witp t
at Ojo
remote frontier where they established trading po
Alamo, Pueblo Bonito, Oljato, and Kayenta. Their story is
interwoven with the lore of chaI)t and le~end of the avajos,.
of the origins of the people, of their, folk mores a d discipline. But Traders to the 'Navajos is more than the saga of
individual lives; it is the saga of peoples sung in ranees
Gillmor's memorable phrases; of "the moving peop e"-the
,White Americans, and of those who called themsel es just
"the people"-the Dine; of the harmony of "peace n many'
faces" won for "the people" a~d '~the moving pe pIe" by
such links as John and Louisa Wetherill; of the last rontier
"where.danger was always a half-heard undertone i mountain silences"; of the hearthfire; and "dancing eas of the
sunset" where the people who dance and 'sing and th people
who ride in steel that fire moves have each "found a living
earth."
T. M. PEA
Albuquerque.
The Three MU8tangeers - Will James - Charles Scribner' , 1933$2.75.

Sing me a song of the vanishing West,
A song o.f the Mustangeers,
A rollicking lay of a by-goneyday
With a chorus of bawling steers;
Sing me a song of a jingle of spurs, .
With a rattle of hoofs refrain,
And the coyote grim on the canyon's dm
And the creak
of the wagon train~
.,
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Will James in his new book has done'tlust that.Moreover he has given the molders of publicl opinion a swell
chance to view with alarm! For any of t~e~ w:ho have the
stamina . to ride with his three MustangeersI . through a regu- .
Jar orgy 'of cattle and horse stealing, will find at the end of
the trail that crime does, in very truth, pay! At least it ~
paid AndY' and Stub an4 Hugh who make u~ the triumvirate.
_
The amazing thing about the book is the qasual m~nner in ....
which the boys go about their business of l~w breaking, and,
what a lead pipe cinch it is for them to anne~ a herd of steers belonging to their next door neighbor, haz~ them across the
state line, peddle them to some crooked c\orp.m'i~sion man,
apd get back home safely with their pocklets stqffed with'
bills.·.,
As a sort of, counter attraction to t~1e excitement of
cattle stealing, Mr. James sets his three h~roes to the task
of catching wild horses and goes into"considerable detail as .
to the methods employed. No one 'but a ~esterner thor-"
oughly familiar with his subject could brin~ to liis readers
.t}1e breezy 'and authentic atmosphere of thi~ almost forgot-,
ten trade. His hobbled horses travel at a sIPppety-hop lope
before they are herd broke; a "parada" is in~roduced to help
. the boys capture the fuzzy tails, and the jargon of the rangt!
leaps out to meet the reader from every page. All through
the book goes the thunder of hoofs; the crea* of saddles; the •
.bawling of cattle, and when words fail hinh he turns wi.th skillful hand to his drawing board and lov_la herd of wild'
horses swings across the page with tails fiy~ng in the wind.
. . The Three Mustangeers will never threaten the popular~ty_ of those three dashing characters of Du*.tas from whom .
•
he draws the inspiration for his title. But ih this book 'Will '
James has given us an unusual picture of a t~io of rollicking'
, cow hands witna highly develop~d sense of loyalty to one
another. If, along the way, the author has allowed them to
completely :ignore at lea~t one of the comma~dments ancl get
away with it, this moral lapse has not tak~n, ;;lway any of
1
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the glamour from this fast moving story of the v
West.

~

.

.

I""t-

r

ishing

CAREY HOLBRO

Albuquerque.
~

The Great Tradition-Granville Hicks--Macmillan-$2.50.

American literature has been a criticall~teratu e,"a literature critical of greed, cowardice and meann~ss. Espe~
ciaJly since the Civil War, has it become increasin~ y clear
that the central fact in American life -is the class s ruggle..
This opens several roads for the writer. He .may ignore
the struggle. But in doing so, he commits himself to eva;
sion and cannot arrive at a clear interpretation
of' he life
,about him nor can he devise a pattern true to Ameri an life
and people. If he remains impartial, he deceives' d confuses both himself and his readers. Or he may be oDie an
apologist, by accepting the existing. order of thi gs and
assuming it operates for the best interests of all. F .m ~this
attitude, will follow a literature that is dishone~t a d misrepresentative. If he recognizes the existing order f r what
it is, yet accepts 'it, just because he may profit by" , he is
c~llous, selfish aiId cuts himself off. from the rest of umanity for whom he has no sympathy and therefore of hom he
cannot write clearly. But if the writer allies imself
actively with the proletariat, thus escaping dishone ty, iso,lation and apologetics, he may treat capitalists a d their
faults, exploiters and exploitation without exa-gger~ on and
so go ahead and carry ~)Ur literature tq a high pea of development.
Thus Mr. Hicks analyzes our literature, its stat s,- past
and present, and the forecast of its fature. With t e Civil
War, the old order in America ended and indus rialism
began: to rise Steadily ov~r the entire country. These hanges
broug t abo t a struggle between tpe old order apd t e
a strugg
a; i still ~ing 011. It is a struggle reft .cted in
our literature, trivin to present clearly Americ n men
"'I

.j

.~
II
[i
~;

i

new,

7
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.. and women, representative types, and th~~r life and soeiety

, in the light of their experiences., It is .J~lso' a struggle to understand these «Onditions that have aris~n in America;-its
changing life, its' standards and people. T~e hardest part of
this struggle from a literary point of vie\w is to gain true
understanding, and perfection in form .of lexpre~sion.
.
American authors have had to ori~ntate themselves
and try to ~ain a true perspective of the) changing life of
their country and to .judge clearly and imbartially both the
people ~nd their reactions·.to industrialiszq and its' changes.
Mr. Hicks first looks back up'on the great writers of the
Golden Day and then shows how they and! their work were
obscured by the great and rapid ehanges after the Civil
War. Next, he treats the rise of regionali~m, starting with
Bret Harte and going 6n up through M~rk Twain, Cable
and Eggleston. These men were inspirei:I by a desire to
gain a way of, e~cape ~rom th~ comp~ex c~ntemporary life;
so they wrote of the past of their variousl sections and ignored the present; they evaded a close sCl1,ltiny of existing
conditions. .Their chief mission seemed t~ be to entertain
'and they Jailed "to provide a tr~Iisition to ~~tiorial liter~-.
ture. Next, there developed th,e novel of JlolItIcs, the novel'
of business and the novel of labor. In thilS period, Howell
stands out as trying. to understand the re11 American life.
He tried to creatE! in literature, a form of r~lism that would
help develop a better world. After If6WdUs, there comes
the Fugitive group
which Sarah Orn1"l: Jewett, Henry"
James and Emily.Dickinson
are the most outstanding. Yet
'
these failed in themselves of real fulfillment.l They complete
or complement the work of Howells and Jhers p'i-eceding
them.
.
Then Bellamy tried in fact and in:imagination to
find and create a Utopia. Along came Gad, nd ~nd Norris,
hating and denol\nci~g oppression. . They '1'ere foHowed by
London and Sinclair who claimed to be Socialists. But the
first ten or twelve years of the century prorced ~ittle that

-
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will survive. The Octopus, The Jungle and The Call of the
Wild are the works best remembered. But the wor of
Churchill, White and Phillips is forgotten. O. Henry is utmoded. Herrick is little read. A few.plays were prod ced
that are still remembered~ This should have' been the ost
productive period of our literature, but 'somehow the wni ers
failed in their purposes. It may be called the muckra ng'
era and it did prepare the way for the greater realism nd·
technical skill of the middle generation.
' .'
The period from 1912 to 1925 is regarded as an A er-,
ican Renaissance. Its beginnings were in the 90's and its fe'r-:.
tilization and adolescence" were accomplished during the
,muckraking period and it flowered in the work of the mi dIe
generation. The period presents many outstanding wri ers.
is,
The novelists are Dreiser, Edith Wltarton, Sinclair,e
Sherwood Anderson., Willa Cather, IJoseph H~rgeshei ere
The poets are Amy Lowell, Vachel Lindsay, Carl Sandb rg,
Edwin'Arlington Robinson, and Robert Frost. Th~ cr tics
are Mencken, Brooks, Huneker, Spinga~. As a dram tist,
Eugene O'Neill stands out. The writers of this pe~i are
intensely critical, pessimistic and filled with a sense of eep
. frustration, unhappiness and despair. They seem to t ink
life is a dismal failure and America a joke. Manyof hem
fled to Europe seeking a. new and better mode of li ing.
There had been better work than theirs but never so uch
good work or so many worthwhile writers as the middle generation produced. There was a wide-spread intere t in
literature. And this generation emancipated literat~re. rom .
Victorian standards. But they failEtd in many ways and
their later work does I!otfulfill the promise of the , ~lier
€fforts.
"
Of the revolutionary group of the pres~t period, ,her~
are three outstanding pessimists-Krutch, Jeffers" and
Faulkner. T. S. Elliot's poetry is widely read but his ork,
his gifts and ability now seem to be strangled in his co version to royalist politics and the anglo-catholic ~ reH .on.
'l")
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Wilder is trying to find certa.inty in a world -of disillusionment. Hemingway is of the lost generatiop, not sure of any
code and a drifter. Elizabeth Maddox Roberts and Glenway
Westcott are the represenatives of regjondlism. Both have
set in ,their
fallen short of the standards they origj~ally,
I
work .."
.
I ..
The outstanding writer. of the period is John Dos
Passos. He expresses in a modern way Ithe spirit of the
great works of the past. He has confiden~e in the common
man, he rebels against shams Bend oppr~ssion, he feels a
kinship with all classes of workers and be.Iieves in curbing
the individual for the good of all. It has qeen said that our .
writers have failed to achieve order, form: and significance.
DosPassos along with other radicals, in dealing with repre- '
sentativ.e American :men and women in re~resentative situ.ations is bringing into our literature the~e qualities whie~
it has lacked.
\ '!
.
.
And~o Mr. Hicks has followed the cdl}r~e of our literature through 'its phases of development,l as it has grown
more honest and complete in its depictio~ of our life and· .
people through a better .unde.rstandi~gof ~n1erican ~oc~e~..
One gathers that Mr. HICks IS MarXian a~ij communIstIc ln
his sympathies and views. And although Ihis opinions and
those of the reader and student of Americ~n literature may
conflict at times,yet it must be conceded ~hat his book is a
splendi~ a~q e~lightenin~ piece o~ ~ort whi~~ g~ves. a
deeper InSIght Into our lIterature, ItS sOlrces, I~spltatlOn
and creators.
. i'
,j

•

l

.

.

I

.

LYDIA ~ •.BRADFORD.

Santa Fe.

'I

.

!

Deep Snow-C. Kuipers-Zondervan Publishing
~

. -$1.00.

~ouse, Grand Rapids
I

.

No problem in the Southwest is mo~,e likely.to draw
.out fiery champions of severalcaI.Dps than the religious education of the Indian: Here is a book wit1 bOt~ Indian and
• •
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Christian religions at its heart"and sympathetically gi en
to the treatment of the idealism, t~e discipline, and the h 0ism called forth by each. Heroism is descriptive' of b th
the Protestant missionary, Lanting, a central figure ill' he
book, and of Koshe, its hero, a Zuni youth -loving both C~ ist
and the Shalakos.
The Indians at -Zuni, like the Indians elsewher} s m
to settle the matter of Old Gods and New easily ana nat rally. They accept both. Shalako -and 9hristmas come in _
" the winter about the same time. .And
, each is signific' nt
and exciting. There may be a little of c~nspiraey ab ut
singing the Jesus-hymns, especially with such ~ervor at
Christmas time wh~re candy and gifts are conspicuous' in
the chapel corner,. but fundamentally at he,art the Ind an .
refuses to become excited over adding to his faith. Giv ng.
up anything he already has is different. And though L nt-·
ing secretly feels that as long as Koshe ~dances ~o hard· he"
nature worship of his fathers he belongs only half. to' Ch ist
and the other half to paganism, with, Koshe there is' no
struggle in accepting both.
.
The book is tremendously real: American baseball nd
Zuni stick-races, medical serums and Zuni medicine-cure~.
pinon picking and ~overninent aid to the snow bound N vajos succoured by Zunis whose preserves they were raid ng,
rise to a gripping climax in the fight of Koshe and his l? ny'
to conquer the perilous snow drifts in to Chin Lee w' ere
typhoid sufferers await serums he brings and where ,hewith-the-Mellow-Voice, a Navajo girl whom Koshe love, is
isolated with her old gr.andmother in a remote hOgjan.
he
story is never sentimental; it is never satiric of, the
sioners or their recalcitrant but amiable conve~tsj
d it
is less fiction than fact-another stirring witness to th~
romance (if one can call the blood marked trail of 'the. O.IlY
and Koshe such) close to home.
,
Phrases of Zulli speech and annotations of Zuiiii cu tom
add to the value of a book devoted to one of the most fas,

-;
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cinating settlements of the Southwest. Thel1>ook is to be
reissued in better binding, but those who v4lue books for
-their text will be glad to obtain so worthwhile a volume in
its economical dress.
''
!
T. M. PEARCE.
,j
Albuquerque.
1.

,
I
A l1wrican Literature: A Period A ntkology: Oscar ICurgill, GeneralEditor-The Macmillan Company, 1938.
,
The Roots "of National Culture:
Anierican LiteratUre! to 1830-Edited
.
by Robert E. Spiller, ASllociate Professor of En~ish, Swarthmore
College-$1.50.
-.'
1'1
.

I

"

~,

'

"The Indian provides the first elementJin the cosmo- .
politan origins of our literature; the .exp)oters
and early
.
!
settlers, the second."
l
Rpbert E.' Spiller, who has edited the yolume on The
"Roots of NationaJtCulture, which stands first in the five
volume period .anthology of A merican Liter~ture not only
makes this statement in his able introductio~ but acts upon
it in his selections. Thereby he departs fr~m convention. !
And though we have the representations frdm John Smith p.
to James Fenimore Cooper which we shoufd expect in a
volume covering American literature to 18~O, we have in r
addition the inclusion of the Columbus Letten of 1493 as the
earliest written. record dated from the ~ew Jw0rld, and the
. inclusion of selections from Hariot and Cliamplain. The.
century preceding the settlement of J amestoivn
thus finds a
!
voice after too long a silence. . It is~ to be regr~tted that some
of the 'Relation~ of the Spanish explorers ~re not also included, since contemporary writing has founa such stimulus
in them.
The omission is, however; accou~ted for in the
.
introduction by the reminder that the Sp.4nish traqition,
though an influence on today, has 'not been thje shaping force
through the developmelJt of our lit~rature *at the' eastern
and English tradition has been. But the deb~ of the present
.;..

•
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to Spanish materials, particularly in the work of Willa
Cather and Archibald MacLeish, is given due ~m~has s. '
In the .selection of Indian songs and legends,: it is again
unfortunate that convention is not defied a littl~ mo e and
material drawn not only from Schoolcra'lft and N~tali Curtis, both good choices, but also from the wealth avail ble in
the ~ureau of Ethnology reports. Cushing and! 'Mahe\Vs
might then have received their due for literary s 11 -and
literary influence, as well as for scientific researcH. H wever
there is again atonement for the omission. Tlle n tes do
refer to the Bureau o~ Ethnology reports, to "the ork of
Alice C. Fletcher and Frances Densmore, and t M'ary
Austin's American Rhythm, whose tnesis con¢ern g the
relationship of this mat.erial to American literat~re i briefly
summarized. In fact, the interest and richness of th notes,
not only in this' instance but consistently,
a ireIl} rkable
feature of the volume.
J
The chief distinction of The Roots of N atiornal ulture,
however, lies in this start it makes toward l dis overing
neglected roots. And .since fashions in. antholo~ies re slavishly followed, it is to be hoped that this volunjle ·n set a
new one.

is

I

FRANCES' 'GjiLL
,(

Albuquerque.

•

f
I

.

I
I

The Roma":,,tic Triumph: Amel"i~an Literature from ~83(J to 18.60Edited by Tremaine McDowell, Associate Profes~or 0 English.
University of Minnesot~$1.50.
I

0\ .

Professor McDowell's The Romantic Tri1mp ': 18301860 is the second of five period anthologies bf merican
literature. Its 744 pages supply in generous Ime sure the
material for the study of the period under cons~der. tion. .
The one weakness of the worIe is fundarhen al t9 the
plan of the series, and is not the fault of ~rof SS01" McDowell. These five volumes are intended as t¢x't ks, and
must be:Udrd accordingly. I t is the ~mprrsi n. of the
t
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reviewer that few if any American Universities offer their
introductory courses in American lfterature iin such small ,J
subdivisions as these volumes imply. The qsual plan is a
single one- or two-semester course covering the whole field. '
The expense of a five volume anthology is likely to exceed
that' of the ,single or even two-volume collections.
On the -'
I
other hand one who is interested in close sttlldy of the sep'. ara:te periods gets a large body' of material ~t a reasonable
, II •
price. '
In other respects, Professor McDowell's ,jWork is almost
beyond cavil. His judgment is sound in his !selections, and
he uses to good ~d.vantage his one opportunity for originality, in the selection andclassificatlon of mino* VV,riters. -Significent attitudes are illustrated by,: "Early S~ntimentalists,"
"Minor Transcendentalists," and~ "Late S~n~imentalists."
Physical and social conditions are reftected,l by "The Conquest of the New World," "Indian and Pione~r," and "Plantation and Slave," these
groups embracing,i-among others;
.
Prescott, Parkm~n,; David Crockett, and Calhoun and Webster. .
l
,\
The work is competently done as'regards text a~d notes
(which are, properly, few and short) ; but o~e would appreciat~·more bib~iographical material. The b$k is attractive
in ;ppeirance-~and easy to :Qandle, with g04d paper, large,
clear' type, and a page-size midway between t}1e clumsy
bigness of the,standard anthology, and the irrdeqUate smallness of a pocket edition. Indeed, these advaIJtages are made
possible, by the' multi-volum~plan, and may ~e,cGnsidered in .
{ a~ large measur~...to outweigh the objection the plan.
G. P~SHA~NON.
.

r

~-

.

.

~.

.

t9

1

Albuquerque.

~
!

i
I

~

,

,I

The RiBe, of RealiBm: American Liter,a,ture from 18'10 to 1888-Edited
by Louis Wann, Professor of English Language and Literature,
University of Southern Car
ia-$1.50.,!

,I

I

Louis Wann's Anthology, 'The Rise o!f Realism," the
third volume in a series of A erican Litel:'~ture Periods, fs
1
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comprehensiv~ in scop~ and

1M.

scholarly in plan.
Wann
at the
very ably develops in his preface the theor
demands of the frontier~ the crisis of the Civil
r, and the
rise of the new industrialism put an end to roma ic sm, and
then he very carefully b~ilds up a fine backgroun' of ~ealism
from ~n analytical vieWpoint. All forms of ri ing are
illustrated in the book: poetry, criticism, histor ,t novel
and the drama. All classes of humanity weave t e atterns
of these forms: preachers, cowboys, statesm.en, p iI sophers,
soldiers, and scientists.
.
Since literature is a reflection of life a c~re ul study of
the varied selections will provide an excellent hi to ical and
social perspective of the currents which swep ver and
around the mountaineJr, miner, lumberjack, n 0, frontiersman and editor. Life was hard for them a d hey had
to face the facts. They did so realistically, but als charmingly in many instances, thqs proving that t~e spirit of
romance still lingered _,,•. on we. must admit hOf" wer, that
the design in the shifting pattern of life and lit r ture· was
itman,
traced by the great ones: Abraham Lincoln, Wal
William Dean Howells,: Mark TWain, Henry J a
, Sidney
Lanier and therefore that much of the material i . .he collection ·is of the homespun variety sin<;e there r fifty~six
contributors. Even so~ we are proud of all thos
ho were
capable of preserving for future generations american
~, tradition, ballad, sermon or ideal.
~

e

I

.

~

o

JULIA

I'

Albuquerque.
The Social Revolt: Americq,n Literature from 1881 to 19 4. Edited by
Oscar Cargill, Assis~nt Professor of English, N w y'ork University-$1.35.
!'

This, the fourth volume of the series, cove s the years
from 1888 to 1914. It: begins with Henry Geor .and ends
witb George Santayana. The arrangement isl . teresting
and suggestive, underosuch headingS ali,
reamers,

Utopiat
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The Gilded Youth, Iconoclasm, The Under

Mysticism

and Individualism, to mf:!ntion..only a few.
1"
The volume is a comment on the fleetingpess of literary
reputations. Here are sel~ctions from fifty-eight writers.
How few of them are still read, at least wi~ely ! Possibly,
.Stephen Crane, Booth Tarkington, Edith {whartOn, Jack
London (?), an.d, (by the cognoscenti) Henlbr Adams. Nor
can one of these be grouped with our rrl.aior American
writers.
I
The editorial introduction, it seems to m(e, lays too much
stress on social and economic trends and no~ e!lo~gh on the
esthetic. The book' contains, however" a va~uable collection
01 material, most of it very reada};>le.
0

l

~

I

{

,

'"

Ctrntemporary' Trends: American Literature. Binet 191J,.--Edited by
, John Herbert Nelson-.$1.25.
i

In this volume, '~e find 503 pages againbt the 647 of the
previous volume, and:· 76 writers against thb 58 of the preceding period. Yet~ how incomparably rich~r and more important is the output of this period as cO~1?ared with that
covered in Volume Four! Though I do notiI pretend
to be a
•
prophet, I venture to say that some twenw of the names.
listed in this volume will rank with the best of our earlier
authors, and, as cOD!lpared with the writers iof the preceding
period, there is nota single field in which ~ne or :rilore~on
temporary writers will not excel any pre~ous a¥hor. In
the field of poetry, we have Robinson, Ifrost, andburg,
Masters~ J elfers. Of the preceding peri~d, .only Williarp
Vaughan Moody approaches these. In the Dovel,
what name
~
of the preceding period can be plac~ alon~side tnese: Sinclair Lewis, Theodore Dreiser, Sherwood4nderson.
. The editQr asserts, and justly, that thi~ is the "first attempt to treat as a distinct period America~ literary history
since 1914." One might wish that marty rdf his own favorites from Robinson,Frost, Sandburg, Mas!ters, St..Vincent
,

'I

'j

~

I

I
1
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Millay, Teasdale, had been included- instead
selections
from lesser known and less important poets.
Both volumes are adequately printed and ell edited,
with especially good biographical· and critical otes. The
volume on Contemporary Trends presents a ' pital pic..
ture of a most complex, disturbing, and.experi e' tal period.
.
,
GEORGE S . CLAIR.
Albuquerque.

,
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"Education in Sixteenth Century Mexico'·~ y .George Sanchez-earliest European hlstruction in the New World.

•

t

,.Ii

"Indians-NeY! Mexican and Mexican"-bt Erna FergUsson-Indian customs above and below the ~:0 Grande.
"The Eclipse"-'by Edna Bouldin-an Ameri.ian scientipc expedition encounters miracle working in a exican VIllage.
l"Mexican Sunday Morning-'O Terra Dell SOl-Stteet of
Sma~l C0!'ins" - by Mela Sedillo Brewsttr - sketches of
MexIco CIty.
- ; . 'i

,Ii

, Other articles on art, travel, pel4tics in the Republic of Mexico.

.

A~

I

.{
i ·-Announcing

I

1

1

i

1

p
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THE CARAVEL

AnAmerican Quarterly Published ~ Eutope
Edited by Sydney Salt and Jea'Y?llrRivers
. ,

~~

.

:i

,

..

,

r

I
I

'. .
-j~
'sThe Caravel will print poetry and stories,rev~ws
'of poetry, an _
occasional article, and translations of, current ~uropean ~ting.
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